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The intent of this study is multifold: on the one hand it introduces and
publishes a heretofore unknown annotated şecere (genealogical tree), covering the Evrenosoğulları (descendants of Hacı Evrenos) from the beginning of
the 14th through the third quarter of the 17th century, while on the other it
presents a collection of seven inscriptions on stone (kitabeler) relating to the
early Ottoman March Lord (Uc Beğ) Hacı Evrenos, of which only one has
been _previously published. 1 These primary sources are then examined in
•
••

Princeton University
Marmara University
These are respectively (and chronologically): I) a largely obliterated dedicatory
inscription (kitabe) over the entrance doorway to the Evrenos built (ca. 1370) Ztiviyeİmiiret (Dervish Lodge/Soup Kitchen) in the Thracian town of Gümülcine (Komotini); 2)
a second partially obliterated dedicatôry inscription (kitabe) stored in the depot of the
Kornotini Archeological Museum, which once was located above the second entrance
doorway of the Evrenos Zaviye-İmiiret in Gümülcine; 3) a fragment of an inscription on
a han (caravansary) built by Evrenos in ca. 1390 at the site of the Roman city of
Traianoupolis (Turkish: Kara Ilıca; Greek: Loutros] which lies between the town of
Feres (Ferecik) and Alexandroupolis (Dedeağaç) close to the Evros (Meriç) River in
western Thrace [a photo and parti al translation of which appears in: Heath W. Lowry:
The Shaping of the O tto man Balkans, 1350-1550. İstanbul (Bahçeşehir University Press),
2008. pp. pp. 33-35 [Hereafter: Lowry, 2008]; 4) the previously published tombstone of
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light of a number of rare Iate 19th and early 20th century photographs depicting monuments in Yenice Vardar (Giannitsa) and the interior of the mausoit evaluates the testimony of the şeleum (türbe) of Hacı Evrenos. Finally,
,
cere (family tree) and inscriptions in terms of their importance as histoncal
sources. In so doing it is designed to open a new window into the history of
one of the longest lasting family dynasties of the six-hundred year Ottoman
poljty.
To say that little is known about the origins and subsequent history of
this important family is an understatem(mt.2 Even something as basic as the

2

Evrenos dated Wednesday, 7 Shawıval, h. 820 (1417), from his tiirbe (mausoleum) in
Yenice Vardar (Giannitsa) in central Macedonia [See: V. Demetriades: "The Tomb of
Ghazi Evrenos Beğ at Yenitsa and its Inscription," in Bulletin of the School of Oriental
and African Studies, Vol. 39 (London, 1976), pp. 328-332 [Hereafter: Demetriades,
1976] & Heath W. Lowry: The Nature oftlıe Early Ottoman State. Albany, NY (SUNY
Press), 2003. pp. 59-61[Hereafter: Lowry, 2003]; 5) the photo of a no longer extant
i:estoration inscription dated h. 1302 (October 21, 1884- October ll, 1885) which once
adomed the wall above the sarcophagus of Evrenos in the Yenice Vardar tiirbe; 6) a
photo of a second no longer extant restaration inscription from the tomb of Evrenos,
dated h. 1303 (October 10, 1885 - September 30, 1886), which names his descendant
Mehmed Ş etik Paşa as the miitevelli (administrator of his pious foundation) responsible
for the tiirbe 's 1885-1886 restoration; and, 7) the stili in si tu restaration inscription (över
the entrance doorway) of the Evrenos mausoleum (tiirbe).in Yenice Vardar (Giannitsa),
which is dated h. 1326-1328 [February 4, 1908- January 3, 1911].
For such a key figure in the formative period of Ottoman growth there is amazingiy little
in the way of serious scholarship devoted to the personage of Evrenos. In Turkish, the
earliest works are a short article and monograph available only in Ottoman Turkish.
They are: Osman Ferid: "Evrenos Beğ Hanedanına Aid Temlikname-i Hümayun,' in
Türk Tarih Enciimeni Mecmuası, Vol. VI., No. 31 (İstanbul, 1915), pp. 410-418 and:
[Hamit Vehbi] "Gazi Evrenos Beğ," in Meşalıir-i İslam, No. 26. İstanbul, ND., pp. 801976. These were followed by three short pieces which appeared in aBalıkesir Halk Evleri periodical in 1936: K. Kani: "Evrenos Beğ," in Kaynak, No. 36 (Balıkesir, 1936), pp.
923-925; K. Kani: "Evrenos Beğ," in Kaynak, No. 37 (Balıkesir, 1936), pp. 17-22; & K.
Kani: "Evrenos Beg," in Kaynak, No. 38 (Balıkesir, 1936), pp. 60-64. More recent
articles, include: i. H. Uzunçarşılı, "Evrenos," in İslam Ansiklopedisi, Vol. 4 (1964), pp.
413-418 [Hereafter: Uzunçarşılı, 1964]; Vahit Çabuk: "Sultan I. Murad'ın Gazi Evrenos
Beğ'e Gonderdiği Yönetirole İlgili bir Emr-i Şerif ve Bunun Düşündürdükleri," in Türk
Dünyası Tari/ı Dergisi, Year: 6, Number 63 (March 1992), pp. 34-40; Fahamettin Başar:
."Evrenosoğullan," in Türkiye Diyanet Valifı İslamAnsiklopedisi, Volume ll (İstanbul,
1995), pp. 539-541 [Hereafter: Başar, 1995]; Semavi Eyice: "Gazi Evrenosoğlu Camii ve
Türbesi," in Türkiye Diyanet Valifı İslam Ansiklopedisi, Volume 13 (İstanbul, 1996), pp.
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names ofEvrenos' children and grandchildren are less than clear, with standard reference works such as the Encyclopaedia of lslam,3 İslam Ansiklopedisi, 4 a~d the Türkiye Diyanet Vakfı İsHim AnsiklopedisP providing
contradictory genealogies for family members in the fırst three generations.
To con:fuse an already muddy picture, the oft-cited work of Yılmaz Öztuna
on the Islarnic states and their noble families, even provides cbnflicting information on individual members of the Evrenosoğulları in different editions
of the same work. 6

3
4

5
6

549-550; Mehmet İnbaşı: "Sultan I. Murad'ın Evrenos Beğ'e Mektubu," in Atatürk Üniversitesi Türkiyat Araştırmaları Enstitiisii Dergisi, No. 17 (Erzurum, 2001), pp. 225-236;
H. Çetin Arslan: TürkAkıncı Beyleri ve Balkanların İmarına Katkıları (1300-1451). Ankara ( T.C. Kültür Bakarılığı Yayınlan), 2001; Levent Kayapınar: "Osmanlı Uç Beği
Evrenos Beğ Ailesinin Menşei, Yunanistan CoğrafYasındaki Faaliyetleri ve Eserleri," ·ın
Abani İzzet Baysal Üniversitesi Sosyal Bilimler Enstitiisii Dergisi, Vol. 2004-1, No. 8
(2004), pp. 133-142; and, Zeki Salili Zengin: "İlk Dönem Vaktiyelerinden Serez'de
Evrenuz Gazi'ye Ait Zaviye Vakfiyesi," in Vakıflar Dergisi, Vol. 28 (Ankara, 2004), pp.
101-120 [Hereafter: Zengin, 2004]. Among these works, the articles by Osman Ferid,
İ.H. Uzunçarşılı, V. Çabuk, L. Kayapınar & Z. S. Zengin are of particular interest.
Despite a title which suggests relevance to the present study the 2001 book by Arslan on
the Balkan architec.tural contributions of the Akıncı families, is of limited value as he
.
relies primarily on the works ofKiel and Uzunçarşılı.
In westem languages, see: İrene Beldiceanu-Steinherr, Recherches sur !es actes des
regnes des sultans Osman, Orkhan et Murad I. (Münich, 1967), pp.228-236;
Demetriades, 1976: pp. 328-332; V. Demetriades: "Problems of Land-Owning and
Population in the Area of Gazi Evrenos Beğ's Wakf," in Balkan Studies, Vol. 23, No. I
(1981), pp. 43-57; and, Irene Melikoff, "Ewrenos," in The Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2°d.
Ed., Vol. 2 (1965), pp. 720-721 [Hereafter: Melikoff, 1965].
The most recent contribution to the scholarship on Evrenos is: Lowry, 2008.
Chapter I of this work: 'In the Footsteps of Hacı Evrenos: A Reinterpretation of the 14th
Century Ottoman Conquest of Westem Thrace' [pp. 16-64], examines the career of
Evrenos in light of the remains of architectural monuments in Greece which were either
endowed and built by him or which were constructed during his lifetime.
Melikoff, 1965: p. 721. Listedin the body of this study as: [M].
Uzunçarşılı, 1964: p. 417. Listedin the body of this study as: [U].
Başar, 1995: 539. Listedin the body ofthis study as: [B].
Yılmaz Öztuna: Devletler ve Hanedanlar: Cilt 2: Türkiye (1074-1990). Ankara (Kültür
Bakanlığı Yayınlan), 1969 & the expanded (genişletilmiş) 1996 edition [Hereafter:
Öztuna, 1996]. Listedin the body of this study as: [Ö]. Asa case in point we may cite
the information given by Öztuna relative to one of the last prominent members of the
Evrenos line to live in Greece: Mustafa Rahmi Beğ. Here, in the 1969 edition [p. 646],
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In the opening seetion of this study w e weigh the previously published
genealogies in these secondary sources against that preserved in a 'family
tree' (şecere) compiled Iate in the reign of Sultan Mehmed IV (1648-1687),
a copy ofwhich was provided to Heath Lowry by G. Ersin Evrenos, a retired
Captain in the Turkish Navy. 7 The manuscript from which it is extracted belongs to Ersin Bey, who is a direct descendant of Hacı Evrenos' son, İki
Yüreklü Ali Beğ. Not only is the şecere an invaluable source for establishing
the family' s heretofore largely unknown genealogy in the years between ca.·
1330 and 1678-1687, i.e., for the fırst half of the Ottoman era, its value is
further enhanced by virtue of its containing a large number of original 'annotations' elaborating specifıc details conceming marriages, positions held,
huı:ial sites, ete. for various members of the family.

7

Öztuna has Rahmi Beğ as a member of the Central Committee (Merkez-i Umılmf) of the
İttihcid ve Terakkf (Young Turks) and a member of Parliament representing Selanik
(Thessaloniki) in 1908 and 1912. During the war he is listed as having served as
Govemor of İzmir and then as having been hung for his alleged involvement in the İzmir
plot to assassinate Mustafa Kemal [Atatürk] in 1926: Twenty-seven years later in the
'expanded' edition of 1996 [p. 656] he has resurrected Rahmi Beğ, for whom he now
provides the information that he lived between (1873-1949), adopted the family name
'Arslan' [in 1935], and that rather than being executed in 1926 he had been sentenced to
ten years irnprisonment. If this kind of confusion is possible when dealing with 20th
century members of the Evrenosoğullan one can only imagine the diffıculty of trying to
piece together their 14th and 15th genealogica1 tree.
The authors take this opportunity to express our thanks to Ersin Bey for generously
sharing this heretofore unpublished genealogy and to Özer Gazievrenosoğlu for
providing copies of the two Iate 19th century photographs of the interior of the türbe
(tomb) of Hacı Evrenos in Yenice Vardar (Giannitsa) and their now no longer extant
inscriptions. The kitabes (restoration inscriptions) depicted in these photos will be
discussed subsequently. We are also indebted to Özer Gazievrenosoğlu (an İstanbul
attorney) for making a number of family photographs and other materials available to
Heath Lowry. Özer Bey was the driving force behind the organization of the fırst 'family
reunion' of the Evrenosoğullan, an eventheldin İstanbul on June 22, 2008. Heath Lowry
was honored by an invitation to address the gathering, as well as by the chance to meet
close to fifty family members from İstanbul, Bursa, Dikili and İzmir in Turkey and
others from as far away as Arizona in the U.S.A .. Interestingly, all those in attendance
were descendants of Evrenos' son İki Yüreklü Ali Beğ. We have as yet been unable to
locate any family members from what the şecere indicates is the other surviving branch
of the family, the line ofHızırşah Beğ? ·
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The Evrenosoğlu family tree is preserved in the form of a ninety-four
page manuscript, w hi ch begins with the genealogies of the Biblical prophets,
continues through the line of the Prophet Mohammed, those of the early Islamic dynasties and the House of Osman. By virtue of the fact that the last
Ottoman ruler it names is the roling Sultan Mehmed IV., we may deduce that
it was drawn up during his reign, i.e., between the years 1648 and 1687. Below the name of this ruler is a marginalia containing additional clues which
help us further pinpoint the date of the şecere:

Text:
Circle:
Sultan Melımed Han ibnii's-Su/tan İbrahim Han:
Line #1: Sultan Me/ımed Han hazretleri bin elli sekiz senesinde
talıtli ciilus idiib. zaman-i şeriflerinde
Line #2: Girit Ceziresilıde Kandiye Kalesi fet/ı olup ve nice kaleler
dahi fet/ı olup Girit Ceziresi lıiikmiinde
Line #3:

oldıL

Ve Engeriis'de Uyvar Kalesi ve Kamenitsa ve
. Çelırin ve sliir kı/li' kim isimleri nli-ma'lımıdur,
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Line. #4:

fet/ı olmuşdur.

[p. 75]

Translation: Sultan Mehmed Han the son of Sultan İbrahim Han: His
Exeelleney Sultan Mehmed Han aseended to the ilirone in the year h.
1058 [January 27, 1648 - January 14, 1649]. He eonquered the
F ortress of Kandiye on the isiand of Crete, together with many other
fortresses [on the is land] and it eame un der his dominion. And in
Hungary he eonquered the Fortress of Uyvar, [and] Kamaniçe and
Çehrin and other fortresses whosenames are unknown [to us].

The fact that this marginalia indicates that Mehmed IV was the ruling
sultan when it was written, i,e., he is not listed as merhum (deceased), provides us with a terminus a quo for the şecere 's compilation of January 27,
1648, the date upon w hi ch he ascended ·the Ottoman throne. As he was deposed on November 8, 1687 we likewise are provided with a _terminus ad
quem. In addition, the fact that the note names several campaigns which
w ere undertaken in the course of his reign allows us to narrow the possible
dates of the şecere's compilation even further. Specifıcally, knowing that the
fortress of Çehrin was taken between February 23, 1678 and February ll,
1679, allows us to posit that the Evrenos family tree must have been drawn
up inthenine year interval between 1678 and 1687.
Immediately following the entry for Sultan Mehmed IV. is a nineteen
page seetion [şecere: pp. 76-94] devoted specifıcally to the lineage of Hacı
Evrenos. As was the case with that provided for the House of Osman, this
seetion likewise concludes with entries for Iate 17tlı century family members.
At this point the original şecere ends, although there are an additional two
pages containing numerous later entries in a variety of hands. While these
additions are included in the transcriptionltranslation of the documents provided in the present study, they are later adde nda to the original document,
and as such are not discussed in the analysis of the şecere.
This manuscript has subsequently been passed from generatian to generatian in the line ofEvrenos' son İki Yüreklü Ali Beğ, and, as noted above,
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is currently in the possession of G. Ersin Evrenos,8 who has most generously
shared it with us and consented to its publication in the current study. Using
the şecere as our baseline, it is possible to extract the following profil'e of the
family' s 14th and 15th century history:
First Gencration Hacı ve Gazi Evrenos/Evrenos (c..>"~.JJI) Beğ:
Hacı

Evrenos was fırst. and foremost an early March Lord (Uc Bey)
who played a key role in establishing the Ottoman presence in the Balkans.
From the mid-1350s until- his death in 1417 his name is linked to virtually
every Ottoman conquest from the banks of the Evros (Meriç) River in
Thrace in the East to the shores of the Adriatic Sea in the West. Such were
the extent of his endeavors that the seventeenth century traveler Evliya
Çelebi (with perhaps more thanabit ofhyperbole!) credited himwith having
'conquered 760 cities, fortresses, and towns. ' 9 Be that as it may, one thing is
certain: by hisdeathin 1417 he had moved the Ottoman banner westward to
the Adriatic Sea and south to the Morea peninsula. Much of the territory he
conquered in central Macedonia was for the next five hundred years to remain closely linked to his descendants, the Evrenosoğulları (sons of
Evrenos) who_held sway from their ancestral capital the city of Vardar Yenicesil Yenice Vardar (today's: Giannitsa), some forty eight kilometers west of
Selanik (Thessaloniki). 10

8

9

10

We have been told of a s imilar şecere belonging to another branch of the descendants of
İki Yüreklü Ali Beğ in İzmir. From the description provided to us this second document
appears to have been drawn up in the mid-19th century?
Evliya Çdebi bin Derviş Mehemmed Zilli: Evliya Çelebi Seyahatnamesi. VIII. Kitap
[Topkapı Sarayı Kütüphanesi Bağdat 308 Numaralı Yazmanın Transkripsiyonu- Dizini]. Edited by Seyit Ali Kahraman, Yücel Dağlı Robert Dankoff. istanbul (Yapı Kredi
Yayınları), 2003. p. 79 [Hereafter: Evliya Çelebi, 2003].
For the Evrenosoğulları and·their role in Yenice Varqar, see: Machiel Kiel: "Yçnice-i
Vardar (Vardar Yenicesi - Giannitsa): A Forgotten Turkish Cultural Centre in
Macedonia of the 15th and 16ıh Century," in Studia Byzantina et Neohellenica
Neerlandica. Vol. 3 (Leiden, 1971), pp. 300-329 [Hereafter: Kiel, 1971]
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The extent of the footprint left by Evrenos in central Macedonia may
be gauged by simply looking at the monuments he is known to have endowed in Yenice Vardar. 11 They included: a) a massive Kervansaray (inn
with a large courtyard), w hi ch Evliya deseribes as capable of housing up to
500-600 men and horses, and within which every guest was provided a tray
of food, a loaf of bread, a candle, and a measure of grain for their animals; ı 2
b) a Medrese (theological seminary) covered by lead encased domes; 13 c) a
Mescid (smail mosque) called the Evrenos Gtizf Mescidi; d) an İmaret (soup
kitchen), known as the Giizf Evrenos Türbesi İmiireti (the Soup Kitchen of
Gazi Evrenbs' Mausoleum), where all comers were provided generous servings of food;ı 4 e) a Camii (mosque where the Friday noon prayers were
held), known as the Giizf-Hacı Evrenos Beğ Ciimii;ı 5 f) a large (double)
Hammiim (bath house), called the Giizf Evrenos Beğ Hammiimı (the Gazi

ı ı . The claiın (first advanced by Melikoff) that when the Ottoınan traveler Evliya Çelebi visited the area two hundred fifty yearsafter Evrenos' death he deseribed the entire region

ı2

13

ı4
ıs

as: "Evrenos Beğ Yöresi" (Evrenos Beğ's Territory) is based on a misreading of the
ınanuscript incorporated in the first printed edition of the Seyahatname. See: [Altınay,
Ahmet Refik]: Evliya Çelebi Seyahatnamesi [Anadolu, Suriye, Hicaz (1671-1672)]. Cilt:
IX. İstanbul (Devlet Matbaası), 1935. p. 47. In point offact, contra the editors and thereafter: Melikoff, 1965: p. 720, Uzunçarşılı, 1964: p. 416, Başar, 1995: pp. 541, ete., Evliya Çelebi ınade no such stateınent. Rather, in the passage in question the editor simply
ınisread the word 'tiirbesi' as 'yöresi.' This is but one of ınany exaınp1es of the unreliability of the first published edition of this work and, consequently of all subsequent
translations based upon it. To address this problem, the present study includes the facsiınile text, transliteration and English translation of Evliya's description of Yenice
Vardar based on the Topkapı Saray ınanuscript (Bağdat #308) & Evliya Çelebi, 2003:
pp. 76-79. See: APPENDIX I.
Evliya Çelebi, 2003: p. 77.
Evliya Çelebi, 2003: p. 77.
Evliya Çelebi, 2003: p. 77.
Ekrem Hakkı Ayverdi: Avnpa 'da Osmanlı Mimari Eserleri . [Ottoınan Architectural
Monuınents in Europe]. Vol. IV., Book V: Yunanistan (Greece). İstanbul, 2000.
[Hereafter: Ayverdi, 2000]. p. 320. In this work, Ayverdi cites a register of the Pious
Foundations Directorate: Ev. K.K. #757 as his source.
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Evrenos Beğ Bathhouse); 16 and, g) a Su Yolu (aqueduct), which, though initially constructed by Hacı Evrenos, was later extended and repaired by numerous of his descendants, including his grandson Hacı Ahmed Beğ; 17 In
short, in the twenty plus years Yenice Vardar served as Evrenos' headquarters he put in place the basic infrastructure of a Iate 14th century Ottomancity. Bearing in mind that prior to settling in Yenice Vardar, he had undertaken similar building projects in both the Thracian town of Gümülcine
(Komotini) and the eastem Macedonian city of Siroz (Serres), the extent of
his infrastructural development activities becomes even clearer. 18
The career of Evrenos spanned the reigns of four early Ottoman Sultans (Orhan Gazi [1324-1361], Murat Hüdavendigar [1361-1389], Yıldırım
Bayezid [1389-1402], the interregnum [1402-1413] and Mehmed Çelebi
[1413-1420]), and it is no exaggeration to state that he was the sole figure
who represented continuity in the Ottoman presence in the Balkans throughout the entire second half of the 14th and opening decade of the 15th century.
Interestingly the 17th century şecere (genealogical tree) begins with
Evrenos himself and makes no reference whatsoever to his lineage. This is in
contrast to the standard genealogies which list him variously as the son of:
İsa [U], Prangi 'Isa [M], İsa Beğ [Ö] or İsa Beğ [B]. Başar [B] even goes so
far as to suggest that İsa Beğ lıimself may have been the son of a certain:
"Bozoklu Han (?)."

16

17

18

Evliya Çelebi, 2003: p. 77. The lıammam, which is extant, may be the oldest surviving
Ottoman bathhouse in the Balkans. As such it is well worth preserving. At the present
time it does not even enjoy the status of a 'protected monurnent,' and therefore is rapidly
deteriorating. This is a situation begging to be addressed by the Archeological Service!
Ayverdi, 2000: p. 322. Ayverdi's attribution of the Yenice Vardar aqueduct to Evrenos is
based on a passage in the vakfiyye {pious foundation charter document), of Evrenos'
grandson (Hacı Ahmed Beğ), who was providing :funds for the upkeep and maintenance
of the aqueduct built by his grandfather. See also: Evliya Çelebi, 2003: pp. 77-78 for a
detailed description of the water system which was built to meet the town's needs.
Lowry, 2008: For Gürnülcine, see: pp. 41-47 & for Siroz, see: pp. 140-207.
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As will subsequently be shown in the discussion of the surviving dedicatory inscription from the ca. 1390 han (caravansaray) in Traianoupolis and
that of the ı 4 ı 7 tombstone of Evrenos himself in Yenice V ard ar, there is
reason to state with certainty that Evrenos' father was indeed named 'İsa.'
Both these inscriptions refer to the founder of the dynasty as: 'Hacı Evrenos
bin İsa' (The Pilgrim Evrenos the son of İsa). Given this fact, the failure of
the şecere to mention his parentage is of interest and may well reflect that its
ı 7th century compilers w ere primarily interested in establishing their ties to
the founder of the dynasty, rather than in trying to create a Turkish genealogy for a family whose ethnic origins are clouded in obscurity. 19
Listed in the şecere as: Hacı ve Gazf Evrenos Beg, the founder of the
line is thereby accorded three titles: 'Hacı' (Pilgrim to Mecca) and 'Gazf'
(Champion of Islam - Fighter for the Faith), and 'Beg' (Chief, Head, or
~uler). The fırst ofthese titles: 'Hacı' is how he was referred to in the extant
contemporary inscriptions, and it is sornewhat at odds with the manner he is
listed in the genealogies provided in the secondary literature, where he is
called variously: Gazi Hacı Evrenos [U], Ghazi Evrenos [M], Gaazi Hacı
Evrenuz [Ö], and Gazi Evrenos Beğ [B].
The one point the şecere and secondary sources are in complete
agreement on is that Evrenos fathered seven sons. On the family tree their
names are given respectively as: Hacı Barak Beğ (his fırstbom), Hacı İsa
Beğ, Süleyman Beğ, Beğce Beğ, Hızırşah Beğ, Ali Beğ and Y akub Beğ. In
addition, the şecere provides information on two of Evrenos' daughters, the
fırst of which was named Oğulbula Kadın and the second Selçuk Kadın. In
short, it preserves the names of nine of Evrenos' offspring. More importantly, there are notes accompanying eight of these entries which provide a
19

For a discussion of the possible ethnic origins ofEvrenos, see: Lowry, 2003: pp. 57-61 &
Lowry, 2008: pp. 16-17. By way of centrast the 19th century version of the family tree
preserved by the desceiıdants ofHac1 Evrenos (now living in İzmir) reportedly contains a
'mythical' lineage of Evrenos going back several generations which shows him to be
descended from well known Turkic histarical fıgures? As for the purported Karesi in
Anatolia antecedents of Evrenos no such claiın is ınade in the early chronicles of
Aşıkpaşazade, Oruç Bey or Neşri. Our exaınination suggests that this claim fırst appears
in the work of the 17th century chronicler Münecciınbaşı. See: Lowry, 2003: pp. 57-60.
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great deal of otherwise ınıknown detail on items ranging from the names of
their mothers, to positions held by the sons and information on their burial
sites. As these are of importance, w e will discuss each offspring and the entries which appear as marginalia next to their names in turn:
Second generation male offspring of Hacı Evrenos
1) Hacı Barak Beğ
As the first son listed is referred to variously in the secondary literature
as: Barak [U], Barak [M], Barak Beğ [Ö] and Barak [B], it is clear that no
one has hitherto noted the fact that like his father before him, Barak Beğ was
also one of the relatively few early Ottomans who undertook the pilgrimage
to Mecca. In so doing he eamed the title of 'Hacı,' and it was by this title
that he was known in the records kept by his descendants.
Even more interesting is the note which appears in the
his name. It reads:

şecere

next to

Hacı

Barak Beg Evrenos Beg'in ulu oğludur. Yenişe/zir'de karye/er
vakf edip imaret binti etmişdir. Mezar-ı şerif merlııimım yanında,
uzım ltıermer direkler dikilmişdir. Evrenos Beg Vakft'na ibtidô btmlar miitevellf o/muşdur. 20
[Eİacı Barak Beğ was Evrenos Beğ's firstborn son. He endowed
villages in Yenişehir [Larissa in Central Greece] to his pious
foundation and built a İmfıret (Soup Kitchen). 21 His noble mausoleum,
next to that of tlie deceased [Evrenos], is built of large marble
columns. He was the first administrator of Evrenos Beğ's pious
foundation]

The 17th century family tree (şecere) lists four sons of Barak Beğ, as
respectively: Hacı· Beğ, İlyas Beğ, Böğrü Hızır Beğ and Süleyman Beğ.
20

21

This fact is confırmed by the recently discovered vakfiyye covering Evrenos'
endowments in the Macedonian city of Siroz (Serres). See: Zengin, 2004: pp. 101-120.
In this document,Evrenos names Barak Beğ to succeed hini as miitevelli (administrator)
of his foundation upon his death.
This fact is confırmed by other sources as well. See: Lowry, 2008: pp. 72 & 78.
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From the size of the circles surraunding each entry it is clear that the line of
Barak Beğ is continued through Böğrü Hızır Beğ.
In the following generation, there are no descendants of Hacı

Beğ

or
İlyas Beğ appearing in the genealogy. Süleyman Beğ is shown as having fathered two sons: an Ali Beğ and İsa Beğ; while three sons of Böğrü Hızır
Beğ· are listed: Veşteceli Deli Ali Beğ, Umur Beğ and Hanıza Beğ. This
branch of the family ended in the sixth generation.
HACI VE GAZI
EVRENOS BEG ·

TABLE 1: Showing Line of Hacı Barak Beğ 22

22

This study was researched and written while H.· Lqwry was a Visiting Professor at
Bahçeşehir University in İstanbul (Spring 2008). It greatly benefited from the many
kindnesses accorded Lowry by the university's founder, Mr. Enver Yücel & by Professor
Canan Ergin, Dean of the Faculty of Arts & Sciences. The author's also express their
thanks to Ms. Su Ece Ertürk of Bahçeşehir University for her tireless efforts in
formarting the genealogical tables which appear on the following pages.
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2) Süleyman Beğ
Next to the entry for Süleyman, the second son of Evrenos is the following entry:
Süleyman Beg merlıfım tiirhede medjfın değildir. Vejiitlan Yenice'de vliki' olmamışdır. Barak Beg merlıılın ile ana bir karındaş/ar
dır.

[The deceased Süleyman Beğ is not buried in the türbe (tomb). His
death did not occur in Y enice. The deceased Barak Beğ and he shared
the same mother]

The şecere lists three sons of Süleyman Beğ's as: Hızır Beğ, Nasuh
Beğ and İbrahim Beğ respectively. In the following generatian Nasuh Beğ
and Hızır Beğ's lines ended, while Süleyman Beğ's line through his .son
İbrahim Beğ continued for some ten generations:
HACI VE GAZI
EVRENOS BEG

T ABLE II: Showing Line of Süleyman Beğ ·
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3) BeğceBeğ
The entry for Beğce Beğ is accompanied by a note reading:
Begce Beg merlıiim tiirbede medfıln değildir. Vejfitlan Yenice'de
v/iki' olmamışdır. Merlıiim Ali Beg ile bir anadandır.
[The deceased Beğce Beğ is not buried in the türbe (tomb). His death
did not occur in Y enice. He and the deceased Ali Beğ shared the same
mother]

The family tree lists three sons ofBeğce Beğ as: Musa Beğ, YusufBeğ
and Emre Beğ. Next to the name ofEmre Beğ isa second note reading:
Emre Beg, Yusuf Beg, Musa Beg, Begce Beg merlıfıımm
oğullandur. Mezkiirlarm eviadı miinkariz olımışdıır.
[Emre Beğ, Yusuf Beğ and Musa Beğ were the sons of the deceased
Beğce Beğ. The line of the aforementioned ended [i. e., they did not
have any offspring]

Accordingly, this branch of the family ended in the third generation.

HACI VE GAZI
EVRENOS BEG

TABLE ID: Showing Line ofBeğce Beğ
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4) Hızırşah Beğ
The entry for Hızırşah Beğ is accompanied by a note reading:
Hızırşalı

Beg merlıiim alem-i ukbaya revan ve şalıbaz-ı cam belıişt-i
cavidanda aşiyan eyledikde Evrenos Beg'in türbesinde deftı etmiş
ler. Mezar-ı şerfji tiirbe kapusı fizerinde olan yüksek yapu/ı mezardır.

[When the deceased Hızırşah took the directian of the next world the
bird of his saul nested in Paradise. He was buried in the tomb of
Evrenos Beğ. In the noble mausoleum his sarcophagus is the tall one
on the doorway side of the mausoleum]

This entry is followed by those for the six sons of Hızırşah Beğ, who
appear in the following order: Devatdar Yusuf Beğ, Çelebi Mehmed Beğ,
Kara Yakub Beğ, Murad Beğ, Davud Beğ and İlyas Beğ. From the size of
the circl~s surraunding each entry it is clear that the line of Hızırşah Beğ
continued through Çelebi [Receb?] Mehmed Beğ.
23

23

At this point it is appropriate to introduce a caveat in regard to the şecere. Specifically, to
question the degree we should trust the information it provides? It was compiled in the
fourth quarter of the 17th century, some 350 years after the birth of Evrenos, a fa ct which
should make us query the detail it provides for members of the family in earlier
generations. As will be established in the course of this study, some orthe information it
contains is confırmable by references in the work ofEvliya Çelebi and other sources. Evliya however refers to one apparent family member's endowments in Yenice Vardar who
is difficult to link to anyone named in the family tree? Evliya, 2003: p. 77, names a
certain Receb Çelebi as the endower of an ancient IJlOSque (cômii), a school (mekteb),
and a soup kitchen (imôret) in the town. Given the absence of any significant building
activity in Yenice Vardar by individuals other than members of the Evrenosoğulları,
logic dietates that Re ceb Çelebi was most likely a descendant of Hacı Evren os. Yet the
name 'Receb' does not appear in the şecere? The title 'Çelebi' ('Gentleman') is however
used for several 15th century family members, the earliest of whom was a grandson of
Evrenos (a son of Hızırşah Beğ) named: Çelebi Mehmed Beğ. As it was (and is stili
today) customary to give a newbom baby a name when the umbilical cord was cut, the
so-called göbek adı (stomach name), it m ay well be that Çelebi Melun ed' s göbek adı was
Receb, a fact which would account for the apparent discrepancy. As the keeping of such
şeceres was not a common Ottoman practice, it appears that the intent of its compilers
may have been to keep a clear record of those male family members who were
benificiares of the ineome oftheir ancestor's pious foundation. If correct, this assessment
heightens the likelihood that it is an accurate record.
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HACI VE GAZI
EVRENOS BEG

TABLE IV: Showing Line ofHızır Şah Beğ
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In the following generation, no offspring of Murad Beğ, Davud Beğ or
İlyas Beğ are listed. A single son of Kara Yakub Beğ is named as: Mehmed
Beğ; likewise a single son of Devatdar Yusuf Beğ is named (Mustafa Beğ);
while two sons of Çelebi Mehmed Beğ appear respectively, as: Evrenos Beğ
and İskender Beğ;
All members of the Evrenosoğullan today are descendants either of
Hızırşah Beğ or of İki Yüreklü Ali Beğ, i. e., n one· of the lines established by
their five brothers survived beyond the point in time at which the şecere was
drawn up in the second half of the 17tlı century.
5) Ali Beğ

The entry contains the following note:
Merlıfmı

Ali Beg gô.yetle

şeci'

ve

balıadır olmağm

iki yürekiii Ali
Evrenos Beg'iJı baş ucunda

Beg demişler. Mezô.r-ı şerfji, merlıılm
olan yapı/u mezardır.
[Because the deceased Ali Beğ was extremely brave and valiant he
was called the 'Double Hearted Ali Beğ.' His constructed tomb is that
which lies in the directian of the deceased Evrenos' head, in the
sacred burial ground]

The four sons of Ali Beğ then are listed in the following order:
Evrenos Beğ, Hüseyin Beğ, Hızır Beğ and [Şemseddin] Ahmed Beğ. From
the size of the circles surraunding each entry it is clear that the line of Ali
Beğ continued through Hacı Ahmed Beğ. 24
In the following generatian the two sons of Evrenos Beğ appear as:
Kara Ali Beğ and Hızır Beğ; Hızır Beğ is likewise shown as having fathered
three sons: Ali Beğ, Hamza Beğ and Mehmed Beğ; while, Hüseyin Beğ is
24

In a note attached to the name of Hacı Ahmet Beğ's grandson, a certain İskender Beğ,
Hacı Ahmed Beğ is also referred to by the sobriquet: Koca (Great) Ahmed Beğ. While in
his own wilifıyye (pious endowınent charter document), drawn up in h. 904 (August 19,
1498- August 9, 1499), he is called: Şemseddin Ahmed. See: Ayverdi, 2000: pp. 319320 & Başbakanlık Arşivi: EV. VKF: Dosva No.J9- Gömlek No. ll 1.
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shown as having three sons: Mehmed Beğ, Mahmud Beğ and İskender Beğ,
and Hızır Beğ had two sons named Hasan Beğ and Deli Ali Beğ. As for Ahmed Beğ, he is shown as having had three sons: Süleyman Beğ (who left no
descendants), İsa Beğ (who likewise leftno sons), and Musa Beğ (who had
four sons: Hüseyin Beğ, Abdi Beğ, Mehmed Beğ and Gaybi Beğ). From the
size of the circles araund the names of İskender Beğ, Hüseyin Beğ and Abdi
Beğ it appears that the line of Ali Beğ was continuing through the families of
his sons Hızır Beğ and Ahmed Beğ;

HACI VE GAZI
EVRENOS BECl

'

TABLE V: Showing Line of Ali Beğ
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6) Yakub Beğ
Beğ

The sixth son of Evrenos was Yakub
lawing entry is given:

next to whose name the fal-

Merlıfım Yakub Beg ve İsa Beg ana bir kanndaşlardır. 845 senesin-

de azm-i giilztir-ı cinlin etmişlerdir. Meztir-ı şeriji iki yürekiii Ali
Beg'in ardmda biiyiik daşlarla yapulu mezardır.
[The deceased Y akub Beğ and İsa Beğ w ere brothers with the same
mother. In the year running from May 22, ı 44 ı - May ı ı, ı 442 they
passed into the rose garden of Paradise. He is buried behind İki
Yüreklü Ali Beğ in a tomb made oflarge stones]

In the şecere Y akub Beğ is shown as having fathered three sons, who
were named respectively: Umur Beğ, Hacı Hızır Beğ and Sarı Ali Beğ. In
the next generatian Umur Beğ and Sarı Alı Beğ each had two sons, while
Hacı Hızır Beğ had one. In the fourth generatian only Hızır Beğ's son Fişek
Mehmed Çelebi had two sons, after w hi ch this branch of the family came to
an end.

HACI VE GAZI
EVRENOS BEG
ı

ı

ı

UmurBeö

ı

Mother: MerihlMaria
ı

Yakub Beö

ı

ı

Sarı Ali Beö

ı

ı

ı

Hacı Hızır Beö

ıı

Fişek Mehmed
. Çelebi

ı

ı
ı

1

ı

ı

Evrenos Beğ

ı

ı

ı

Mehmed Beö

ı

lsa Beli

ı

ı

Ahmed Beö

ı

ı

ı

ı

Hasan Celebi

TABLE VI: Showing Line ofYakub Beğ

ı

ı
ı

ı

ı Mehmed Celebi

ı
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7) Hacı İsa Beğ

The seventh son of Evrenos was Hacı İsa Beğ. He is the only one of
the second generation Evrenosoğulları for whom the şecere provides no additional information in the form of a note next to his name.
In addition he is (together with Barak Beğ) the second son ofEvrenos,
who, like his father before him, made the pilgrimage to Mecca and thereby
earned the title of Hacı. In the third generation there appears a single son:
Ahmed Beğ, who, in the fourth generation is shown as having two sons:
Hasan Beğ and Hüseyin Beğ, after whi ch this line of the family ended.

HACI VE GAZI
EVRENOS BEG

TABLE VIT: Showing Line of Hacı İsa Beğ

It seems probable that when Evrenos made the pilgrimage to Mecca in
ca. 1387-1388, he was accompanied by two of his offspring: a) Barak Beğ
(rus eldest son); and b) İsa Beğ. This would account for the fact that both
Evrenos and these two sons are accorded the title 'Hacı' (Pilgrim to Mecca).
As Evrenos must have been close to sixty. years old when he made his pilgrimage, it seems natural that he would have been accompanied by two of
his sons, on what was in the Iate 14th century a lengthy, dangerous and arduous trip.
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The only other descendants of Hacı Evrenos who are accorded the title
'Hacı' in the şecere are two of his grandsons, a son of İki Yüreklü Ali Beğ,
namely Hacı [Şemseddin] Ahmed Beğ, and, Yak:ub Beğ's son, a certain Hacı
HızırBeğ.

Among the close to two hundred male members of the Evrenosoğulları
who are named in the 'family tree,' these five are the only ones the şecere
clearly identifies as having made the pilgrimage to Mecca. 25
Second gencration distaff side of the Evrenos line
One of the more intriguing aspects of the information provided in the
şecere for the second generation of the Evrenosoğullan is that relating to two
of the founding scion's daughters. Specifically, the fact that together with the
information given relative to the seven sons, it also includes entries (together
with explanatory notes) for two daugbters :o-amed Oğulbula Kadın and
Selçuk Kadın. These entries read as follows:
Oğulbula (~_,ı

Jc. _,ı ) Kadın

For this daughter a note is appended which re8:~S as follows:
Oğulbula Kadın ve İsa Beg ve Yakuh Beg, Merilı ad/u bir ciiriyedendir. Oğu/h ula Kadın 'ı Üskiih'de İslıak Beg'e venııişlerdir.

[Lady Oğulbula and İsa Beğ and Yakub Beğ, are children from a
[Christian] concubine named Merih/Maria. Lady Oğulbula was given
[in marriage] to İshak Beğ ofÜsküb]

From the fact that no offspring of this marriage between the families of
two of the most important Balkan Uc Beğ faınilies are listed we may infer
that either this was a political/diplomatic union, i.e., not consummated (due
to the age of İshak Beğ?), or that no children w ere bom. What is of particnlar
interest here is the fact that even in the 17th century this linkage between

25

For additional detail on the pilgrimage made by Evrenos, see: Lowry, 2008: pp. 59-61.
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İshak Beğ (the father of İsa Beğ of Üsküp), and the daughter ofEvrenos was

stili considered important enough to record in the şecere.
Also of interest is the fact that the roother of Oğulbula, İsa Beğ and
Yakub Beğ is named and that she was a Christian concubine (no Muslim
name is given) named Merih = Maria [?]. Viewed differently, of the nine
offspring of Evrenos named in the şecere, three were bom to a Christian
concubine named Merih/Maria.
Selçuk Kadın26
The second daughter of Evrenos named in the şecere also appears due
to the fact that she was given in marriage to another important early Ottoman
family. The note next to her name reads:
Selçuk Kadm merlırlme Ali Beg ve Begce Beg, Kirline ad/u bir cliriyedendir, Merlıılme Selçuk Kadm'ı Halil Paşa'ya vermişlerdir.
[The deceased Lady Selçuk and Ali Beğ and Beğce Beğ are children
from a [Christian] concubine named Kirfuıe. The deceased Lady Selçuk was given [in marriage] to [Çandarlı] Halil Paşa]

As in the case of Oğulbula, the information provided in this entry relative to the mother of Selçuk being a Christian concubine naİned Kirane, plus
the fact that she is also shown as being the roother of two of Evrenos' seven
sons: Ali Beğ and Beğce Beğ, allows us to reconstruct the following portrait
regarding the parentage ofthe.nine offspring ofEvrenos namedin the şecere
(there may have been additional daughters who do not appear due to. their
not having married into important families):
26

Interestingly, while neither the name 'Oğulbula' or 'Selçuk' were common proper names
for women in the Ottoman era (and even less so in today's Turkey), both continue to be
widely used among the descendants of Hacı Evrenos. As a case in point we may cite a
recent article entitled: "Atalan, Osmanlı 'nın ilk akıncı Beğleri Evrenosoğlu Ailesi," [The
Evrenosoğlu Family \vhose ancestors were the fırst Ottoman Akıncı Beğs] in İzmir Life
(Ocak, 2007), pp. 102-107. In the photos ofvarious family groups of the Evrenosoğuiları
who settled in the Aegean port city of İzmir, there are a number of women and girls
bearing one or the other ofthese two names.
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1) Evrenos appears to have had at least one wife (who is unnamed in
the

şecere)

Beğ.

who was the mather of his sons

Barak, who is listed as the

fırst

Hacı

Barak

Beğ

and Süleyman

bom son of Evrenos, succeeded his fa-

ther in the role ofmütevelli (administrator) ofEvrenos' pious foundations;
2) The third and fourth sons of Evrenos, İsa Beğ and Yakub Beğ, together with their sister Oğulbula Kadın, were children bom from his alliance
with a [Christian] concubine named Merih!Maria;
3) His
sister Selçuk

fıfth

and sixth sons, Ali Beğ and Beğce Beğ, together with their

Kadın,

were children bom from his alliance with a [Christian]

concubine named Kirfuıe;
4) As for the identity of the mather ofEvrenos' seventh son:
Beğ,

Hızırşah

here the şecere provides us no clue.
Returning to the information given relative to Selçuk

riage served to establish a linkage with the powerful

Kadın,

Çandarlı

her mar-

family from

İznik in Asia Minor. Given what we know about the relations between

Evrenos and [Kara] Halil Hayreddin Çandarlı, i. e., their rol es as coconquerors of Siroz (Serres) on September 19, 1383 and their subsequent
campaigning in Macedonia (until Halil

Paşa

took ill in Yenice Vardar in

1387 and then a short time later diedin Siroz [Serres]),27 we may inferthat
the union between Selçuk Sultan and [Kara] Halil

Paşa's

grandson (the sec-

ond Halil Paşa) most likely occurred in the opening decades of the 15th century, i.e., same time after the death of Kara Halil. What is clear from a subsequent entry in the şecere is that the last in the long line of Çandarlı Grand
Viziers, İbrahim Paşa [d. 1499], was a product of this marriage.
There is a long line nınning from the entry for Selçuk Sultan to a circle
(of equal size and
21

proıninence

L o~,2008:pp. 143-145.

to that of Evrenos himself) containing the
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name: [Çandarlı] İbrahim Paşa, who was the last of his family to serve as
Grand Vizier. Next t.o his name is a note reading:
İbrahim Paşa merhılm Sulton Bayezid Hôn zamanmda Rumili
kadıaskeri

iken 891 [1486] senesinde vezfr-i a'zôm olmuşdur.
İslanbııl'da hamamı ve vakıflan vardır. [... blank. ..] senesinde veflit
edip merhılm Evrenos Beğ'in türbesi hareminde medftlndıır. [p. 81]
[İbrahim Paşa, while serving as the Kadıasker of Rumeli (in the time
of the deceased Sultan Bayezid Han), was appointed Grand Vezir in
the year 1486 [sic. 1498]. He built a bathbouse and established pious
foundationsin İstanbul. In the year
[left blank] [sic. d. 1499] he
died and was buried within the confines of Evrenos Beğ's
mausoleuın]

The şecere establishes both the long-standing nature of the alliance between these two powerful early families and the heretofore unknown fact
that the Grand Vizier Çandarlı İbrahim Paşa is buried in the türbe of Evrenos
in Yenice Vardar. In so doing, it allows us to infer that İbrahim must have
diedin the Evrenosoğlu's home-base ofYenice Vardar in Macedonia.
The family tree preserved in the 17th century
şecere compared with earlier published versions
Based on the entries contained in the Evrenosoğullan şecere we may
reconstruct the following genealogical table for the 14Uı- early 16Uı century
family members: a) as noted above, the line

ofBeğce Beğ

ended in the third

generation; b) that of Hacİİsa Beğ in the fourth generation; c) Yakub Beğ's
line di d not extend beyond the
Beğ

ended in the

sixt~

fıfth

generation; d) w hile that of Hacı Barak

generation; and, e) and that of Süleyman

Beğ

in the

tenth generation. Clearly, it is to the remaining two sons of Hacı Evrenos (İki
Yüreklü Ali Beğ, Hızırşah Beğ) that we must tum in order to follow the history of the Evrenosoğullan dynasty down to the present day.
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The four published versions of the first four generations of the Evrenos
line, those compiled aıid published by Uzunçarşılı [U], Melikoff [MJ, Öztuna
[Ö] and Başar [B] are (with variations in spelling) in agreement when it
comes to the fact that Evrenos fathered seven sons. In addition, the two earliest ([U] and [MJ) are in agreement that the line continued primarily through
Ali and his son Ahmed. Indeed, they are also in agreement when it comes to
the second son for whom they list progeny, namely, Hızırşah,for whom they
list one son Çelebi Mehmed and his son Yusuf. The only variation in the
family trees they reconstructed concems İsa for whom [U] lists no son, but
for whom [M] names ason: Mehmed (who likewise appears in [Ö] and [B]
as 'Mehmed.' From that po int forward the information they provide is at
variance with one another, and at odds with the detail provided in the ı 7th
century family tree. N one of the published versions of the Evrenosoğulları
genealogy contain entries extending beyond the fifth generation.
As for Öztuna [Ö], while he lists more names than the other secondary
sources, there is little relationship between his version and that extractable
from the şecere.
What is absolutely unique is the detail provided in the ı 7th century şe
cere on the succeeding generations of the Evrenosoğulları, as well as that relating to the two daugbters of Evrenos and the two Christian slaves each of
whom was mother to two of his sons and one of his daugbters [discussed
previously].
The following page presents the şecere-based reconstructed family tree
of the Evrenosoğullan. It has been constructed by carefully following the
lines which link the various entries in the şecere. To facilitate this effort, G.
Ersin Evrenos had the eighteen pages photographed, and then photocopied
the results in the form of a scroll. In this manner it is possible to trace the
lines running from generatian to generation. Ersin J?ey' s willingness to share
the resulting 'scroll' made our efforts at dec!phering the document possible.
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TABLE IX: [M]= Irene MelikoffVersion 28

'"'

YAkru>

·TABLE X: [U]= i. Hakkı Uzunçarşili Version 29

TABLE XI: [B]= Fahamettin Başar Version30

28
29
30

Melikoff, 1965: p. 721.
Uzunçarşılı, 1964: p. 417.
Başar, 1995: p. 539.

B

=
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TABLE XII: [Ö] =Yılmaz Öztuna Version31

Information contained in the şecere relative to burial sites of the
Evrenosoğulları & monuments endowed by family members
in Yenice Vardar (Giannitsa)

Also of interest is the detail provided in the şecere relative to which
members of the family are buried alongside Evrenos in his Yenice Vardar
türbe (mausoleum) and which are buried in other locations in the town which
was to become the preserve of his offspring for the next half millennia. Specifically, it allows us to determine the buriallocations of several other family
members as well .
. It is by examining each ofthese şecere entries and weighing the results
against the testimony of a series of surviving Iate 19th and early 20th photos
of the town that we are able to obtain a clearer picture oftheir meaning. For
31

Compiled by the authors on the basis ofmaterial found in: a) Öztuna, 1969: pp. 645-646
& Öztuna, 1996: pp. 655-656.
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a basic problem with these descriptio:ı;ı:s stems from a certain lack of cansisteney in the terminology they employ. Specifıcally, the notes appended to
the names appearing in the şecere include the following phrases to deseribe
the locations of family burial sites in Yenice V ardar:
a) türbe-i şerifesine = within the honored mausoleum, i.e., the individuals so named w ere actually buried within the tomb of Hacı Evrenos himself;
b) türbesi kurbunda = in the neighborhood of the mausoleum, i.e., individuals so named w ere buried close to the tomb of Hacı Evrenos;
c) türbesi hareminde = within the confınes of the mausoleum complex
or courtyard, i.e., close to the tomb of Hacı Evrenos. This is (as will be seen)
a particularly troubling term, as it could likewise mean within the confınes of
the Evrenos mausoleum its~lf;
·d) meziir-ı şerfji = within the honored cemetery, i.e., within the confines of the large funereal complex whi ch grew up around the mausoleum of
Hacı Evrenos;
e) Evrenos Beğ'in türbesinde = within Evrenos Beğ's mausoleum;
Bearing these defınitions in mind we would propose the following
breakdown of the locations of the graves of Hacı Evrenos' descendants in
Yenice V ardar:
1) Hacı Evrenos himselfwas clearly buried in the türbe-i şerfji (mausoleum) itself which was constructed for his remains by his son Barak Beğ
who served as the fırst administrator~ of his pious foundation. This was the
türbe (mausoleum) which stood on the site of the building (as it was reconstructed in the Iate 19th century) seenin Photo 1;32

32

As will be discussed subsequently the form of the liirbe (mausoleum) depicted in the ca.
1935 photograph is that which reflects either the 1885-1886 or 1908-1910 restorations,
i. e., it is not that which was built by his soiıs in 1417.
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Photo 133

Photo 234

33

ca. 1935 photograph of Yenice Vardar. A copy of this widely reprinted photo was
provided to Heath Lowry by G. Ersİn Evrenos.
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An early 20th century photograph of the lııterior of the mausoleum and

the sarcophagus [Photo 2] of Evrenos illustrates the veneration which was
accorded his burial site by family members even five centuries after his
death:
2)

Hacı

Beğ,

Evrenos' eldest son, is listed as being buried in
the mezar-ı şerifi, merhumun yanında, uzun menner direkler dikilmişdir, a
passage which may be translated as: "buried in the bonored burial ground
(cemetery), near the deceased [Evrenos Beğ], under large marble columns".
When we juxtapose this passage with a surviving ca. 1935 photograph of the
city [See Ph oto 3 below], it becomes clear that the now no langer extant
domed tomb (türbe) resting on four marble columns in the foreground, is a
match with the wording of the note in the şecere. Stated differently, while at
fırst glance the wording of the note could be read to mean that Barak Beğ
might have been laid to rest next to his father, aided by the fortuitous survival of the ca. 1935 photo, we can state with a faİİ degree of certainty that
in fact that was not the case. More importantly, this interpretation likewise
allows us to infer that the term "mezar-ı şerifi" which appears here and in
several other notes, is referring not to the mausoleum (türbe) of Evrenos itself, but rather to what at one time must have been a large funereal complex
of which Barak Beğ's tomb and that of his father Evrenos (the building in
the upper center right of the ca. 1935 photo) were only two components at
the southern extreme;

34

Barak

Early 20th century photo ofthe interior of Hacı Evrenos' mausoleum in Yenice Vardar
supplied to Heath Lowıy by Özer Gazievrenosoğlu from his family album. [Note: most
likely taken in 191 l-1912 immediately following the Iast restaration of the tiirbe andjust
prior to the ultimate departure of this branch of the family from Yenice Vardar].
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Photo 335

Two photos of the citytaken in the early 20th century [See: Photos 4 &
5], show two different views of w hat then were the remains of anather seetion of the once honored burial site of the Evrenosoğullan, the mezar-ı şerif.

Photo 4 36
35
36

ca. 1935 photograph ofYenice Vardar.
Photo from: Mavrokefalidou (2005). See: Helen Mavrokefalidou:

Giamıitsa:

Histarical
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\..

Photo 537

Photograplıic Albunı.

37

Giannitsa, Greece. First Edition, 2005 & Second Edition, 2007
[Hereafter: Mavrokefalidou, 2007]. This work fust appeared in September 2005 under
the patronage of the then Mayor of Giannitsa, a Mr. Stylianos Vamvinis. It was
republished in October 2007, under the patronage of the new Mayor, a Mr. Nikolaos
Papanikolaou. As some photos in the 2005 edition were not reprinted in the 2007 edition,
when they are used in this study they appear as: Mavrokefalidou (2005).
Photo from: Mavrokefalidou (2005) [Note: There are no page numbers provided in this
study].
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3) Hızırşah Beğ is buried next to his father in the bonored tomb, a fact
established by the şecere note next to his name which clearly states "they
buried him in Evrenos Beğ's mausoleum" (Evrenos Beğ'in türbesinde defn
etmişler);

4) İki Yüreklü Ali Beğ was buried in a separate türbe in the family
funereal complex, ofwhich the şecere states: mezar-ı şerfji merhılrrı Evrenos
Beğ'in baş ucunda olan yapılu mezardır ("his constructed mausoleum is that
which lies in the directian of the deceased Evrenos' head in the sacred burial
place"). No such structure is seenin the ca. 1935 photo and therefore it must
either have not survived, or it lay outside the area seen in the photo;
A more detailed description ofhis tomb is found in the work ofEvliya
Çelebi, who following his 1668 visit to Yeni ce Vardar, wrote that İki
Yüreklü Ali Beğ was buried in a türbe (mausoleum) near to that of his father, which was a simple building with a tiled (rather than domed) roof.3 8 As
none of the tiled buildings in the foregraund of the ca. 1935 photograph appear to be türbes (tombs), we must- look elsewhere for the last resting place
of İki Yüreklü Ali Beğ.
Keeping Evliya's description in mind, it is not beyond the realm of
possibility that İki Yüreklü Ali Beğ's türbe (mausoleum) was the tiled one
seen in the upper right hand corner of Photos 4 & 5, although it could be
that of some other family member. Evliya deseribes the tombs of these two
brothers in the following passage: Ziyaret-i İki Yürekli Alf Beg ve buna karfb
Gazi isa Beg .... Bu Büradereyn-i gaziyeyn pederlerinin taşra cenbinde mediiinlardır amma üzerlerinde kıtbabları yokdur. Kiremit ile örtülü külbe-i ahzanlar içinde asude-hiillerdir ("the pilgrimage site of İki Yüreklü Ali Beğ
and that nearby of Gazi İsa Beğ: These two Gazis are buried outside the
tomb of their father, but there are no domes covering them. Instead, they li e
in peace in separate melancholy huts which are covered by tiles"). The man-
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Evliya Çelebi, 2003: p. 79.
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ner in whieh Evliya deseribes these two tombs makes it seem unlikely that
they were the no longer extant türbes depieted in the upper right hand eomer
ofPhotos 4 & 5;
5) Yakub Beğ is deseribed in the şeeere as buried in the mezar-ı şerfji
iki yüreklü Ali Beg'in ardında büyük daşlarla yapulu mezardır ("His tomb is
that built of large stones w hi ch lies in the h onored burial ground behind that
of İki Yüreklü Ali Beğ"), a fact which supports the interpretation that İki
Yüreklü Ali Beğ's tomb must indeed have been outside the area covered by
the photo, while that ofYakub Beğ lay even further outside its scope.
There is a heretofore unnoticed mausoleum (tür be) whi ch is stili standing in Giannitsa today. Previously unpublished, this tomb is the best preserved Ottoman era site in the city, albeit in its present day guise as a Greek
Orthodox Church. In the mid-20th century it was converted into the Church
of Agia Paraskevi [Photo 6]. As fırst noted by Mavrokefalidou, "it was
originally a smalf. octagonal mosque (or possibly a türbe)," with a minaret
on its left side, which was converted into a church in 1948.39 Subsequently,
in 1951, its owner the Archimandrite Nikandros Papaioannou donated it to
the Metropolitanate.40 Thenin 1990-1992 a beli tower was added to its westem wing. It stands in the southeast quadrant of the town, near Egnatia Street
and the remains of the mosque known loeally as the İskender Beğ Camii, i.e.,
that which the present study will establish was built as the residence of Hacı
Evrenos and later was turned into the imaret-camii (soup kitchen-mosque)
complex he endowed.
39

40

Eleni Mavrokefalidou, the local histarian was the first to note the existence of this
monument. When Lowry visited Giannitsa the first time in early 2004, he was given a
tour of all known Ottoman monuments in the city by the lo cal representative of the Veria
Ephorate (archeological service). This site was not on their list of known monuments.
Mavrokefalidou, 2007. In the course of a quick one day trip from İstanbul to Giannitsa
and back in July 2008, specifically for the purpose of visiting this site, Lowry was able to
confırm that it originally was a tiirbe. In style and shape it appears to date from the 15th
century, and in all likelihood was built as a mausoleum for one of the early
Evrenosoğlus.
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As can be seen in Photos 6 & 7, the likelihood is that this site was
originally an octagonal mausoleum of the 15th century, i.e., in all probability
that of one of the sons of Hacı Evrenos, possibly that of İki Yüreklü Ali Beğ
or Yakub Beğ, which Evliya deseribed as built oflarge stones. While there is
no way to advan ce this beyand the realm of speculation, its octagonal design
[see: Photo 7] is similar to that seen in other 15th century Ortaman mausoleums innorthem Greece, and, given its location in Yenice Vardar, it most
likely was originally built as the toiı:ıb of one of Hacı Evrenos' progeny.41
Elderly residents of the neighborhood recall that prior to its canversion this
building had a minaret standing where taday' s beli tower is located. If their
.recollections are to be credited it is possible that at same point in time a
small mescid stood next to the mausoleum. 42

Photo 643

41

42

43

See: Lowry, 2008: pp. 49-55 for a discussion of one such mausoleum, that of Kütüklü
Baba in westem Thrace.
Ayverdi, based on Evliya Çelebi and records of the Directorate of Pious Foundations,
named eighteen mosques which are known to have existed in Yenice Vardar at the
beginning of the 20th century [Ayverdi, 2000: pp. 320-321]. Ofthese, no less than eleven
arenamed after one or anather of the Evrenosoğulları.
Photo courtesy of Eleni Mavrokefalidou (Taken ca. 1995).
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Photo 744

There is another survıvıng early Ottoman monument ın the town
[Photo 8], which is remarkably well preserved due to its having been used as
a house by refugees from Asia Minor throughout much of the 20th century.
As can be clearly seen in Photo 8 it is a square, two-storied building, covered by a dome. Since the publication· of Kiel's 1971 axticle it has been
known locally, and in the secondary literature, as the türbe (mausoleum) of
Ahmed Beğ Evrenosoğlu.
44

Photo by: H. Lowry (July 2008). This tiirbe bears a striking resemblance to that seen in
Photos 4 & 5 [above]. If they are in fact one and the same monument it would suggest
that the mezôr-i şerif(noble burial grounds) once occupied the southeast quadrant of the
town, i.e., the area running fromjust north of the mausoleum ofEvrenos to the southeast.
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Photo 845

Machiel Kiel has, in point of fact misidentifıed this free-standing
domed building as the "Turbe (mausoleum) ofAhmad Beğ Evrenosoğlu, end
151/ı centwy" [See: Photo 8]. 46 Contra Kiel, this monument (whose inscription is not extant), while almost certainly built by one of the Evrenosoğullan,
is certainly not the mausoleum of Hacı Evrenos' grandson Ahmed Beğ.

45

46

Photo by H. Lowry (2006).
Kiel, 1971: p. 320 & Plate I. As is often the case Kiel's misidentification has gained
eredence with the passage of. time. Here, as in other instances, his erroneous.
pronouncement regarding the province of this building has been widely (and
unquestionably) repeated in Iater works. For examples of similar confusion resulting
from his misidentification of sitesin Serez (Siroz), see: Lowry, 2008: pp. I 73-175.
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Indeed, not only is it not the tomb of Ahmed Beğ, in all likelihood it is
not in fact a türbe (mausoleum) [See: Ph oto 8 above]. Rather, it appears to
be a sıbyiin mekteb (primary school), a fact first suggested by Ekrem Hakkı
Ayverdi, some twenty-six years ago, in reaction to the 1971 photograph published by Kiel. In expressing his reservations Ayverdi wrote:
Ahmed Bey's Mausoleum: A domed structure, built of cut stones,
which are surrounded on all four sides by a single row of bricks. This
building is referred to in the neighborhood as the 'türbe '
(mausoleum). But the wide entrance doorway and the upper and lower
rows of windows seen in the photograph bring to mind a mekteb
(primary school). No one is left to substantiate this [interpretation].47

The present author' s (based on Heath Lowry' s having had the chance
to examine the buildings interior - something neither Kiel nor Ayverdi had
the opportunity to do), fully concur with Ayverdi's assessment, for to do
otherwise would entail explaining how a two-storied, multi-windowed,
square mausoleum (something of which no other known example exists)
came to be built in Yenice Vardar. If one accepts Kiel's dating (on the basis.
of building materials used and proportions) of this structure to the second
half of the 15th century,48 in conjunction with Ayverdi identifıcation of it asa
mekteb, it becomes possible to identify it with one of the 15th century sıbyiin
mektebs (primary schools) named as existing in the city by Evliya Çelebi
when he visited in: 1668. Specifıcally, Evliya states that there were seven
such primary schools in Yenice Vardar, the most famous of which was the
[İki] Yüreklü Ali Beğ Mektebi, 49 that is, the primary school built by Evrenos'
son, Ali Beğ. In addition, he names a second school built by anather of
Evrenos's sons İsa Beğ, anda third built by alater descendant, a certain Re47
48

49

Ayverdi, 1982 & Ayverdi, 2000: p. 320.
Kiel, 1971: p. 320. Kiel is seemingJy aware that there isa problem with a square türbe
and writes that "a more normal shape would be octagonal," but then advances the
unsustainable conjecture that its shape was a retleetion of Ahmed Beğ's desire "to have a
sirnp/e and plain resting place." Needless to say, we know nothing of Ahmed Beğ's
thinking in this or any other regard!
Evliya, 2003: p. 77.
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48

ceb Çelebi (he does not name the remaining four). It does not call for too
much in the way of conjecture to suggest that the heretofore misnamed and
misidentifıed mausoleum of Ahmed Beğ, is in fact the primary school which
w as built either by his father Ali Beğ (d. ca. 1465)) or b.y his·paternal un ele
İsa Beğ (d. ca. 1470). If correct, this interpretation would make this the second best preserved 15tlı century monument in Yenice attributable to the
Evrenosoğullan.

As for the actual mausoleum (türbe) of Ahıiı.ed Beğ, it is clear both
from the note attached to his name in the şecere and in the account left by
the Ottoman traveler Evliya Çelebi at the time of his 1668 visit to Yenice
Vardar, that he was buried, together with Şeyh İlahi, next to the smail
mosque he had endowed and built on a hill overlooking the town. The şecere
passage reads:
Kendiler dalıf dört beş piire karyeler ve emlak vakf edip iiç yerde
imiiret ve Yenice'de medrese ve elimi-i şerif binli edip elimi hareminde merlıfim Şey/ı İlii/ız Efendi'ye tiirbe binli edip sene 908 senesinde veflit ediip Hazret-i Şey/ı 'bı yamnda medftlndur.
[He himself [Ahmed Beğ] endowed four or five villages and other
properties and constructed three imarets (soup kitchens) and in Yenice
Vardar he built a medrese (theological seminary) anda Cami'-i Şerif
(Noble Mosque ). Within the grounds of the mosque he constructed a
türbe (tomb) for the deceased Şeyh [Abdullah al-İlahi]. He diedin the
year running between July 7, 1502 and June 25, 1503 and is buried
next to the Exalted Şeyh].

This passage makes it absolutely clear that: a) Ahmed Beğ is not buried in his grandfather Evrenos' türbe; and, b) that he is buried next to the
tomb of Şeyh Abdullah al-İlahi in the confınes of a small mosque he himself
had endowed [Photos 9 & 10]. This interpretation_ is confırmed by Evliya
Çelebi who, in deseribmg the town's pilgriı:i:ıage sites, writes:
içinde bit m iirtefi yerde Alımed Beğ mescidinde, ziyii- _
retgii/ı-ı ... Hazret-i eş-Şey/ı İliilıf..•. Bu şelıir içre medrese-i tekye-i
diiru'l-lıadfs nazargiilımda bir kiirgfr kubbe kurşum ile mestı1r bir

Andan

şelıir
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kubbe-i piir-nılr içinde medfıln olııp .... ve yanmda stihibii'l-lıayrtit
Alımed Beğ dahi medftlndur. 50
[In addition on an elevated spot in the city, within the grounds of the
mescid (small mosque) of Ahmed Beğ is the pilgrimage site of the
Exalted Şeyh İlam ...he is buried there within the confines of his
seminary, dervish lodge and center for the study oflslamic tradition,
in a stone tomb covered with a lead dome .... And next to him is als o
buried the patron of pious deeds, Ahmed Beğ]

The mosque in question is partially extant, and_ in keeping with Evliya's description, it is located on top of a hill almost a kilometer away from
the building in question, ·the standing domed building misidentified by Ki el
as the pıausoleum of Ahmed Beğ [Photos 9, 10 & ll below].

Photo 951
50

Evliya Çelebi, 2003: p. 79.

50
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Photo 1052

Photo 1153
51

52

Mavrokefalidou, 2007. While at first glance this mosque seems to resemble thatseenin
the early 20th century Photos 4 & 5 [discussed earlier], a close exarnination establishes
that their domes are different, i.e., they are not in fact the same monument.
·
Photo by: H. Lowry (2006).
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The mosque built by Hacı [Şemseddin] Ahmed Beğ, was indeed that
on the hill overlooking tıie city [Photos 9-11], not that which had been misidentified my Machiel Kiel in his 1971 article, which stands some 200-300
meters south of the türbe ofEvrenos [See: Photo 12].

Photo 1254

Ina subsequent 'Postscript' appended to a 1990 reprint of his 1971 article Kiel reversed his earlier identification and correctly determined that in
fact the mosque built by Ahmed Beğ is the hilltop structure which he had
earlier stated was a 17th century mosque and deseribed as "a rather clumsy
building, w ithout any grace, and must have been one of the minor and unimportant mosques on the periphery of the city."55 In his 1990 'Postscript' he
53
54

55

Plı:oto

by: H. Lowry (2004).
Photo from: Mavrokefalidou, 2007.
Kiel, 1971: p. 321 & Machiel Kiel: Studies on the Ottoman Architecture of the Balkans.
Hampshire, Great Britain (Variort!Iij. Reprints), 1990. p. 329b [Hereafter: Kiel, 1990].
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abruptly changed course and decided that what earlier he had deseribed as a
"clumsy building" was in fact "a Iate 15'/ı century structure" and indeed was
the mosque (or mescid) of Evrenosoğlu Ahmed Beğ [See: Photos 9-11],56
i.e., he determined that the mosque which appears in Photo 12 was not that
built by Evrenosoğlu Ahmed Beğ, but that rather he had endowed and built
the "small mescid" (a portion of which still stands today) [See: Photos 9l1].57
The author's of the present study concur with part ofK.iel's 1990 reassessment for several reasons~ First, the fact that the location of this site fully
confirms to the description provided by Evliya Çelebi, i.e., it sits on a hill in
the western sector of the city.
Second, the remains of the sınaller mosque include the ruins of what
appear to be the türbe (tomb) of Şeyh Abdullah al-İHihi or that of his patron
Ahmed Beğ [See: Photo 13], whiçh likewise was deseribed by Evliya (The
extant remains of both the mosque and tomb are in a poor state of preservation, due to their haviiıg been destroyed by artillery fire ordered by an offıcer
in the Greek Army in the post-1967 Junta period).58

56

57

58

Kiel, 1990: p. 329b.
Rather inexplicably, having changed his identification of Ahmed Beğ's rnosque on the
basis of reading Evliya Çelebi's account, Kiel did not take the logical next step and
modif)r his identification of the tomb in Photo 8, i.e., he stuck with his misidentification
of it as the burial site of Ahmed Beğ?
An eyewitness to this event deseribed to Heath Lowry, how, white a stu.dent in the
elementary school which abutted the rnilitary base on which the rnosque stands, he
remembers that one day the children were not allawed outside to play. Being curious
they peeked out the windows and saw troops maving artillery. They later heard cannon
fire and when they were allawed out after school they saw that the front half of the
rnosque was gone.
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Photo 1359

Third, both the mosque and a hammam (bathhouse), likewise built by
Ahmed Beğ (but called the Şeyh İlahi Hammami) [See: Photo 14], are close
to one another and located on the grounds of w hat was once a Greek army
military base. At the present time the ba~e is no longer occupied and both
monuments have now been placed under the protection of the Greek Ministry ofCulture's Archeological Service.

59

Photo by: H. Lowry (2004).
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Photo 1460

. While accepting Kiel's acknowledgeınent that his initial identification
was incorrect, we do not so readily concur with his atteınpt to establish that
the i:emains of the large ınosque lying to the south of Evrenos' ınausoleuin
was built by İskender Beğ.
While the şecere clearly establi.shes that a nephew of Hacı [Şeınsed
din]6ı Ahmed Beğ, a certain İskender Beğ, rebuilt his ancestor's ınosque in
Yenice Vardar (Evrenos Beg mütevellfsi olup ciimi-i şerffi bozup tekrar
yeniden bünyad etmişdir), prior to his death on Februar'y 26, 1519, it contains no hint as tö its location. For this we must turn to the 2007 publication
of the Giannitsa (Yenice Vardar) ınunicipality, coınpiled by Helen Mavroke60
6

ı

Photo by: H. Lowry (2006).
While the name 'Şemseddin' does not appear in the şecere, where Ahmed is referred to
only as: Hacı Ahmed Beğ, from the fortuitous survival of a wikfiyye (religious
endowment charter document) he drew up we know that his full name was indeed
'Şemseddin Ahmed.' This documı;nt is housed in the İstanbul Başbakanlık Arşivi, where
it is catalogued as: EV. VKF: Dosya No.19- Gömlek No. /11. Adı: Evrenoszade Ahmed
Bey; Yazıldığı Yer: Yenice; Tarihi: 904/1498; Eski No. 162/11- asıl.
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falidou. This valuable work (in Greek and English), entitled: 'Giannitsa:
Bistorical Photographic Album,' contains a number ofu1:iefullate 19th and
early 20th century photographs of the town's Ottoman monuments,62 whose
captions reflect the names by which they were known locally at the end of
the Tourkokratia. Two of these early photos shed light on the identity of the
second Evrenosoğlu related mosque which is extant taday.
This is the mosque known as the dimi '-i şerif which Iies same 200300 hundred meters below the türbe of Evrenos. It is that seen in Ph oto 15,
and alsa in Photos 16, 17 & 18.

Photo 15

62

See: Mavrokefalidou, 2007. The author's wish to extend their thanks to Ms.
Mavrokefalidou for permission to republish a selection of the photos in this book. In
addition, Heath Lowry is grateful for the hospitality accorded him in a 2008 visit to
Giannitsa by Eleni Mavrokefalidou and Stefanos Ioannidis.
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Photo 1663

Photo 1764
63

Photos 15 & 16 are rare early 20th century photos which are taken from Mavrokefalidou
(2005).
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Photo 1865
In the Mavrokefalidou work, this site is labeled: 'The Great Mosque of
Iskender Beğ. ' 66 While its present-day appearance bears little resemblance to
its past grandeur [See: Photos 15, 16 & 17 in contrast with Photos 19 & 20],
the linkage of its name to İskender Beğ is supported by the aforementioned
note next to his name in the ş ecere. There, İskender Beğ (a grandson of İki
Yüreklü Ali Beğ) who died on February 26, 1519, is listed as the
administrator ofEvrenos Beğ's foundation, who, in his capacity as mütevelli,

Photo 19
64

65
66

Ph oto 17 is an enlargement of a photo from: Mavrokefalidou, 2005.
Photo 18 isa blown up segment from the ca.l935 photo provided by Ersİn Evrenos.
Mavrokefalidou, 2007.
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Photo 2067

dismantled or tore down his ancestor's Cami-i Şerif and then completely
rebuilt it (Evrenos Beg mütevellfsi olup cami-i şerfji bozup tekrar yeniden
bünyad etmişdir).
Indeed, if it was demolisbed and rebuilt by İskender Beğ (d. 1519), as
the şecere clearly states, in the opening years of the 16th century, it clearly
must have been originally constructed at some point in the preceding century. Given the fact that it is today known locally as the İskender Beğ Cami 'i
it seems clear that it was the rebuilder's rather than the original endower's
name which became attached to this site in popular usage.
The term Cami-i Şerfji (Noble Mosque or Honored Mosque), which
appears several times in the şecere, is, at first glance, confusing. Only when
we place all such references side by side does it become apparent that there
were in fact two separate mosques in Yeni ce Vardar which are called this in
the Evrenosoğlu family tree. The first is that currently under discussion, i.e.,
67

Photo 19 by: H. Lowıy (2008) & Photo 20 by: H. Lowry (2004).
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that rebuilt by İskender Beğ, while the second is that built by Hacı [Şeref
fedin] Ahmed Beğ (aka. that known popularly as the İlahf Cami'i a:fter the
Naleşibendi Şeyh whose mecJrese and hammam stood nearby). This site,
where both the endower Ahmed Beğ and Şeyh İlahl were buried, is likewise
referred to as the Cami'i Şerifin the family tree.
Following the death of Şeyh Abdullah al-İlahl (the saint who introduced the Naleşibendi order of dervishes into the Balkans), a large tekke
( dervish lodge) is known to have been constructed adjacent to the mosque
and türbe. The complex also contained a medrese (theological seminary) and
an imaret (soup kitchen). 68 This complex remained one of the most important
Muslim pilgrimage spots in the Balkans throughout the Tourkokratia. This is
confirmed in the seminal work of Adolf Struck who visited the region at the
beginning of the 20th century and reports that the tombs of Ahmed Beğ and
Şeyh Abdullah al-İlahl, located within the confines of the Büyük Tekke
(Large Dervish Lodge), were stili venerated by the region's Muslim inhabitants.69

In regard to what the name of the first Cami 'i Şerif was prior to the
time it was demolisbed and replaced by İskender Beğ at the beginning of the
16th century, here too there is some uncertainty. However, given the known
facts, it is possible to set forth the following scenario: The original Cami 'i
Şerifwas in alllikelihood the soup kitchen-mosque complex which the city's
founder, Hacı Evrenos, is known to have built in the city he established (at
some point between 1380 and his death in 1417).70 This possibility is
strengthened by several facts: a) first, Evrenos' hammam (bathhouse)which
practice/custom dictated be built near the mosque, is extant and lies not far
68
69

°

7

Kiel, 1990: p. 329b states that the medrese was demolished during World War II and
where it once stood there is now an Orthodox Church.
Adolf Struck: ''Die Makedonische Niederlande." in Zur Kımde des Balkan-Halbinsels.
Volume 7. Sarajevo, 1908. See: pp. 67-68.
Forthe mosque ofEvrenos in Yenice Vardar. see: Ayverdi, 2000: p. 320. See also: Başar, 1995: p. 540.
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from the remains of the İskender Beğ Ciimi 'i; b) if the original structure were
built by Evrenos in the Iate 14th or opening decade of the 15th century it
would have been of an age to be tom down and rebuilt by İskender Beğ (the
administrator of its pious foundation) at the beginning of the 16th century; c)
when in 1667-1668 the dome of the Ciimi-i Şerif collapsed, it was replaced
by a [tiled] roof built by a certain Süleyman Beğ [Evrenosoğlu] in 16701671, who, in that era, was likewise the administrator (mütevelli) of the Hacı
Evrenos foundation. This fact provides yet anather linkage of the site with
Hacı Evrenos, i. e., if as iate as the second half of the 17th century it was once
again the mütevelli (administrator) ofhis vakıfwho undertook it's rebuilding,
he must have done so in his capacity of administrator of his ancestor's pious
foundation; and, d) the same argument can be applied to the reasoning behind İskender Beğ's having tom down and then rebuilt the sanctuary one
hundred sixty five years earlier, i.e., at the time he did so, he too was the
mütevelli of Hacı Evrenos' religious foundation. Stated differently, it was in
their capacity as the administrators of their ancestor' s endowment that first
İskender Beğ in 1510~1511 tore down and then rebuilt the Ciimi'i Şerif, and
that a century anda halflater in 1670-1671, Süleyman Beğ replaced its dome
which had collapsed a few years earlier with a [tiled] roof.
Finally, in the only known photo of the site which clearly shows the
original entrance (ca. 1930) [See: Photo 21 helow] there isa striking similarity between the buildings façade and that of the ziiviye-imiiret built by Hacı
Evrenos in the westem Thracian town of Gümülcine in the 1360s [See: Photos 22-24 below]. As earlier demonstrated by Lowry71 there is a strong possibility that the Gümülcine building was initially the residence of Hacı
Evrenos and that following his relocation in the 1380s to Siroz (Serres), he
turned it into a dervish lodge-soup kitchen. Both buildings have a domed
avlu (courtyard) flanked on both sides by rooms. This raises the intriguing

71

For a detailed description of this site, see: Lowry, 2008: pp. 41-47.
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possibility that what has come to be known as the İskender Beğ Cami 'i in
Yenice Vardar had likewise originally been built by Evrenos as a residence.
This interpretation finds support in a passage ina 16th century chronicle, the Künbü'l-Abbar of Gelibolulu Mustafa Ali. There, ina description
of the pious endowments ofEvrenos, he wrote:
[And then there was the Famous Cornrnander, that is, Evrenos Bey,
who was the patron of pious deeds, the doer of good works, the
courageous man who engaged in holy war, the tall and handsome
man, he of excellent character, he who was a prince of the powerful.
Most of the villages and towns comprising the interior of Rumeli were
his conquests. That renowned Cornrnander, he and his son have
endowed pleasant soup kitchens (imarets) in seven different locations.
It is related that when this famous Commander was residing in
Gürnülcine he was disturbed by some incident and moved to Siroz. At
that point in time he turned his houses [in Gümülcine] into a soup
kitchen Cimaret). Aft:erwards he was unhappy and left there [Siroz] as
well. When he came to Yenice Vardar he settled down there. Then he
endowed his houses in Siroz to his· imaret (soup .k.itchen). When the
time had come that he journeyed to the other world [i.e., when he
died] his Palace (sar4y) in Vardar was also turned into a soup kitchen
(imaret). It is well known that the aforesaid pious Foundation is
permitted to be the recipient of the incomes of several prosperous
villages ....] [emphasis is ours] 72
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Ahmet Uğur et.al. (Eds.): Gelibolulu Mustafa 'Alı Efendi: (Kayseri Raşid Efendi Kütüphanesi'ndeki 901 ve 920 No. lu Nüshalara Göre) Kitiibü't-Tiirlh-i Künhii'l-Ahbiir (I. Cilt
-I. Kısım). Kayseri (Erciyes Üniversitesi Yayınları No. 106), 1997. p. 126 (Folio 27b28a) [Hereafter: Uğur, 1997]. The Turkish text ·reads: "Fe~ammii eşher-i ümerdsı
Evrenos Beğ'dir ki, sahib-i hayriit, riigıb-i meberriit, şlr-~nerd-i plşe-i cihiid, şeh-levend-i
keriimet-nilıiid bir emir-i büziirgviir idi. Rı/m-ili 'nin İç-il 'i hükmünde/d kurii ve kasabatı
ekseriyyii ol feth itmişdir. Ol emir-i niim-diir kendiniii ve evliidınıii yedi yerde 'amiiyir-i
lafijesi vardır. Men/dildür ki, ol emir-i niim-diir evvelii Gümülcine'de temekkiin itmiş, bir
/msı/sa inciniib Siroz'da temekkiin ider. Andağı evlerini 'ayniyle 'imiiret td'yfn itmiş.
Ba'dehıl Siroz'da dahi hazz itmeyiib göçmiiş. Vardiir Yeiiicesi'ne varub ikiimet itmiş. Bu
kerre Siroz'daki evleri de 'amiiyir yirine miillıak itmiş. Vaktii ki, sefer-i Alıiret'e gitmiş
Varddr'daki s ardy dahi 'imiiret olmuş. Meşlıılrdur ki, mezbılr evkiifda müsa'ade kasdına
birkaç ka1ye-i ma 'mı/re recd itmiş ..."
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Photo 21 73

Photos 22, 23 & 24: 74 Evrenos Zaviye-İmaret in Gümillcine

73

74

Mavrokefalidou, 2005.
Photos 21, 22 & 23 were taken by H. Lowry (2004).
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The obvious similarities between these two buildings, coupled with the
description provided by Mustafa Ali, raise the intriguing possibility that both
sites may have initially been constructed as residences and then subsequeıitly
reinvented as zaviye-imiiret-ciimi 'is (dervish lodges - soup kitchens. mosques). 75
For these reasons it is plausible to construe that it was Hacı Evrenos
who constructed the town's first mosque directly behind his residence (next
to which, in keeping with Ottoman practice, he also built a bathlıouse hammiim), and that this was the mosque, called in the family şecere the
Ciimi'i Şerif(Honored!Noble Mosque); in the same manner that his tomb is
called the Türbe-i Şerif (Honored/Noble Tomb) and the funerary complex
which grew up around it the Mezar-i Şerif (Honored/Noble Cemetery),
which a century later was dismantled and a new structure (a portion of which
· survives today) was erected by his great-grandson İskender Beğ. This explanation both accounts for the Hacı Evrenos mosque, and for the fact that as
Iate as the beginning of the 2 ı st century the mosque in question is stili known
locally as the İskender Beğ Ciimi'i. For when Evliya visited the mosque in
ı 668, he too called it the İskender Beğ Cami 'i after the individual named as
its 'rebuilder' in the no longer ext~mt restoration inscription (kitabe) which at
75

In an important study, the Turkish architectural historian, Semavi Eyice:"İlk Osmanlı
Devrenin Dini-İçtimai Bir Müessesesi Zaviyeler ve Zaviyeli-Camiler. İ Ü. İktisat Fakiiltesi Mecmuası. Vol. 23, Nos. 1 & 2 (İstanbul, 1962), pp. 3-80, advanced the concept that
numerous early Ottoman mosques had initially served multi-purposes incJuding that of
imtirets (soup kitchens). What is suggested here is that in some instances structures
which were initially erected as lodgings subsequently were modified to serve as
combination soup kitchen-mosque complexes.
In this regard, the description provided by Evliya Çelebi of the manner in which the
services of the Yenice Vardar imtirets were open to not only Muslims but even to fireworshippers and Jews is enlightening [See APPENDIX 1]. It may well be that by
combining such largesse to non-Muslims in the milieu of a mosque, the endowers were
seeking to provide a setting inducive to religious conversion. For a detailed description
of the manner in w hi ch Ottoman charity was provided regardless of religion, see: Heath
W. Lowry: "Random Musings on the Origins ofOttoman Charity: From Mekece to Bursa, İznik and Beyond," in H. W. Lowry: Defterology Revisited: Studies on 15th & 16th
Centwy Ottoman Society. İstanbul (The !sis Press), 2008., pp. 51-62.
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the time of his visit was still in situ above its door opposite the direction of
Mecça (kıble kapusu üzre). This Arabic inscription (as read by Evliya
Çelebi) stated:
Amınere'I-İskender min nesli G/izf Evrenos,

Dlire /ıayrı ceddilıi'l-a'llife'amme nef'ulıli,
Ecm/ılifi dlin'l-u/ırli

cennetii'l-me'vli lima

C/iefi tlirflıi/ıli dlirım kartirun ecrulıli. 76

Translation:
İskender,

from the line of Gazi Evrenos,
rebuilt the house of charity [sic. imaret = soup kitchen] of his ancestor
and disseminated its advantages.
In return for which may his place in the next world be Paradise.
So the phrase: ddrun kardrun ecruha provides its·date.

From the fact that the last three words of this inscription: darun
kararun ecruhii form a chronogram giving the date h. 916 (AprillO, 1510March 30, 1511), we can date with certainty at least a part of the remains
which are extant today. 77
Several things about this no longer extant inscription are deserving of
comment: First, contra the assertion of Ki el, who implies that it was a dedicatory kitabesi naming a certain İskender as the mosque's builder, 78 the
wording of the inscription (as given by Evliya Çelebi) names İskender (a
76
77
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Evliya Çelebi, 2003: p. 77.
What is less certain is what the mosque rebuilt by İskender Beğ in 1510-1511 may
actually have looked like. The extant remains make this question difficult to answer.
Machiel Kiel, who spent no Iess than six pagesin his 1971 article (Kiel, 1971: pp. 323329) attempting to do so, even went so far as to provide two different 'altemative
reconstruction' plans (Kiel, 1971: pp. 318-319) for the building, neither ofwhich bear
more than a passing reseİnblance to the mosque depicted in the early 20th century photos
utilized in the present study (See: Photos: 14-16)?
Kiel, 1990: 'Postscript' to his 1971 article appended to the reprint: p. 329b.
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great grandson of Evrenos) as the rebuilder of a soup kitchen-mosque complex which had been endowed by his ancestor Hacı Evrenos. As we have
previously seen this interpretation is supported by the wording of the note attached to his name in the 17th century family tree. This document names him
as the administrator (miitevelli) of his great-grandfather's pious foundation,
in which capacity he is deseribed as having tom down and rebuilt the Cami 'i
Şerif (Noble!Honored Mosque), prior to his death on February 26, ısı9 in
İskenderiye (Albania) where he was serving as Sancak Beğ (Govemor of the
province). Some indication of his own iınportance may be gamered from the
fact that the note next to his name in the şecere states that his body was returned by his retainers from İskenderiye to Yenice Vardar and interred in the
tomb ofhis ancestor.
Finally, Contra Kiel's contention that the main sanctuary was domed
until "shortly after the Second World War," 79 the testiınony of the extant Iate
ı9th early 20th century photos suggests otherwise [See, in particular: Photos
16-18]. 80 This is confırrned by a passage in the şecere which credits Süleyman Beğ in 1670-167ı with having replaced its collapsed dome with a roof:
."in the year h.ı078 (June 23, ı667- June ll, ı668) the dome of the Cami'i
Şerifcollapsed; it was replaced with a [tiled] roofin the year h. [ı0]81 (May
2ı, ı670- May ı ı, 167ı)" (Bin yetmiş sekiz senesinde cami '-i şerfjin kubbesi yılalup seksen birinci senesinde tavan yapusuyla yapdzrmzşdzr). This
would appear to be the roof whi ch is stili observable (be~d the domed entranceway) in the early 20th century photographs. [See: Photos 16-18] As
neither of the present authors makes any claiın to be architectural historians,
we willleave this issue to those better versed in such matters.
Despite the attachnıent of İskender Beğ's name to the mosque he rebuilt, as Iate as the beginning of the 20th century there is reason to believe
79

Kiel, 1970: p. 324.

80

Kiel's assumption about both the form and history of this building [see: Kiel, 1971: pp.
324- & Kiel, 1990: p. 329a] must be completely revisedin light of the early photographs
published in this study.
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that its of:ficial name (as preserved in the records of the Directorate of Pious
Foundations), was the Gazi Evrenos Beğ Ciimi'i. This supposition is supported by a document preserved in the İstanbul Başbakanlık Arşivi (Pnme
Minister's Archive), which is dated: 25 Muharrem 1322 (Tuesday, April12,
1904). It lists appointments of İmam s (Prayer Leaders) at a number of important mosques throughout the Empire, among whi ch are those of the Harem-i
Şerif in Mecca, Niyazi Mısrı Ciimii on the Aegean isiand of Limni (Limnos),
and the Gazi Evrenos Ciimii in Yenice V ardar. 81 The fortuitous survival of
this document strengthens the hypothesis advanced herein for two reasons: a)
it establishes that as Iate as the first decade of the 20th century there stili was
a Gazi Evrenos Ciimii in Yenice Vardar; and, b) as the records of the Directorate ofPious Foundations are known to have been based on viikfiyyes (endowment charters), this reference almost certainly must preserve the name
by which the site is known in the now missing charter document of its original founder, i.e., Hacı ve Gazı Evrenos Beğ. 82 ·
As a final link in this chain of circumstantial evidence we may cite an
entry in the Iate Ottoman biographical dictionary, Osmanlı Mü'ellifleri, for
an 18th century member of the ulemii (Muslim scholar) named Ak Ali
Efendi 'İzmidi,' which states that at one stage in his career he served as the
imiim (prayer leader) of the Yenice Vardar mosque known as the 'Ciimi'-i
Şerif' which had been built and endowed by Gazi Evrenos (Gazi Evrenos
Beğ tarafindan evkiifi ihyii olunan elimi '-i şerifde imiimet vazifesiyle muvazzaf idi). 83 This reference cl early names the elimi '-i şerif as part of Evrenos'
endowment and thereby confirms the analysis provided herein.
. Viewed together, all of the above factors serve to mak:e a strong circumstantial case that the mosque referred to in the family tree as the Ciimi 'i
81

82
83

See: Başbakanlık Arşivi: Yıldız Tasni.fi- Perakende Evrak: Dosya No. 4, Gömlek No. 18.
Too date no copy ofEvrenos' Yenice Vardar wikfiyye (endowment charter) is known to
have survived?
Bursalı Mehmed Tahir Efendi: Osmanlı Mü'ellifleri. Vol. I. İstanbul, h.l333. See: p.
215.
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Şerif,

w as inde ed that built by Hacı Evrenos in the Iate _14th century, i. e·., that
which is referred to today as the İskender Beğ Camii in Yenice Vardar
(Giaıınitsa). As suc4, it is one of the oldest Friday mosques to survive in the
Balkans. Needless to say, it warrants preservation. At the present time it does
not even enjoy the status of a 'protected monument,' i. e. it is held as private
property and is in danger of disappearing altogether.
Returning to our discussion of the information preserved in the family
tree (şecere) relative to the burial sites of Hacı Evrenos and his des~endants:
6) Süleyman Beğ is not buried in Yenice V ardar. This fact is clearly
stated in the şecere which notes that he died elsewhere;
7) Beğce Beğ likewise is listedas not being buried in Yenice Vardar
due to his having died in some other location;
8) Hacı İsa Beğ. The burial site of Hacı Evrenos' seventh son is indeterminable on the basis of the information contained in the şecere as his entry is the only one of the seven sons of Evrenos w hich is not accompanied by
a note. Indeed, was it not for a passage in the work of the 17th century traveler Evliya Çelebi we would not even know whether he was buried in Yenice
. Vardar? However, Evliya reports thatHacı İsa Beğ was buried inatile covered türbe, i.e., one without a dome, which was near to that of İki Yüreklü
Ali Beğ. 84
In short," the family tree establishes that alongside Hacı Evrenos only
one of his seven sons (Hızır Şah Beğ) was laid to rest in his mausoleum,
while four more of his offspring were buried in nearby (but separate) tombs
of their own (Hacı Barak Beğ, İki Yüreklü Ali Beğ, Y akub Beğ & Hacı İsa
Beğ). The two remaining sons (Süleyman Beğ & Beğce Beğ) died elsewhere
and were buried in unnamed towns.

84

Evliya Çelebi, 2003: p. 79.
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This said, the şecere also provides us an indication that a sprinkling of
descendants in later generations w ere also laid to rest in (or adjacent to) the
türbe-i şerif(honored mausoleum) of Hacı Evrenos. They include:
9) [Çandarlı] İbrahim Paşa, the son-in-law of Hacı Evrenos (husband of Selçuk Kadın), is listed as buried within the courtyard or complex of
Evrenos Beğ's mausoleum (Evrenos Beğ'in türbesi hareminde medfondur);
ı o) İskender Beğ (a grandson of İki Yüreklü Ali Beğ) who died on

February 26, ı5ı9, is buried within the honored mausoleum (türbe-i
sine defn olunmuşdur);

şerife

ı ı) Fişek

Mehmed Çelebi, who is buried next to his grandfather Yak:ub Beğ in the vicinity of Evrenos Beğ's mausoleum (Evrenos Beğ'in türbesi kurbunda dedeleri Yakub Beğ yanında medfiindur);
ı2)

Abdi Beğ, a grandson of Hacı [Şemseddin] Ahmed Beğ, who is
shown as having been buried within the courtyard or complex of Evrenos
Beğ's mausoleum (Evrenos Beğ'in türbesi hareminde defn etmişler).
To the extent it has succeeded this analysis establishes that within the
actual türbe {mausoleum) of Evrenos were buried thfee family members: ı)
Hacı Evrenos Beğ himself; b) Hızır Şah Beğ and. c) İskender Beğ; w hile in
the extended complex or outer courtyard there were two more family meın:
bers: 4) [Çandarlı] İbrahim Paşa; and, 5) Abdi Beğ. Stated differently, in the
second half of the ı 7th century, there were a total of five family members
buried in or within the immediate vicinity of the mausoleum.
That said, in a rare surviving photograph depicting the interior of
Evrenos' mausoleum, a picture in the poss~ssion of Özer Gazievrenosoğlu,
which must have been taken at the end of the ı9th century, there are a number oftombstones (seven or eight in total) which are discernible on the upper
right hand side of the photo, as well as w hat appears to be one or more on the
left hand side of the photo) [Photo 25 below]. This raises the lik~lihood that
in the intervening years additional members of succeeding generations of the
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real complex.
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of the patriarch's fune-

Photo 2585

An altemative explanation to account for this seeming anomaly might
be that when the original (tür be) mausoleum, having fallen into ruin, was rebuilt in 1885-1886 by the then mütevelli of Evrenos' foundation, a deseenclant named Mehmed Şefık Paşa, 86 i.e., when it was given the form which
survives taday, all of the family tombstones which had been located in its
courtyard were gathered up and placed within the rebuilt structure. As can be
seenin Photo 25 [above], they appear to be arrayed in rows on the second
floor balcony, an unlikely burial site to say the least.

85
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Late 19th- early 20th century photo of the interi or of Hacı Evrenos' mausoleum in Yenice Vardar supplied to Heath Lowry by Özer Gazievrenosoğlu from his family album.
See the seetion at the end of the present study entitled: 'Retracing the History of the
Mausoleum of Hacı Evrenos in Yenice Vardar (Giannitsa)' for a detailed discussion
ofthe various stages ofrestoration which the mausoleum has undergone.
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The mütevelli's (administrators) ofthe pions foundations established by
Evrenos as identified in the 17th century şecere (family tree)

Among the more interesting heretofore unknown data preserved in the
şecere are notes identifying various members of the family as the administrators of the pious foundation established by the dynasty's patriarch. From the
fortuitous survival of the vlikfiyye (charter document) of the foundations established by Evrenos in the city of Siroz (Serres) in 1416, we know that he
himself served as the first administrator and that he named his eldest son Barak Beğ to succeed him upon his death. 87
This information is confirmed in the şecere where a note next to Hacı
Barak Beğ's name states: "Evrenos Beg Valifı 'na ibtida b.unlar mütevellf olmuşdur" (he was the first administrator ofEvrenos Beğ's pious foundation).
Given the fact that Evrenos diedon Wednesday, November 17, 1417,88 we
may infer that this was the point in time at which Barak Beğ succeeded his
father as administrator of the family foundation.
He in turn was succeeded by his nephew Hacı [Şemseddin] Ahmed
Beğ (son of İki Yüreklü Ali Beğ). However, while Ahmed Beğ was serving
as Sancak Beğ (Govemor) ofVidin (a city and region north of Sofya in Bulgaria), tıie role of administrator passed back to the line of Barak Beğ and was
assumed by his son Böğrü Hızır Beğ, who held the post for a.n unspecified
time, until his death7 after which it once again reverted to Hacı Ahmed Beğ.
Hacı

Ahmed Beğ not only adınİnistered his father's foundation, he
likewise created a large one of his own. A copy of the vakfiyye ( charter
document) of his foundation is preserved in the İstanbul Prime Minister's
Archives (Başbakanlık Arşivi), in the form of a scroll approximately 4.5 meters long. Written in Arabic it deseribes in detail the endowments created by
Ahmed Beğ in Yenice Vardar and surraunding towns. 89 The information it
87
88
89

Zengin, 2004.
Lowry, 2003: pp. 60-61.
See: Başbakanlık Arşivi: EV. VKF 19111.
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contains is confirmed by a passage in th~ şecere which states that Hacı Ahmed Beğ had "endowed four or five villages and other properties and constructed imiirets (soup kitchens) in three di.fferent places; and in Yenice
Vardar he built a medrese (theological seminary) anda Ciimi'i Şerif(Noble
Mosque). " He di ed in the hijra year 908 (July 7, 1502- June 27, 1503).
Given the virtual absence of any information on the retarners (free and
slave) who served the Evrenosoğulları, the list of witnesses who signed the
charter document created by Hacı Ahmed Beğ is particularly enlightening. It
preserves the names of the following eleven individuals, each of whom must
have been living in Yenice Vardar at the time it was drawn up in h. 904 (August 19,1498 - August 9, 1499)90 and six of whom were slaves who had
converted to Islam [Numbers 6-11]. The list of şehide bi.:.ma fihi (witnesses
to this matter) include: 1) Mevlana Rusarn bin Mehmed Hvace; 2) al-Hac
Ahmed bin Ayas; 3) al-Hac Mehmed bin Hamza; 4) Mehmed Beğ bin
Hüseyin Beğ; 5) Umur Bali bin Süle; 6) al-Hac Rustem bin 'Abdullah; 7)
Veysi Bali bin 'Abdullah; 8) al-Hac Mustafa bin 'Abdullah; 9) İskender bin
'Abdullah; 1O) Şirmerd bin 'Abdullah; and, ll) Şirmerd bin 'Abdullah Dizdar-i Kal'a-i Rasova (Şirmerd son ofthe Slave ofGod who is the Warden of
the Fortress of Rasova). Given the fact that five of the signatories are 'HaCls,' i. e., pilgrims to Mecca, it takes no great stretch of the imagination to
suggest that they may well have accompanied their war lord when he made
his pilgrimage.
Hacı [Şemseddin]

Ahmed Beğ (who is also called 'Koca' = 'Great' in
the şecere) in turn was succeeded by a nephew (son of his brother Hüseyin
Beğ) named İskender Beğ. As noted previously, the note attached to this individual's name informs us that he: a) succeeded his uncle as the administrator of Evrenos' foundation; b) was a Sancak Beğ (Govemor), who while
serving as such in İskenderiye (Albania) diedon February 26; 1519; and, c)
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while serving as administrator of the family foundation he had completely
rebuilt the Cami-i Şerif(Noble Mosque) [in Yenice Vardar].
The 'familx tree' does not clearly state who succeeded İskender Beğ in
1519, but in alllikelihood it was a certain Abdi Beğ, the eldest son of Hacı
[Şemseddin] Ahmed Beğ's son Musa Beğ, i.e., a grandson of Hacı Ahmed
Beğ. The note attached to his name informs us that he held the position for
'
fifteen or sixteen years during which time he was the Sancak Beğ (Govemor
of the province of SeHinik (Thessaloniki). It also contains the information
that both through his contributions of money and property he was responsi~
ble for many charitable works. He died during the campaign against Timasvar in the year 1551-1552.
For the remainder of the 16th century the şecere provides no clue as to
whi ch members of the family administered the foundation. Indeed, the next
point in time for which the 'family tree' names an administrator is at the beginning of the 17th century. As ~y this time the lines of five of Evrenos'
seven sons had ended (Hacı Barak Beğ, Beğce Beğ, Süleyman Beğ, Hacı İsa
Beğ & Yakub Beğ), we may infer that therea:fter the position of Mütevelli
was held by descendants of either: İki Yüreklü Ali Beğ or Hızırşah Beğ. The
evidence provided by the şeç:ere supports this interpretation, as thenceforth
the position tended to rotate between members of these two branches of the
Evrenosoğulları.

At the beginning of the 17th century, a descendant of Hızırşah, a certain Mehmed P~şa (also called 'Beğ') held the position of mütevelli for almost forty years, during which time he also held the post of Govemor of
Selanik (S ancak Beğ). Up on his death in early 1646 he was buried in. the
courtyard of the Cami'i Şerif(Noble!Honored Mosque) in Yenice Vardar.
The next individual named as administrator in the şecere was also a
descendant of Hızırşah Beğ, a certain Süleyman Beğ who assumed the post
in 1655. He seems to have served as administrator until hisdeathin an ambush·on the plain ofHotin in 1673. In the year 1669-1670, the Ottoman ruler
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Sultan Mehmed IV. (while staying in Selanik) visited Yenice [Vardar] ona
hunting trip where he was a guest in the home of Süleyman Beğ. His hospitality was rewarded with an appointment as Governor of Selanik. In the year
1667-1668 the dome of the Cami-i Şerif (Noble Mosque) collapsed and in
his role as administrator of the family foundation, Süleyman Beğ replaced it
with a [tiled] roofin 1670-1671.
As it was shortly a:fter this that the 'family tree' was drawn up, it is
also the terminus point for our knowledge as to which family members
served as administrators of the pious foundations established by their ancestor Hacı Evrenos ends.
There are a number of later additions to the şecere (made ina variety
of hands), one of whi ch is of particnlar interest as it concerns an 1glh century
descendant of Evrenos, who, during his term as mütevelli of the family foundation, endowed a monument which still stands today: namely, the city's
clock tower. This was a certain Şerif Ahmed Beğ, whom the şecere also
credits with having completely rebuilt the water system/aqueduct (su yolu)
which provided the city's water supply. 91 From the fact that the dedicatory
inscription on the clock tower is still extant and includes "the date: h. ı ı67
(October 29, ı 753- October 19, ı 754) [Photo 26], we may logically assume
that Şerif Ahmed Beğ was then serving as the Evrenos foundation's administrator.92
91

92

As discussed earlier, this aqueduct (su yolu) was originally constructed by Hacı Evrenos
at the end of the 14th century, and then later expanded by his grandson Hacı [Şemseddin]
Ahmed Beğ (ca. 1500). Now in the mid 18th century it was once again rebuilt by yet
anather mütevelli (administrator) ofits original endower's pious foundation.
As this inscription was previously read (by Nihat Çetin), translated (by F. Th. Dijkema)
and published (by Machiel Kiel), it was not our original intent to include it among the
Evrenos related inscriptions published in the present study. However, in the interest of
providing as complete a corpus of all known Evrenos related inscriptions (kitabes) in one
venue it was decided to include it here. For, the earlier published version, see: Kiel,
1971: p. 322. On p. 322 of this study, Kiel mistakenly asserts that the dedicatory
inscription on the clock tower is the only surviving Ottoman inscription in Yenice
Vardar. He overlooked the inscription above the door of the Evrenos tiirbe (in point of
fact he missed the tiirbe entirely in his 1971 description of the city's monuments?),
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. Photo 26 93

The text of the inscription reads:
Line #1: ŞerifAlımed zinesi-i Evrenos ol mlr-i zi-şlinin
Line #2: Hemişe lıiisn-i sa 'yi verdi vakf-i cedde-plrliye
Line #3: Yine bir sli'at ilıdlis eyleyiib evkliti bildirdi
Line #4: Miilıeyylidir meger pencgline-i İslli1nı Imiiye
Line #5: Selilibın valid umader ile ervlilı-ı gaziye
Line #6: Hııllis-i niyyet ile/ılizir etmiş tıılıfe ihdliye
Line #7: Feridli bir birin plimlil ediib geldi dile tlirllı
Line #8: 'Hele sözyok bıı zibli sli'at-i viiili ıı ra'naya'
93

w hi ch is published for the first time in the present article.
Photo by: H. Lowry (2004).
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Line #9: Sene 1167

Translation:
Line #1:

Şerif Ahmed

Line #2:

Has always exerted his time on the foundation that honors
his ancestor

of the line of the great commander Evrenos,

Line #3: So that time may be known he has made a clock
Line #4:

He constructed it in a manner that it represents the :fivefoldlslam

Line #5:

This act he has done with the pure intentions of making a
gift to

Line #6: his mother and father and to the souls of the gazis.
Line #7:

By subtracting only one, this chronogram comes to the
tongue:

Line #8:

'See, there is no word to deseribe this magni:ficent and
beautiful clock'

Line #9: Year: 1167 [October 29, 1753- October 19, 1754]

Here, is yet another exarnple of the continuing adornment of the town
which succeeding generations of the Evrenosoğullari were responsible for.
As Şerif Ahmed, a descendant of Evrenos in the line of İki Yüreklü Ali Beğ,
was als o the mütevelli (administrator) of his ancestor' s pious foundation, he
built the massive clock tower (which stili exists today). [Photos 27] in the
'tradition established by the dynasty's founder. Given his role as mütevelli he
may well have done so with funds provided from the pious foundation endowed by Hacı Evrenos.
The remains of the clock tower, still scarred by German artillery shells
firedin the Second World War, are reportedly scheduled for restaration in
the near future [Photo 28].
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Photo 2794
94

Mavrokefalidou, 2005.
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Photo by: Lowry (2004).
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Information contained in the şecere relative to positions in the Ottoman
administrative system hehi by members of the Evrenosoğulları
One of the more interesting aspects of the şecere relates to the information it preserves relative to administrative positions held by various descendants of Hacı Evrenos. ·Before proceeding with. an examination of this
material it may be useful to recall what little to known about this subject in
general. The standard interpretation of the role played by the Evrenosoğulları
is that they served primarily as leaders of the forces of light cavalry known
as the alancı in the ı4th and ısth century. These were the 'shock troops' who
spearheaded the Ottoman advance westward into Europe, and Hacı Evrenos
and his descendants (together wit? those of their fellow March Lords [Uc
Beys], such as the Mihaloğulları, Turahanoğulları and Malkoçoğulları), are
recorded in the chronicle tradition as their hereditary leaders. As heretofore
there has been no information on the fate of the family in the ı 6th and ı 7th
century and thereafter, virtually nothing has been written in regard to what
positions members of the Evrenosoğullan may have filled in the Ottoman
administrative apparatus during these centuries.

In point of fact the portrait inferable from the ı 7th century şecere is
sornewhat at odds with that preserved in the chronicle tradition. Specifically,
the notes attached to the names of various family members in the şecere preserve the following in regard to tlıeir roles over time in the ı 5th- ı 7th century
Ottoman administrative hierarchy:
a) [Böğrü] Hızır Beg, who was the eldest son of Barak Beğ (Evrenos'
firstbom) is listed as having been a Sancak Beğ (Provincial Govemor), although the location he served in is not named;
b) Hacı Ahmed Beğ, who was the eldest son of Evrenos' son İki
Yüreklü Ali Beğ, is shown as having served as Sancak Beğ (Provincial Govemor) in two Provinces which are unnamed in the şecere. However a note
next to the name Böğrü Hızır Beğ tells us that one of the province·s Ahmed
Beğ was govemor of was Vidin in Bulgaria and the ısth century chronicles
· relate that he also served as Govemor ofTırhala; 96
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Başar, 1995: 540.
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c) İskender Beğ, the son of İki Yüreklü Ali Beğ, 1ikewise appears as
having been a Sancak Beğ. When he die d on F ebruary 26, 1519 he w as serving as govemor of the province of İskenderiye in A1bania;

d) Abdi Beğ, the firştbom son of Musa Beğ ( a son of Hacı Ahmed
Beğ), served for fifteen years siınu1taneous1y as the administrator of
Evrenos' pious foundation, and as Sancak Beğ of SeHinik (Thessa1oniki);
e) Fişek MehmedÇelebi was ason of Hacı Hızır Beğ, i.e., a grandson
of Evrenos' son Yakub Beğ, who at one stage in his career served as Kadı
(Religious Judge) on the Aegean isiand ofRodos (Rhodes);
'
f) Yusuf Beğ, a grandson of Çelebi Mehmed Beğ, is named as having
participated in the conquest of Egypt, services for which he was rewarded
with the appointınent of Beglerbegi (Govemor General) of Egypt. He was
subsequently killed in an Arab uprising;

g) Yusuf Beğ, who died in 1593-1594, had served as Sancak Beğ
(Provincial Govemor) both in Selanik (Thessaloniki) and Üsküp (Skopje);

h) Mehmed Paşa (Beğ), served for forty years siınultaneously as the
administrator of Evrenos' pious foundation and Sancak Beğ (Provincial
· Govemor) of Selanik (Thessaloniki). He died between December 19, 1645
and January 18, ı 646;
i) Süleyman Beğ, who likewise served as the administrator of his ancestor's pious foundation, was appointed Sancak Beğ (Provincial Govemor)
of Selanik (Thessaloniki), by Sultan Mehmed IV in the year between June ı,
1669 and May 22, 1670. He diedin office while caınpaigning in 1673-1674;
j) Yusuf Beğ served as the Defterdar of Rumeli and together with
Süleyman Beğ he was martyred on the Plain ofHotin in the year 1673-1674.
As this brief sketch indicates, clearly the highest administrative post to
which the Evrenosoğulları were appointed was that of Sancak Beğ of
Selanik, the territory which comprised their home town of Yenice Vardar.
Even the sketchy material at our disposal seems to indicate that this position
almost appears to have been a hereditary appanage set aside for members of
the family.
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TRANSCRIPTION, TRANSLATION & FACS~E OF
THE 17TH CENTURY EVRENOSOGULLARI ŞECERESİ
(GENEALOGICAL TREE)
[p. 76]

HACI VE GAZi EVRENOS BEG:
Alli erviilıihim tıılıefii 't-talıiyyiit
Mine'lliilıi'llezf lıaleka'l-beriyyiit

Oldu bunlar ımıktedii-i e/ıl-i din
Ralımetıı'lliilıi a/eylıim ecına'fn

Hacı

Barak Beg:

Hacı

Barak Beg Evreııos Beg'in ulu oğludur. Yenişehir'de karye/er
vakf edip imiiret binli etmişdir. Mezar-ı şerfji J{ıerlıi'imım yanında
uzun memıer direkler dikilmişdir. Evrenos Beg Vakft'na ibtidii btmlar miitevellf o/mıışdıır.
[Hacı Barak Beğ was Evrenos Beğ's firstbom son. He endowed
villages in Yenişehir (Larissa) and constructed an imaret (soup
kitchen). In the Noble Cemetery [his tomb] is next to that of the
deceased and is made of large marble columns. He was the :first
administrator ofEvrenos Beğ's Pious Foundation.]
HacıİsaBeg

Selçuk Kadııı:
Selçuk Kadın

merlıi'ime

Ali Beg ve Begce Beg Kirline ad/u bir ciiriyedeııdir, merlıi'ime Selçuk Kadın'ı Halil Paşa'ya vermişlerdir.
[The deceased Selçuk Kadın, together with Ali Beğ and Beğce Beğ
were the children of a [Christian] slave named Kirfuıe. The deceased
Selçuk Kadın was given [in marriage] to Halil [Çandarlı] Paşa.]
Oğu/bııla Kadııı:

Oğulbula Kadııı ve İsa Beg ve Yakııb Beg, Merilı adlıı bir ciiriye-

deııdir. Oğu/bııla Kadııı'ı Üskiib'de İshak Beg'e vermişlerdir.
[Oğulbula Kadın and İsa Beğ and Y akub Beğ were the children of a

[Christian] slave named Merih!Maria.
marriage] to İshak Beğ in Üsküp.]

Oğulbula Kadın

was given [in
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[p. 77]

Siileyman Beg:
Siileyman Beg merlıılnı tiirbede medfon değildir. Veflitlan Yenice'de v/iki'
olnıanıışdır. Barak Beg merlıılm ile ana bir kamıdaşlardır.
[The deceased Süleyman Beğ is not buried in the tomb [ofEvrenos]. He did
not die in Yenice [Vardar]. He and the deceased Barak Beğ were brothers
from the same mother.]

BegceBeg:.
tiirbede medfon değildir.
olmanıışdır. Merlıı'im Ali Beg ile bir anadandır.

Begce Beg

merlıı'im

Veflitları

Yenice'de v/iki'

[The deceased Beğce Beğ is not buried in the tomb [of Evre_nos]. He did not
die in Yenice [Vardar]. He and the deceased Ali Beğ had the saıne rnother.]
Hızırşalı

Beg:

Hızırşalı

Beg merlıı'im Iilenı-i ukbliya revlin ve şahbaz-ı elim belıişt-i
clividanda lişiylin eyledikde Evrenos Beg'in türbesinde defn ehnişler. Mezlir-ı şerifi tiirbe kapusı üzerinde olan yıiksek yapu/ı mezardır.

[When the deceased Hızır-Şah took the directian of the next world and the
bird of his soul nested in Paradise, he was buried in the tom b of Evren os Beğ.
In the noble mausoleum his sarcophagus is the tali one on the doorway side of
the mausoleum.]

AliBeg:
Merlıı'inı

Ali Beg gliyetle

şeci'

mişler mezlir-ı şerifi merlıılnı

ve balılidır olmağın iki yiireklii Ali Beg deEvrenos Beg'in baş ncımda olan yapı/u me-

zardır.

[Because the deceased Ali Beğ was extremely brave and valiant he was called
the 'Double Hearted Ali Beğ.' His constructed tomb is that which lies in the
directian of the deceased Evrenos' head in the honored burial ground.]

YakubBeg:
Merlıı'im Yakub Beg ve İsa Beg ana bir karmdaşlardır. 845 senesinde azm-i
giilzlir-ı

cinlin etmişlerdir. Mezlir-ı şerifi iki yiireklii Ali Beg'in ardmda biiyiik daşlarla yapulu mezardır.

[The deceased Yak:ub Beğ and İsa Beğ were brothers with the same
mother. In the year 1441 they passed into the rose garden ofParadise.
He is buried behind İki Yüreklü Ali Beğ in a tomb made of large
stones.]
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Hacı

Beg:

Hacı Beg'inı•e İ{ras Beg'in el'ladlarımiinkari:: olmuşdur.
[Hacı Beğ and İlyas Beğ's family line die d out.]
İlı·as Bea

.

Hı::ır

"'

Beg Böğrii:

Hı::ır

Beg merlıfim Barak Beg'in ulu oğludur. Sancak Begidir. Alımed Beg
Vi din Begi iken mulıfisebesin göriip Eı•renos Beg 'in teı•l{l·etin alup birkaç
::aman miitel'elll olup ı·eflit etdikde gene Alımed Beg miiteı•ellf olmuşdur.
[Hızır Beğ

was the deceased Barak Beğ's tirstbom son. He was a Sancak Beli:
[ProYincial GoYemor]. When Ahmed Beğ was the GaYemor of Vidin he
looked after his accounts and became the administrator of Enenos Beğ's
pious foundation for same period of time. When he died Ahmed Beğ became
the administrator once again.]
Musa Beg

YusufBeg
Emre Beg:
Emre Beg Yusuf Beg Musa Beg, Begce Beg
ki/rlarm el'lfidı miinkari:: olmuşdur.

merlıliımm oğullarıdur.

[Emre Beğ. Yusuf Beğ and Musa Beğ \\'ere the sons of the deceased
Beğ. Their family line died out.]Dal'lld Beg

Jfe::-

Beğce

İlı·as
Bea
•
o

Murad Beg
Ahmed Beg:
Hacı Alımed Beg merlıılm Ali Beg'in ulu oğludur. İki sancak çekmişdir ı•e

El'renos Beg Vakfı 'na miiteı•el/f olmuşdur. Kendiler da/ıf dört beş pfire karyeler l'e emlfik l'akf edip iiç yerde imfiret ı·e Yenice 'de medrese l'e efimi-i şe
rif bina edip efi mi hareminde m er/ı ilm Şey/ı İlfilıf Efend(re tiirbe bina edip
sene 908 senesinde l'eflit ediip Ha::ret-i Şey/ı 'in yanmda medfi/ndur.
[The deceased Ahmed Beğ was the firstbom son of Ali Beğ. He sen·ed as
GaYemor in two different proYinces and he \\·as the administrator of Enenos
Beğ's pious foundation. He himself [Ahmed Beğ] endo\\·ed tour or tiw
Yillages and other properties and constructed imarers lsoup kitchens) in three
different places: and in Yenice Vardar he built a medrese ltheological
seminary) anda Cdmi'i LNoble Mosque). Next to the mosque he constnıcted a
rı/rbe ltomb) t'or the deceased Şeyh [Abdullah al-İlahi]. He died in the year
1502-1503 and is buried next to the Exalted Şeyh.]
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[p. 79]
Süleyman Beg:
Barak Beg merlıfımım bir oğlu Siileyman Beg'dir.
Mehmed Çelebi'nin dedesidir.

Sarmaşık/ı

[Süleyman Beğ was one of the sons of the deceased Barak
was the grandfather ofSarmaşıklı Mehmed Çelebi.]

HızırBeg
Nasulı

Beg

İbrahim Beg

Devatdar Yusuf Beg
Çelebi Melımed Beg
Kara Yakub Beg
Evrenos Beg
Hüseyin Beg
Hızır Beg
AlımedBeg

HasanBeg
Hüseyin Beg
Umur Beg

Beğ.

He
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[p. 80]
J 'eşteceli Deli Ali Beg:
Biiğrü Hr:,ır
olmağm

Beg 'in ulu oğlu Ali Beg 'dir. Veştece 'de mütenu!kkin
J 'eşteceli Deli Ali Beg demek ile meş/ı ilrdur.

[.-\li Beğ \\·as the firstbom son of Böğrü Hızır Beğ. Because he settled
in [the to\\-n ot] \'eştece [in .-\lbania] he becaıne \Wll known as Crazy
.-\li Beğ of\'eştece.]
Evrenos Beg
Divan e Hr:.rr Çe/ebi
Cm ur Beg:
['mur Beg m er/ı ii m
şelıfd olmuş dur. o·

Karabağdan'da

Süleyman

Paşa smğmmda

[The deceased Cınur Beğ becaıne a marryr [fell in battle] in
Karabağdan at the rout dcfeat of Süleyman Paşa.]
KaraAli Beg
Hr:.rr Beg
Hasan Beg
DeliAli Beg
Süleyman Çe/ebi
Diviine Jfelımed Çelebi
Eı·renos

Beg

İsa Beg
Hacı

Hr:.rr Beg

Sarı

Ali Beg

The l'mur Ömer Beğ lisıed here [on p. 5] ofıhe şecere as haYing died at Karaboğdan is
lisıed as a son of Böğrü Hız ır Beğ. HO\\-e\·er. on p. 9 the re is a second C mur Ömer Beğ
lisıed as also ha\·ing died aı Karaboğdan. He is lisıed as a son of .-\\"cı :\Iehmed Beğ.
Either this is a ınistake ma de by the compiler of ıhe family tree. or ıhere \\·ere indeed rwo
differenı hrenosoğlu named Cınur Ömer who died at Karaboğdan·~ lı may be that there
\\·ere indeed l\\"O separaı.: l'ınur Ömer Beğs. as he \\·ho is lisıed on p. 5 is sho\m as a
d.:sc.:ndanı of E\Ten os' son Hacı Barak B.:ğ. while he who appears on p. 9 is shO\\TI asa
descendant ofEHenos' son Süleyman Beğ-~
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HamzaBeg:
Hamza Beg merhum Karaboğdan'da Süleyman Paşa smğmmda
Umur Beg ile ma'an şehfd olup Hak rahmetine viisıl olmuşlar.

[The deceased Hamza Beğ, in the company of Umur Beğ was
martyred [fell in battle] in Karabağdan at the rout/defeat of Süleyman
Paşa. He achieved the grace ofGod.]
MaktuZ İskender Beg
Avcı Me/ımed Beg

Mustafa Beg
Evrenos Beg
İskender Beg
Melımed Beg
Melııned Beg

AliBeg
lfamza Beg
İbrahim Paşa:
İbrahim Paşa merhıim Sultan Bayezid Hiin zamanmda Rumili

kadıaskeri iken 891 senesinde vezfr-i a'ziim olmuşdur. İslanbul'da
lıamamı

ve

vakıflan vardır.

(...) senesinde veflit edip merhum
Evre1ıos Beg'bı türbesi hareminde medftindur.
[İbrahim Paşa, while serving as the Kadıasker of Rumeli (in the time
of the deceased Sultan Bayezid Han), was appointed Grand Vezir in
the year 1486 [sic. 1498]. He built a Batbhouse and established pious
foundations in İstanbul. In the year
[!efi blank] [sic. d. 1499r8
he died and was buried within the confines of the sacred space of
Evrenos Beğ's mausoleum.]

Süleyman Beg

The date given in the şecere for the Grand Vezirate of İbrahim Paşa is incorrect? He
actually was elevated to the position in 1498 not in 1486.

98
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[p. 82]
Ali Beg
Melım.ed

Çelebi

Ali Beg
İsa Beg
Jlelımed Beg

Evrenos Beg
Melımed Beg

Mahmud Beg
ilfelımed Beg

Kara Beg
İsa Beg

1lfusa Beg

93
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[p. 83]
Kara Malımud Beg
Veşteceli İsmail Beg
Melımed Beg

İskender Beg:
Merlıtım İskender Beg sancak Begi olıip ve Koca Alımed Beg'den

sonra Evrenos Beg miitevellfsi olup elimi-i şerifi bozup tekrar yeniden biinyiid etmişdir ve İskenderiye Sancağı Begi iken veflit edip
türbe-i şerifesine deftı olımmuşdur. Malı-ı saferü'l-lıaynn yirmi yedinci gününde sene 935.

[The deceased İskender Beğ was a Provincial Govemor, who, having
replaced Koca Ahmed Beğ as the administrator of Evrenos Beğ's
pious foundation, tore down and rebuilt the Climi'i (Noble Mosque)
and he died while serving as the Govemor of İskenderiye [in Albania]
and was buried in the Honored Tomb. He died on the 27tlı day of Safer
in the year h. 935 [February 26, 1519).]
Hüseyin Beg
Melımed Beg

Alımed Beg
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s.ıı

l"mur Beg

Cm ur Beg:
merlıılm Karabağdan'da

Siileyman

Paşa smğumıda şelıfd

o/muşdur.

[The deceased Cmur Beğ became a mart:T [fell in banle] in
the defeat of Süleyman Paşa.] J!elımed Beg

Karaboğdan

at

Ali Çelebi
Cerli J!alımud Beg
Hüseyin Çelebi
Abdi Beg:
Abdi Beg merlıılm .llusa Beg'in ulu oğludur. On beş on aln yıl El'renos teı·
l(reti ile Selanik Sancağw tasarruf edip mıkiid l'e emlfik vakf eyleyiip lıayr
u lıasenfit etmişdir. Dımaşı·ar (Tımaşl'ar) Seferi'nde ka:fi-i ilfilıf ile filem-i
ukbfiya sefer l'e bu cilıfin-ı jfinfden gii:er etdikde tel'fibi'i meytin getüriip
El'renos Beg 'bı türbesi hareminde defn etmişler.

[Abdi Beğ was the tirstbom son of the deceased :Olusa Beğ. For tifıeen or
sixteen years he sen·ed as the administrator of E\Tenos · pious foundation.
,,·hile sen·ing as the GoYemor of Selanik he gaw money and propen:· ıo his
foundation and was responsible for many acts of charity and generosity.
During the TımasYar campaign. by Go d' s decree and proYidenıial
appoinımenı he made the joumey to the next world and passed from this
transitory \\"Orld. His remains were renımed by his men and buried within the
courıyard ofEnenos Beğ's mauso!eum.]
Fişek J!elımed
Hacı Hı:ır

Çelebi:

dimek ile meşlılirdur. rii: elli akçe ile
Rodos Kadılığı'ndan mmıfasıl iken ka:fisı irüp mansıb-r lıayfitdan ma':iU
olup ka:fi-yr ece/e rr:a l'erip (salı) karfn-i /11/r u rrdı·fin olmağa a:;m-i gül:firr cinfin etmişdir. El'reııos Beg 'in türbesi kurbunda dedeleri raku b Beg yamnda medfilndur.
Beg

oğludur. Fişek Kadı

[He was the son of Hacı Hızır Beğ. He was famous as the Fişek Kadı (.hıdge
of Fişe k). \\ lıile temporarily out of oftice 1as the Judge of the isiand of
Rhodes) \Yith a pension of 150 akçt!s [si!Yer coins] his appoinıed time arriYed
and he was dismissed from the post of life and accepted God's decision. He
passed from this world to the garden ofparadise. He \Yas buried in the Yicinity
ofhrenos Bcğ"s mausolcum ncxt to his grandfathcr Yab:ı.ıb Bcğ.]
Jfelımed

Çelebi

Hasan Çelebi
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[p. 85]
İslıakBeg

Yllsll/ Beg:
Mezbılr Yusuf Beg merlııl11t Sulilin Siileyınan ile Mısır Fethi'nde bile olup ba'de'l-fetlı erliği za/ıir olmağla ıner/ıılm Sultan Sıileyman
Mısır Begler Begliğini mezbılra veriip ha'delııl Arah tuğyanmda
azim cenk edip ol ma'rekede şelıfd olmuşdur. Ralımetu'llalıi aley/ı.
[The aforementioned deceased Yusuf participated in the conquest of
Egypt with the deceased Sultan Süleyman [sic. Selim]99 and he w as
rewarded by the deceased Sultan Süleyman [sic. Selim] by being
named Beğlerbeğ (Govemor General) of Egypt.JpJlıe Arab uprising
he fought valiantly and was martyred. ~ay
,. GöCı"'gfiiilfhim mercy.]
MusaBeg
Hasan Çelebi
Dfvane Alımed Çelebi
MelımedBeg

GayhfBeg
MelımedBeg

99

The conquest of Egypt was carried out in 1516-1517 by Sultan Selim I., not by his son
Sultan Süleyman ( 1520-1566), as the şecere mistakenly states.
·
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[p. 86]
Devatdar-zade Alımed Çelebi
Bedre/i Mustafa Beg
AlımedBeg:
Alımed

Beg merlıılm Solak Beg'in ulu kanndaşıdır. Sofrasına balılidır ve kış ve yaz ziyiifete kildir kimesne idi. Malta Seferi 'nde alemi ukbô.ya sefer etmişdir ve ma/ıbıls olmak riviiyeti dalıf vardır.
[Ahmed Beğ was the elder brother .of the deceased Solak Beğ. His
table was generous and filled with visitors in both winter and summer.
hı the course of the Malta caınpaign he made the journey to the next
world and there is even a story that he was captured there.]

Solak Mustafa Beg
Mustafa Beg
İsmailBeg
AlımedBeg
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[p. 87].

Evrenos Çelebi
Sanııaşıklı

Mehmed Çelebi

Devatdar-ziide Melımed Çelebi
AliBeg
MehmedBeg
Alımed Beg

· İslıakBeg
Mehmed Beg
Gaybi Begziide Melımed Beg
Mustafa Beğ
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[p. 88]
Devaldar-z/ide Mustafa Çelebi
Abdi Çelebi
Ali Çelebi
İhralıim Beg
Hiirreıni Beg

MelımedBeg

Siileyma11 Beg
AlımedBeg

İsmailBeg
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[p. 89]

MehmedBeg
HasanBeg
Hiiseyin Beg
İskender Beg

Yns11j Beg:
Selanik ve Üskiib [Sancak?] Begi olnp İstanbul'da merlıılm olmuş
dur. Edirnekapusu'nda defn olmıışdur. Bin iki senesinde merhılm
olmıışd11r.

[He was the Govemor [of the provinces] ofSelfuıik and Üsküp, and he
died in İstanbul. He was buried in Edimekapı. He died in the year h.
1002 (September 27, 1593- September 16, 1594).]

M11staja Beg
MehmedBeg
MehmedBeg
AbdiBeg
AliBeg
İsaBeg

İskender Beg
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[p. 90]

Süleyman Çelebi
İsaBeg

AliBeg
Sarı Begzlide Hizır Çelebi
Melımed Beg:

Mer/ıılm-ı mezbılr Melımed Paşa,

ceddi Evrenos ]Jeg'in evklifina
kırk seneye karib Selanik sancağı ile ma'an cem' edip ma'an mııta
samj olmıışdıır. Nice gazlida /ılizır olup seliitin-i Iil-i Osmlin
/ıazerlitına nice lıidi11eti sebk idüp slililı ve mııttaki ve kerem ve selıli
ile ma'rıifve meşlıılr idi. Bin elli beş Zillıiccesi'nde vefat edip Yenice-i Vardar'da elimi'-i şerlfi hareminde dejn edilmişdir. Ralı
metıı 'Illi/ı-i aley/ı.
[The aforementioned deceased Mehmed Paşa was the administrator of
Evrenos Beğ's pious foundation for approximately forty years, ~uring
which. time he was the Govemor of Selfuıik. He participated in many
Holy Wars. and carried out many services to the House of Osman. He
was famous for his generosity and for the diligence he paid to his
religious observances. He died in the month of Zilkade in the year
h.1055 (December 19, 1645 -January 18, 1646) and was buried in the
courtyard of the noble mosque. May God grant him mercy.]

Solak Begzlide Ali Beg
Solak Begzlide Alımed
Küçük Ali Beg
MıısaBeg

KıırdBeg:

Vlilidesi şerije olmağın ŞerifÇelebi dimekle ma'riifdıır.
[Becaı.ise his mother was a descendant of the Prophet (§erife), he was

therefore known as Şerif(descendant of the Prophet) Çelebi.]
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Turlıan

Beg

AliBeg
Siileyman
,,....., Beg .

--·

...

Mustafa Beg
Siileyman Beg:
Merlıiim

Siileyman Beg ceddi merlılim Gazi Evrenos Beg Evklift'na bin
altmış altı ·Senesinde mıitevellf olmuşdur ve bin seksen senesinde Sultan
Melımed iiian Hazretleri Selanik'de kışiayıp o tarikle Yenice'ye gelıip mezkıir Siileyman Beg lılinesbıe misafir olup lıatt-ı şerif ile Selanik sancağın
vernıişdir. Bin yetmiş sekiz senesinde elimi'-i şerifin kubbesi,yıkılup seksen
birinci senesinde, tavan yapusuyla yapdırmışdır. Ve bin seksen.ikinci senesinde Sultan Melımed: Han Hazret/eriyle Kamanişe Kal'ası'na varup fet/ı
eyleyıip gelmişdir. :Ve seksm dördiincii senesinde yine gazaya gidiip Hotilı
Salırası'nda şeb4ılin olımup karındaşı Yusuf Beg ile şelıfd olmuşlardır.
Meyyitleri nfi.,nıafliinıdur. Ralınıetu'lllilıi aleylıinıli rahmeten vlisi'aten.
[The deeeased Süleyman Beğ beeame the administrator of Gazi Evrenos
pious foundation,in h. 1066 (Oetober 31, 1655- Oetober 20,1666), and
in the year h. 1080(June J, 1669- May 22, 1670), while His Exeelleney Sultan Mehmed Han was wintering in Selanik he came to Yeni ce and was: a guest
in the home of Süleyman Beğ upon whom he bestawed an Imperial :Ediet
naming him Govemor of Selanik. In the year h. 1078 (June 23, 1667 -June
ll, 1668) the dome of the Cami-i Şerif(Noble Mosque) collapsed and in:the
year h. [10]81 (May 21, 1670- May ll, 1671) he replaced it with a [tiledJ
roof. And in the year h. 1082 (May 12,.1671- April29, 1672) he participated
in the conquest of the Fortress of X.amanişe with His Exeelleney Sultan
Mehmed Han. And in the year h. [10]84.(April 18, 1673- April8, 1674)), he
again went on campaign and was martyred, together with his brother Yusuf
Beğ in an arnbush on the plain of Hotin. Their burial site is unknown. May
God grant themetemal peaee.]
Beğ's

Yusuf Beg:
Merlııim

Yusuf Beg Rumeli Defterdan olup Hotin Salırası'nda
Beg ile şelıld olmuşlardır. Alllilııı te'lilli garfk-i ralımet ey/eye.

Siileynıan

[The deceased Yusuf Beğ was the Defterdar (Financial Officer) of Rumeli and
together with Süleyman Beğ he was martyred on the Plain of Hotin. May God
grant them mercy.]

lll
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M11staJa Çelebi
Me/ınıed Beg
A/ınıedBeg

Süleyman Beg
AliBeg

i

YllsıifBeg

İbralıim Çelebi

Şerif111{i;~red Beg
M11staja Beg
Me/ımedBeg

[p. 92]

MehmedBeg
NmnanBeg
"YIIsıifBeg
MehmedBeg
EvrenosBeg
Y~tsıifBeg

AbdiBeg
MehmedBeğ

Mllstafa Beg
Mllstafa Beg
Kurd ŞerifAhmed Beg
ŞerifAli Beg
ŞerifAhmed Beg
ŞerifAlımed Beg
ŞerifM11stafa Beg
ŞerifAli Beg
ŞerifM11stafa Beğ
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[p. 93]

Abdurrahman Beğ
MelımedBeğ

Abdiiikerim Beğ
YusufBeğ
NmnanBeğ

Hüseyin Beğ
YusufBeğ

MehmedBeğ
YusufBeğ
MehmedBeğ
YusufBeğ

Süleyman Beğ
OsmanBeğ

Hüseyin Beğ
YusufBeğ

Abdiiikerim Beğ
Süleyman Beğ
MustafaBeğ

Mehmed Emin Beğ
Süleyman Beğ
HüseyinBeğ

Abdiilkadir Beğ
[p. 93 Cont'd]
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YahyaBeğ
Mus(afaBeğ

MehmedBeğ

YahyaBeğ
MehmedBeğ
YusufBeğ

Süleyman Beğ
AhmedBeğ
HasanBeğ
RagibBeğ

Mehmed Emin Beğ

1vefat etmiştir.

Mehmed Yusufile [

[He died together with Mehıned Yusuf]

YakubBeğ

ŞerifMustafa Beğ
Şerif Hasan

Tevfik Beğ

Şerif Mehmed Sadık Beğ
ŞerifAli Beğ

ŞerifYakub Beğ

[p. 93 Cont'd.]
YakubBeğ
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Şerif Mustafa Beğ

Karamiitesellim demekle ma 'rlif
[He was known as the Karamütesellim]

ŞerifMelımed Beğ
Şerif Melımed Beğ

bin seksen iki senesinde Hotin salırasmda şerhet-i şe
/ıiideti-niiş ve /ezzet-i diilıyayıferiimliş idiib diir-ıukbiiya inlikiii ve viielid-ı
şerifi nii-ma'llim.
[Şerif Mehmed Beğ

drank the sherbet of martyrdarn on the Plain of Hotin in
the year h. 1082 (May 10, 1671 - April 29, 1672) and forgetting the pleasures of the world passed into Paradise. [The location of] his blessed body is
unknown.]

ŞerifAlımed Beğ

Miistaki/ vakfı-ı Gaziye miitevelli olup su yollarını menba'mdanniyayetine
varmca tecdfd idiib, silatı i/ı das etmişdir ve nice nice giize/ iisiir-ı cemllesin
ziilıir o/muşdur.

[The forenamed, while administrator of the Gazi' s pious foundation, rebuilt
the water system/aqueducts from their source till the end; he built the
clock[tower] and was responsible for numerous other endowments.]

YusufBeğ
Karmdaşı

[Brother ?]
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[p. 94]
MehmedBeğ

Hiiseyin
Hasan
Mehmed Ali Beğ
HasanBeğ
ŞerifArif Yusrif Beğ
Şerif Mustafa Beğ

ŞerifAbdurrahman Beğ

İskender Beğ
AliBeğ

ŞerifAbdurrahman Beğ
ŞerifSırrı

Selim Paşa

ŞerifTevfik Ahmed Beğ
ŞerifMazhar

Mustafa Beğ

Abdurrahman Beğ
YusıifBeğ

MehmedBeğ
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Given the fact that the Evrenosoğulları şecere is preserved as a manuscript it is virtually impossible to trace the lines linking the various lineages.
With this in mind, G. Ersİn Evrenos (owner of the manuscript) had the individual pages photographed and pasted together in the form of a scroll. As
can be seen in Photo 29 this has made it possible to trace each branch of the
family throughout the centuries it covers.

Photo 29

The resultant document (some 15 feet in length), allows the user to
carefully trace the descendants of Evrenos' seven sons and two daugbters
from the early 15th through the Iate 17th century. Photo 30 [below] shows H.
Lowry workingona copy of the scroll provided him by Ersin Evrenos.

Photo 30
.',

.
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HACI EVRENOS RELATED INSCRIPTIONS (KITABELER) FROM
BUILDINGS HE CONSTRUCTED & FROM IDS MAUSOLEUM
(TÜRBE) IN YENICE VARD AR (GIANNITSA):
INSCRIPTION 1: Recently discovered fragments of the dedicatory inscription from the Hacı Evrenos Jıaıı in Traianoupolis (Tr.: Kara Ilıca or
Nefes Sultan Ilıcası; Gr.: Loutros): 100

Photo 31 101
Line #1:
Line: #2:
Line#3:

bi-hiniii hB?B.J '1-!Jan el-emiri'J-a<:r:am el-lJac
Evrenos bin <İsa
( .....) [il§] riiflilıi'J-<aziz Ii-yesküne fihi'I-varidün
[Emen~

[The third line which would normally include the date is
missing]

Translation
Line #1:

The Great Emir, Hacı Evrenos, the son of İsa [ordered
the construction of this] Han (Caravansary)

Line #2:

for those who come and go to stay in ......... .

Line#3:

100
101

Lowry, 2008: pp. 32-35.
Photo by: H. Lowry (June 2006).
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Analysis

One of the earliest Ottoman architectural works surviving in the Balkans today is a han or kervansaray (inn for the protection of travelers and
merchants and their goods), built by Hacı Evrenos, whi ch lies aınidst the ruins of Roman Traianoupolis [Gr. Loutra/Loutros; Tr.: Ilıca/Kara Ilıca] in
Westem Thrace [Photo 32]:

Photo 32 102

As early as 1943 a local Greek historian, A. Samothrakes, published an
article in which (while ınisidentifying the siteasa 'Roman W ay Station),' he
pointed out that "a Turkish inscription ofthe 14th century was chiseled by
order of Evrenos Pasha" on the han 103 and stated that he would publish a
photo of it in the next issue of the journal Trakika. Unfortunately
Samothrakes never published the photograph of the inscription (which he
102
103

Photo by: H. Lowry (2004).
A. Samothrakes: "Traianopolis,' Thrakika, Vol. 18 (1943), p.l77. See also: Kiel, 1983:
pp. 134-5 & 137.
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had taken in the early 1930s), and it disappeared in 1937 when the façade
containing it collapsed. Only recently has a photo taken ca. 1930 surfaced
[Photo 33], and while it does not provide enough detail to allow a reading of
the text, it does show the façade of the Han with the inscription in situ. 104

Photo 33 105
104

105

Machiel Kiel: "The Oldest Monuments of Ottoman-Turkish Architecture in the Balkans:
The Imaret and the Mosque of Ghazi Evrenos Bey in Gümülcine (Komotini) and the
Evrenos Bey Khan in the Village ofllica!Loutra in Greek Thrace (1370-1390)," in Sanat
Tarihi Yzl/zğı, Volume 12 (Istanbul, 1983) pp. 136-137 [Hereafter: Kiel, 1983]. Thanks to
the good offices of Nikos Zikos, Ephor of the Kavala region's Byzantine and postByzantine Archeological Service, Heath Lowry was given a photocopy of what may be
the only existing photograph of this monument prior to the co ll apse of its front façade. It
was published by Arg. Drakopoulos in the Leukoma Thrace-Macedonia: 1932 (on p. 158
in an unsigned article on the Loutras [Hot Springs of Thrace] titled: "Trajanoupolos")
and may in fact well be the photo Samothrakes planned to publish.
Photo courtesy ofNikos Zikos.
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Following the collapse of the façade atsome point in the mid-20th century the inscriptioı:i disappeared. It remained missing until the summer of
2005 when, Heath Lowry, while rummaging through piles of marble fragments from the Roman city of Traianoupolis which are stored within the
fenced enclosure which surrounds the protected site of the han, stumbled
across two large pieces of it. While incomplete, they preserve enough detail
to allow us to state with certainty that the han was built by Evrenos between
the years 1389 and 1417. Specifıcally, the reconstructed :fragment of the fırst
two lines of the kitabe (dedicatory inscription) reads: "The Great Emir, Hacı
Evren os, the son ofİsa [ordered the construction of this] Han for those who
come and go to s tay İn ... "
Today the preserved portion of the inscription (which was originally
three lines) consists only of most of the fırst line and portions of the top part
of the words in the second line. The third line w hi ch contained the date had
not yet been recovered and therefore we must date the construction by the titles accorded Evrenos in the fırst line. From the fact that he is referred to as
the 'Pilgrim' (Hacı), we may deduce that he built the han a:fter having completed the pilgrimage to Mecca, a rite which, while incumbent on all Muslims, was seldoru undertaken by Ottoman commanders in the 14th century.
Indeed, it was so unusual that the chronicles make a point of relating how
and when Evrenos did so:
The story goes: Sultan Murad Gazi had a Su-başı named Evrenoz. He
was a brave and gallant gazi. He conquered many vilayets (provinces).
He was extremely loyal to Sultan Murad. He went on the pilgrimage.
When he arrived in the Hicaz he circurnnavigated the Kaba; then he
returned and rejoined the Hunkar. As was fıtting the Hunkar treated
him with great respect and bestawed large fıefs (timars) upon him. 106

106

Mehıned Neşri: Kitdb-ı Cihan-Nümd (Ed. by F.R. Unat & Mehıned Köymen). 2
Voluınes. Ankara; 1949. See: Voluıne 1, pp. 256-257. The Turkish text reads: "Rivdyet
iderler ki, Sultan Murad Gazi'niiii Evrenoz adlı birsu-başısı varidi. Gayet bahadır ve
serfirtiz Gazi kişiydi. Nive vildyetlerfetlı itmişdi. Sultan Murad'uii gayet toğrusı idi. Hicaz 'a gitmişdi. Varub, Ka 'be-i miişerrefeyi şerrefelıa 'lldhii te 'ala lavaj idiib, ol esnada
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As Evrenos had applied for and received permission from Sultan Murad I to make the pilgrinıage to Mecca in the Iate 1380s andreturnedin time
to participate in the Battle ofKosovo on June ıs, ı389, 107 we may state with
certainty that he did not possess the title 'Hacı' ('Pilgrim) prior to 1389, i.e.,
the Traianoupolis han was built post-1389. Given that Evrenos' tombstone is
· extant and clearly states that he died on November 17, ı 417 108 it is clear that
the han must have been built in the interim between 1389 and 14ı 7. 109
The inscription on white marble is in Arabic (as are virtually all the
14th and ısth century Ottoman dedicatory kitabes) and written in the celf
sülüs script, which is in keeping with that utilized in other extant Iate 14th Ottoman inscriptions. 110 When placed side by side the two extant fragments
measure approximately ı43cm x 37cm, a fact which suggests that originally
it must have been approximately ı 70cm x 80cm. There is nothing in terms of
style to suggest that this is not in fact the original dedicatory inscription kitabe) placed on the Han by its endower Hacı Evrenos at the end of the ı4th or
beginning of the ı5th century.
The signifıcance of this inscription and of the Han it once adamed can
not be overstated. It stands as a silent testament to the actual nature of the
early Ottoman entry into the Balkans. 111 For, if the March Lords (Uc Beyler)
such as Hacı Evrenos were engaged in the kind of infrastructural development represented by the Han, the longstanding view of t~em as primarily the

107
108
109
110

111

yine geliib, Hunkôr 'a yitişdi.
itdi."
Başar, 1995: p. 540

Hımkôr

dahi buna gereği gibi 'izzet idiib, bir 'iilf tirnar emr
.

Demetriades, 1976: pp. 328-332 & Lowry, 2003: pp. 57-61.
Kiel, 1983: p. 137. In this study (without benefit of the then missing inscription) Kiel
posited a date between 13 7s~ 13 85 for the Han.
See: Abdülhamit Tüfekçioğlu: Erken Dönem Osmanlı Mimarisinde Yazı [Writing in the
Architecture of the Early Ottoman Period]. Ankara (T.C. Kültür Bakanlığı, 2001. As a
case in po int we may cite the inscription on the Çankırıkapı Bridge in Ankara [see: pp.
37-39 & pp. 548-549- Plates Xll & Xlll].
For a detailed assessment of the nature of the Ottoman conquest of this region, see:
Lowry, 2008. For the significance of the Han at Traianoupolis, see: Lowry, 2008: pp. 2935.
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leaders of mobile light cavalry forces, spearheading the Ottoman attacks in
hopes of slaves and booty, must be reassessed.
In the case of Evrenos, his march westward to the Adriatic can be
traced by following a series of similar kervansarays/hans/imiirets he is
known to have built in Gümülcine (Komotini), 112 Siroz (Serres), 113 Selanik
(Thessaloniki), 114 Ye nice Vardar (Giannitsa) 115 and Vodina (Edessa). 116 Stated
differently, the conquests of Evrenos and his immediat~ ~ffspririg wer.e
marked by a concern for the protection of merchants and their goods which
is diffıcult to equate with an image of maraurling warriors. When we factor
into this equation the fact that the merchants utilizing these facilities were
primarily from the Italian city states, i.e., Florentine, Genoese and Venetian,
the significance of their building activity is further highlighted.
The message is clear: The early March Lords were not thinking shortterm. They saw themselves as establishing a long term presence and they
step by step put into place an infrastructure which spelled permanence. In the
case of Hacı Evrenos, we may evaluate the success of this strategy via the
present case study of Yenice Vardar. From his settling there in the early
1380s until 1923, that is, for over half a millennia, the town and its surraunding region indeed remained the domain of his descendants, the Evrenosoğul
lan (sons ofEvrenos).
In the same manner that members of the Hçmse of Osman were establishing their presence in western Anatolia in the second half of the 14th century, a presence marked by the construction of a variety of soup kitchens,
bath houses, inııs for travelers and merchants, ete., so too were their frontier
112

113
114
115
116

).
i

'

Müneccimbaş1 [Ahmed bin Lütfullah]: Camiii'd-Diivel (Edited, translated and annotated

by Ahmed Ağ1rakça). İstanbul (İnsan Yayınları),l995. p. 126. See also: Müneccimbaşı
[Ahmed Dede]: Sahaif-iii-Ahbar fi Vekayi-iil-a'siir (Translated and edited by İsmail
Erünsal). İstanbul (Tercüman 1001 Temel Eser: #37), ND. p. 130.
Ayverdi, 2000: p. 293.
Ayverdi, 2000: p. 284.
Evliya Çelebi, 2003: p. 77.
Ayverdi, 2000: p. 306.
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March Lords engaged simultaneously in both conquest and infrastructural
development. Indeed, when one examines the nature of the surviving 14th
and 15th century architectural remains in Anatolia and the Balkans one is
hard pressed to distinguish between those monuments constructed by members of the dynasty and those whi ch were endowed by their men on the ever
expanding westem frontier.
In no case is this clearer than via an examination of the extensive
building efforts undertaken by Evrenos, who, as he moved steadily westward
left an ever growing number of such infrastructural buildings in his wake.
The han at Traianoupolis (Kara Kaplıca) and the imiiret-ziiviye in Kornotini
are not only two of the earliest examples of his efforts to establish a lasting
presence in his conquered territories. The fact that both have survived for
well over half a millennia, is a silent testament to his success.
One has only to compare the quality and style of the workmanship and
calligraphy on the surviving fragments of the dedicatory inscription (kitabe)
from his Traianoupolis inn for merchants and travelers, with that from similar surviving inscriptions from monuments erected by his Ottoman overlords
(Orhan Gazi, Murad Hüdavendigar and Yıldınm Bayezid), to realize the extent to which the state building activities in the formative years of the state
were a joint undertaking, with the efforts of successive members of the
House of Osman at the center being matched step by step by those of their
frontier commanders in the west. 117

117

For a more detailed assessment of this phenomenon, see: Lowry, 2003 & Lowry,
2008. In both these works the role and importance of the early March Lords is
stressed.
·
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INSCRIPTION II: Partially obliterated inscription from above the left
doorway of the Hacı Evrenos endowed ziiviye-imiiret in Gümülcine (Komotini) & the Bulgarian inscription which obscures it:

Photo 34 118
Line #1: Hram
Line #2: Sv. [Sveti] Tsar Boris

Translation
Line # 1: Temple [sic. Chapel]
Line #2: of Saint King Boris
'
118
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Photo by: H. Lowry (2004).
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Analysis

The Bulgarian inscription was scratched into the original Ottoman one
during the Second Ba,lk:an War (1912), when their occupying forces temporarily turned the Evrenos dervish lodge - soup kitchen into a dıapel dedicated to the Bulgarian monarch [Photo 34]. Despite this fact same of the
original inscription is stili visible. There are a few words which are legible.
As a case in point, w e may site the word "Allah " whi ch appears in the upper
right comer of the inscription.
It seems quite possible that ongoing advances in photographic technology will ultirnately provide the means to recover mu ch of what appears to
be the original dedicatory inscription placed on the building, either when it
wiıs constructed in the 1360s ör when it was subsequently made a zdviy?-

imiiret in ca. 1383 when Evrenos turned what had initially been his residence
into a charitable institution. 119

119

For a detailed discussion of the early history ofthis site, see: Lowry, 2008: pp. 41-47.
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INSCRIPTION ID: Partially obliterated inscription from above the
right doorway of the Hacı Evrenos endowed ziiviye-imiiret in Gümülcine
(Komotini) which is currently stored in a depot of the Archeological
Museum of Komotini:

Photo 35 120

Photo 36 121

120

'

.

Photo by: H. Lowry (2004).
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Analysis

The inscription pictured in Photo 36 is reportedly stored in a hasement
depot of the Kornotini Archeological Museum. It has not been seen by the
authors. Heath Lowry was provided a photocopy (made from a photograph)
of the inscription by Charalambos Bakirtzis, the recently retired Ephor of
Byzantine and Post-Byzantine Monuments in Thessaloniki. lt is this photocopy which is reproduced here.
Verbally, Lowry was told by Bakirtzis that the Director of the Komotini Archeological Museum informed him that the inscription had come
from above a doorway of the Evrenos zaviye-imaret [Photo 35] and had
been stored in the museum's storehouse for the past fifty years. On the one
occasion Lowry attempted to view the kitabe the Director was away and in
his absence none of the staff were authorized to give him access to the inscription.
Even from the poor photocopy published here it appears that at same
point in time ·efforts were made to obliterate the text (perhaps during the
Bulgarian occupation, i.e., at the time the opposite room was turned into a
chapel dedicated to King Boris), but that enough remains that it may well be
decipherable.
It is included here primarily to make its ex.istence known to the scholarly community and with the hope that it wil' one day be properly examined
and published.
As one faces the avlu ( domed courtyard) of Hacı Evrenos' Gümülcine
(Komotini) dervish lodge - soup kitchen [Photo 37], you can not help but
note the obvious similarity it bears to the only known surviving photo of the
domed entranceway to what we have deseribed as the Hacı Evrenos İmiireti
Cami'i in Yenice Vardar [Photo 38]. 122
121
122

Photocopy of inscription supplied courtesy of Charalambos Bakirtzis, Ephor of
Thessaloniki.
Note: As can be seenin Photo 38, the mosque (as distinct from the residence turned soup
kitchen), is the rectangular building which Iies behind the domed segment which was the
·
original residence.
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Photo 37 123

The silent testimony of both these photographs highlights the likelihood raised earlier that both structures may have originally been residences
ofHacı Evrenos, which later he (or in the case ofYenice Vardar: his descendants) turned into soup kitchen-mosques as part ofthe endowment of his pious foundation. If correct, this interpretation means that in both instances we
are face to face with what may well be two unique examples of 14th century
Ottoman vemacular architecture.

123

•

Photo by: Özer Gazievrenosoğlu (2008) .
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124

Mavrokefalidou, 2005.
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INSCRIPTION IV: The original two-piece inscription (dated: November 17, 1417) from the sarcophagus of Hacı Evrenos' tiirbe (mausoleum)
in Yenice Vardar (Giannitsa). Now stored in the depot of the Ephorate
of Thessaloniki at the 'Rotonda:'

Photo 39 125
125

'

.

Photo by: H. Lowry (2007).
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Photo 40 126

Line #1:

J;(ad miite ve nufPle min dari'l-fenii i/ii. dari'l-betif elmerl;ıüm

Line#2:

el-mağffir

es-sa<id

eş-şehid

melikü'l-guzat ve'l-

müciihidin

Line #3:

tiftilü'l-kefere

ve'l-müşrikin

ez-zii1r Beytu'lliihi'l-

l;ıariim

126

Line#4:

et-P "ifbeyne"r-rükni ve'l-ma.#m QiiciEvrenuz bin <isa

Line #5:

Nevvera 'lliihu pbrahu ve pbe §eriihu, i/ii ra.[ımeti'lliihi
te<iiJii

Line #6:

Ve nçlviinihi JFJ-yevmi'l-erba<a es-siibi' min

Line #7:

şehri Şevviili li-seneti (ışrine

Photo by: H. Lowry (2005)

ve semiini-mi 'ete hicriyye
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Translation
Line#l:
Line#2:
Line#3:
Line#4:

He died and has been transferred from the abode of
Transience to the Abode ofPermanence.
The recipient of mercy and forgiveness, the martyr, King
of the Gazis and fighters of the Jihad,
slayer of the infidels and the polytheists, he who has
visited the sacred house ofGod [Mecca],
[he] who has performed the circumambulation between
the comer (Hacer-ieswed) and the station (Makam-i İb
rahim) [at Mecca], (of the Ka'ba), Haji Evrenoz, son of
'İsa

'

Line#5:

may God illumine his grave and may his dust be fragrant
[ila ra{ımeti'lliihi te<afa1 to the mercy of Alrnighty God

Line#6:
Line#7:

andhis approbation, on Wednesday, the seventh of
the month of Shawwal in the year 820 of the Hijra
[Wednesday, N ovember 17, 1417].

Analysis
When fırst viewed and published by the Greek Ottomanist Vasilis
Demetriades in 1974, both ofthese kitabes (inscriptions) were stili in situ in
the then ruined mausoleum of Hacı Evrenos in Giannitsa (Yenice Vardar). 127
Subsequently, when Heath Lowry fırst visited Giannitsa in 2004, he discovered that they had been removed from what then was a badly neglected
monument [Photo 41].

127

:

.

Demetriades, 1976: pp. 328-332.
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Photo 41 128

Lowry then contacted Vasilis Demetriades in Thessaloniki who was
able to determine that they had been relocated for safekeeping some time
previously and were being housed in a depot of the Archeological Service in
Thessaloniki. Demetriades and Lowry spent two days of fruitless searching,
but were unable to locate the tombstone.
The fallawing summer Lowry was informed by Charalambos
Bakirtzis, the Ephor ofByzantine and Post-Byzantine Monuments in Thessaloniki, that they were housed in the Archeological Service's depot in the
courtyard of the Rotunda (the one time Ottoman mosque of Hortacf Süleyman Efendi Camii), and that he might see and photograph them [Photos 39
& 40 above].
128

Photo by: H. Lowry (2004).
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Now that the restoration of Hacı Evrenos' Yenice Vardar mausoleum
has been completed [Photo 42] one rnight hope that the inscriptions will be
returned to Giannitsa. The restoration architects of the V eria Ephorate who
supervised the work of restoration seem to share this sentiment as they left:
··an appropriate niche in the wall (above the site where they discovered the
remains ofEvrenos)
[Photo 41] in hopes that this would occur.
.
.·.
~~~-~~=
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Photo 42 129

Photo 43 130
129

•

Photo by: Özer Gazievrenosoğlu (2008) .
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INSCRIPTION V: The no longer extant sarcophagus of Hacı Evrenos in
Yenice Vardar (Giannitsa) & the likewise no longer extant inscription
(kitabe) which was placed above it at the time of the 1884-1885 restoration of the mausoleum:

Photo 44 131

130

131

.

Photo by: H. Lowry (2007).
Photo courtesy of Özer Gazievrenosoğlu from a family photograph album.
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Photo 45 132

132

Line#l:

çme (aleyhi 's-seliim

Line#2:

el-mü(minüne 1ii-yemütüne bel yente]filüne

Line#3:

min diiri'l-fenil ilii diiri'J-be#

Line#4:

Çjıd intetaJe'l-merhüm

Line#5:

El-melikü'l-ğuziit ve'l-müciihidin tiitilü'

Line#6:

1-kefere. Sene 1302

es-sa.(id eş-şehid e1-mağffir

Enlargement of the inscription discernible in Ph oto 44 above (courtesy of Özer
Gazievrenosoğlu from a family photograph album).
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Translation
Line #1:

The Prophet, may peace be upon him,

Line#2:

said: 'The believers do not die, rather

Line #3:

they pass from the abode of transience to the abode of
permanence.'

Line#4:

[$ad inte]f:ale'Ij The deceased [Evrenos], the auspicious,
the martyr whose sins are forgiven,

Line #5:

Lord of the Gazis and of the fighters of Jihad, slayer

Line #6:

of the unbelievers. Year: h. 1302 [October 21, 1884October ll, 1885]

Photo 46

141
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Analysis

Jhis isa rather perplexing photograph for a variety ofreasons: a) from
the date of the inscription it contains (ı884-ı885) it clearly dates from the
time of the ı885-ı886 restaration undertaken by Mehmed Şefık Paşa and associates [See: INSCRIPTION VI below]; 2) However, when we compare
the iconography on the walls beneath the inscription with that seen in the last
known photo of the tomb's interior [Photo 46], it is clear that we are dealing
with two different periods of decoration, i.e., that seen in Photo 44, appears
to be a typical ı 8th century design, while that seen in Ph oto 46 looks new
and clearly done in a Iate ı9th century style; 3) this interpretation is supported by virtue of the fact that the inscription visible in Photo 44 appears to
have crudely implanted on top of the earlier wall paintings; and 4) as for the
inscription itself, it seems redundant, i:e., it simply repeats some of the wording from the original ı 4 ı 7 inscription [See: INSCRIPTION IV above ],
which must have been in situ in ı884-ı885 when it was placed on the wall
above the sarcophagus. Frankly, we are ata loss to account f~r the reasoning
behind the restorer' s decision to deface the existing iconography with such a
redundant message.

\

i

.
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INSCRIPTION VI: The no longer extant 1886 restoration inscription
(ldtabe) which once was located above the inner doorway of the Hacı
Evrenos mausoleum (tiirbe) in Yenice Vardar (Giannitsa): 133

Photo 47 134
133

134

This photograph was provided to the authors by Mr. Özer Gazievrenosoğlu. While there
is no way of determining the date at which it was taken, we can infer a te1minus a quo of
1884 (the date on the kitabe) & a terrninus ad quern of no later than 1912, the date that
Özer Bey' s family left Yenice.Vardar.
Photo courtesy of Özer Gazievrenosoğlu from a family photograph album.
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Photo 48 135

Line #1:

Ba lutf-ı ftii.lıi Gazi Evremos Beg vakf-ı şeıifi müteveUiligi ile
mübiilıi bendegan-ı

Ha.zret-i

Padişiilıi

Mehmed

Şefit Paşa

J;ıfJ.?Tetlerinüii

söyledükleıi taıiğdür

Line #2:
Line #3:
Line #4:
Line #5:
Line #6:
Line #7:
Line #8:
· Line #9:

135

Müriir-ı ezmine ile ğaraba müşrifolnıışdı

Bu GaziEvrenos Beg türbe-i va.ta-yı şöhret-gir
!fulüş-ı niyyet-i tamla mütevem olan hala
Şefit Paşa ile hem müşterikleıi idüb ta (ınir
Nü.tüd-ı evfeıi şarOa yeiiiden itdiler inşa
Bu !Jayra sa(y idüb hem nam u şiinun Jpldılar tek§k
Bu iiff türbenüii tarz-ı belıiİı-i dil-Idişasım
Ziyaret eyleyeıiler hep !Juiüşiine ideı: ~dk
Bu gazi-yimüca.tıid devlet ü diD.e nice !Jidnıet
· İdüb matbiJI (inde'd-devle oldı n8mı hem tev#r
ha yevmi'l-beta bapide evlj:afim Mevla
Du(asım hemişe eylerem ez-ciin u dil tekrir
Şeiilj:a çJ.tdı ba-!Jayr-ı du(adur gibi bir tö.rilJ
Bu (iiff türbe tecdi"den olundı pek güzel ta(ınir
Sene 1303

Enlargement of the inscription discemible in Photo 47 above (courtesy of Özer
Gazievrenosoğlu from a family photograph album).
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Translation
Line #1:

Line#2:

Line #3:

Line#4:

Line#5:
Line #6:

By the grace of God these lines are written by he who is
the humble slave of His Exeelleney the Sultan, Mehmed
Şefik Pasa, who is proud to be the administrator of the
pious foundation of Gazi Evrenos Beğ.
With the passage of time the mausoleum of this great
and valiant warrior, Gazi Evrenos Beğ had begun to fall
into ruin.
With the purest of intentions Şefik Paşa, who is the
administrator of his pious foundation, and his partners,
undertook its restoration.
With the expenditure of a great deal of money they
rebuilt it once again, thus this beneficial act which they
undertook led to even greater fame and renown for their
names.
This great mausoleum's superior style lead all who visit
it to sing its praises with sincerity.
This great fighter for the faith who provided great service to both religion and state and whose name was
esteemed by the State,
may God preserve his pious foundation until the day of
judgment. I repeat this prayer with deep feeling over and
over agaın
hey, Şefik: with "M hayr" provides its date like a
prayer. This great mausoleum has once again been
beautifully restored.
Year: h. 1303 [October 10, 1885- September 30, 1886]
f

Line #7:

Line #8:·

Line #9:

Analysis
One of the most interesting photographs depicting the mausoleum of
Hacı Evren os is this one showing an unoamed türbedar (keeper of the tomb)
posed in front of the actual 1885-1886 restaration kitabe (inscription),
erected by Mehmed Şefık Paşa (and his unoamed partners) to commemorate
the extensive renovations which transpired at that time.
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The restaration inscription itself, which is enlarged in Photo 48, provides several important clues as to the history of the site. First and foremost
is Mehmed Şefıle Paşa's clear statement that the renovation sternmed from
the fact that with the passage of time the mausoleum had begun to fall into
ruin. This allows us to infer that the türbe must have undergone a complete
rebuilding in the 1885-1886 restoration. Indeed, as will be discussed subsequently, it was likely rebtiilt in the form which surveys today in the course of
that restoration.
One thing is clear: a mütevelli (administrator) of the pious foundation
endowed by Hacı Evrenos almost half a rnillennia earlier, aided by unnamed
partners (who were likewise almost certainly members of the Evrenosoğul
lan), expended "a great dea! ofmoney" to rebuild the mausoleum of the dynasty's founder. The result as he deseribed it was that: "this great mausoleum has once again been beautifully restored," a phrase which suggests that
this was simply the latest in a long line of sirnilar restorations carried out in
the intervening centuries by, earlier mütevelli' s of Hacı Evrenos' foundation.
N or, as will be seen in our dfS.~ussion of INSCRIPTION VII was the Mehmed Şefıle Paşa restaration to be. the last.
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INSCRIPTION Vll: The extant 1908-1910 restoration kitabe (inscription) located above the front entranceway of the Hacı Evrenos tiirbe
(mausoleum) in Yenice Vardar (Giannitsa):

Photo 49 136
Line #1:

Mücii.fıidin-i mümtaze-i İsliimiyyeden el-Qac

Line #2:

GaziEvrenos Beg türbe-i şerifesi

Line #3:

1326

tecdid-i inşası

1328

Translation

136

Line #1:

This is the mausoleum ofHacı

Line #2:

Gazi Evrenos Beğ, the famous fighter for İslam.

Line #3:

Renovation

Dates:

h. 1326 [February 4, 1908]- h. 1328 [January 3, 1911]

Photo by: H. Lowry (2005).
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Analysis

The final renovation kitabe (inscription) from the Evrenos mausoleum,
that which stili is in situ above the entranceway, is ofparticular interest, as it
commemorates yet another restaration of the monument: one whi ch occurred
in 1908-1910 just two years before the half millennia history of the
Evrenosoğullan in Yeni ce Vardar began to draw to a close.
lt combines the dual aspects of serving as a sign describing the monument they are about to enter to would be visitors, i.e., its clear statement that:
"This is the mausoleum of Hacı Gazi Evrenos Beğ," which is given together
with the phrase: tecafd-i inşası (renovation) and the date: February 4, 1908Jrumary 3, 1911, provides us the information that it too is commemorating
yet another restaration of the türbe.

Interestingly, it is one of only three known inscriptions which indude
the name of the Evrenosoğullan dynasty's founding father, the other two being that which once adorned his ca. 1390 han in Traianoupolis [INSCRIPTION 1: Photo 31 above], and the lower seetion of the original two part
1417 tombstone [INSCRIPTION IV: Photo 40] which once adorned his
sarcophagus in his Yenice Vardar mausoleum.
When we recall that only a year after this restaration was completed,
the exodus of the Evrenosoğullan from their ancestral home was to begin,
and that with the removal of the remaining family members in the forced
population exchange of 1923-1924, the last presence of this dynast)r which
had ~led the region for centuries ended, the vagaries of time become all too
apparent. 137

137

The Ottoman architectural historian, Professor Baha Tanman of İstanbul Üniversitesi,
with whom we have shared these pictures, concurs with the view that the structure which
stands today is typical of a Iate I 91h century provincial monument. In po int of fa ct, he
even suggests that rather than the 1895-1896 restaration it may reflect the fınal 190819 lO renovation.
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Retracing the history of the mausoleum of
Hacı Evrenos in Yenice Vardar (Giannitsa)

Aided by the description provided by the 17th century Ottoman traveler, Evliya Çelebi, in conjunction with the late 19th and early 20th photographs of both the interior and exterior of the mausoleum (and the inscriptions they preserve whi ch were discussed above), and the preliminary results
of the 2006-2007 restoration/excavation (carried out by the archeologists of
the Veria Ephorate), it is possible to reconstruct the fallawing history of this
important early 15th century pilgrimage site.
Evliya provides the fallawing account of the mausoleum as he saw it
at the time of his 1668 vis it:
Gazi Evrenos: He is buried inside this city [Yenice Vardar] within a
beautiful stone mausoleum which is covered with a skillfully-cra:fted
lead encased dome. As for the well lit mausoleum it is built of two
stories. One descends from the entry level via three stone steps to the
fırst floor. There within a Iong marble sarcophagus Gazi Evrenos is
buried. This is a dark place. However, on the upper Ievel there is a
second marble sarcophagus. The inscriptions at its head and at its foot
give the date: h. 820 [1 41 7]. Despite this fact, Evrenos Gazi is not
buried here but is in fact buried inside the other marble sarcophagus
on the Iower level. I have never seen this style of burial in any other
province. 138

Unfortunately, Evliya does not provide a detailed desc~ption of the
exterior of the mausoleum, but the one comment he makes: "because ·the
dome [of the mausoleum] is so high it is decorated on all sides with windows. It isa beautiful dome like that of the gardens ofParadise" (Ve kubbe-i
aif olmaği/e etrafı revzenler ile müzeyyen olmuş kasr-ı irem-misal bir kubbei pür-nurdur ), 139 makes it absolutely clear that he is not describing the buiiding which exists taday. Rather, he saw an earlier form of the ı;nausoleum, one
which was replaced atsome point of time in the two hundred fi:fty year inter138
139

For the Turkish text, see: Appendix I & Evliya Çelebi, 2003: pp. 78-79.
ı·
Evlya,2003:p.
79.
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vai between his visit in 1668 and the earliest photo w e have of the exterior of
the buiiding, i.e., that taken in ca. 1935. His account suggests that the originai structure may well have been a more ciassicai two storied türbe (such as
the recently discovered and stili unidentifıed 15th century türbe which was
transformed into the Church of Agia Paraskevi [see: Photos 6 & 7- above]).
This interpretation is seemingiy buttressed by the form of the structure which
exists today and the fact that it has all the markings of a Iate 19th century Ottoman buiiding (compiete with neo-classicai touches) [Photo 50], aibeit it
one which may have been built around the existing mausoieum (the seetion
protruding out on the right han d side of the Iower photo)[Photo 51].

Photo 50 140

140

Photo by H. Lowry (1008).
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Photo 52 142
141

Photo by H. Lowry (2008).
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Photo 53 143
To the untrained eyethere is little to see in the way of original decor
discemible on the outside of the unrestored mausoleum as it looked in 2004
[Photo 52]. However, the restaration architects assured visiting members of
the Evrenos family that all of the motifs used in the exterior restaration w ere
based on molds made from surviving bi ts of the original decor. 144 If so, the
neo-classical motifs on the restored façade are in keeping with the original
design [Photo 53].

142
143
144

Photo by H. Lowry (2004).
Photo by H. Lowry (2008).
Related to H. Lowry by Özer Gazievrenosoğlu, who, together with his wife and son,
visited Yenice Vardar in the Winter of2008. They were escorted through the mausoleum
by the restaration architects who provided them with this interpretation.
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The only other aspect of the exterior restaration warranting comment
is the failure of the architects to pay sigriifıcant attention to the existing early
20tlı photos of the site. In particular, that labeled herein as the photo of ca.
1935 [See: Photos 1 & 3], which clearly depicts a dome on the wing of the
mausoleum under which Hacı Evrenos was buried and what appear to be a
series of sınaller domes opposite it (under which other family members were
presumably interred). Rather inexplicably, the architects chose to ignore this
essential part of the buildings design, and in place of the dome over Evrenos
left a circular window [See: Photo 42].
Wlıile

their failure to in any meaningful way to restore the interior of
the mausoleum (in keeping with what the Evrenos family photos show it to
have been), is attributable primarily to the fact that the restaration architects
were unaware of their existence until their work was well underway. They
fırst were apprised of them when, in the course of a 2007 visit, G. Ersin
Evrenos provided them copies ofphotos depicting the interior of the tomb.
Leaving these negatives to one side, one fact is undeniable: namely, a
monument which was in total ruin has been rebuilt/restored as a modem facility, albeit one who's interior bears at best only a marginal resemblance to
what it once was. Only time will te ll if the remains it was built to house will
bereturned to the earth they occupied from 1417-2006, i.e., for the last 589
years. If this transpires the restaration will truly be completed. 145
145

Clearly the Byzantine & Post-Byzantine seetion of the Veria Ephorate of the Greek
Ministry of Culture's Archeological Services could use the services of an
archeologist/architect with some training in Ottoman art and architecture. While the same
can be said for the vast majority of the restorations of Ottoman monuments undertaken in
Turkey, the fact remains that in complete contra-distinction to the high quality of the
restorations of Ottoman monuments undertaken in Westem Thrace and Eastem
Macedonia by the Kavala and Thessaloniki Ephorates (which are minimalist intone and
undertaken with the greatest attention to detail), that of the Evrenos mausoleum is
noteable primarily for its heavy handedness, typifıed by the removal of the skeletal
remains of Evrenos from the tomb, the addition of modem toilet facilities and central
heating radiators and laek of attention to deta il. In this sense it is atypical of the generally
high !eve! of the Greek Archeological Service's restaration of Ottoman monuments.
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As for the interior of the mausoleum depicted in the series of extant
Iate 19th or early 20th century photos, these all were cl early taken in the
building which stili stands taday, i.e., in the period fallawing the 1885-1886
restaration undertaken by Mehmed Şefık Paşa and associates.
As disciıssed previously, Photos 54 & 55 depict two different views of
the mausoleum's interior, with the actual sarcophagus of Hacı Evrenos being
in the room at their lower right hand comers.

Photo 54 146

146

)

q

Photo courtesy of Özer Gazievrenosoğlu from a family photograph album.
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Photo 55 147

The third [Photo 56] shows the sarcophagus of Hacı Evrenos in the aftermath ofthe 1885-1886 restoration, which was undertaken by Mehmed Şe
fik Paşa, and the fourth [Photo 57] appears to depict it after the fınal restoration in 1908-1910.
147

Photo courtesy of Özer Gazievrenosoğlu from a family photo~aph album.
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Photo 56 148

Photo 57 149
148
149
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Photo courtesy of Özer Gazievrenosoğlu from a family photograph album.
Photo courtesy of Özer Gazievrenosoğlu from a family photograph album .
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If this interpretation is correct, the 1908-1910 renovations must have
included an entirely new series of wall paintings, for those it depiCts [Photo
57] bear no relationship to those which were stili in situ following the 18851886 restoration [Photo 56].
When w e factor into this equation the wording of the no longer extant
1886 restoration kitabe (inscription), which clearly state that the mausoleum
had fallen into ruin and was completely rebuilt by Mehmed Şefık Paşa, it
seems more than possible that the structure which exists today is in fact a
Iate 19th or even possibly an early 20th century building which was erected on
the site of Hacı Evrenos' original tomb. If this were the case, it may well be
that all .of the tombstones and their remains which were on the site were
likewise collected during the rebuilding and reinterred within the new structure [Photo 54 above].
When we compare Evliya's account of the tomb's interior with both
the family photos and the results of the recent excavation/restoration there
can be no doubt as to the validity of the description he provides. His account
ofboth the long marble sarcophagus on the tomb's lower level (inside which
Evrenos was buried) [Photo 58] and of the two inscriptions on stone whi ch
at the time of his visit had stood at the head and foot of the second sarcophagus in the upper chamber [Photo 59] fıt well the status quo as it exists today.
The newly excavated marble sarcophagus is clearly that within which the
remains ofEvrenos were recently discovered:
As for the two inscriptions which once adorned the head and foot of
the sarcophagus, they too exist and match perfectly (including the date) the
description provided by Evliya in 1668 [Photo 59]. As Iate as the 1990s
these two marble inscriptions had been implanted in the wall above where
the crypt containing the bones of Hacı Evrenos was excavated in November
2006.
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Photo 58 150

Photo 59 151
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Lowry, 2008: p. 60 [Photo courtesy of: F. Karagianni].
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Given the high degree of respect with which the memory of Hacı
Evrenos was (and is) venerated among his descendants it seems lik.ely that as
Iate as the beginning of the 20th century (1908-1910) they undertook what
was to be the fınal rebuilding of his mausoleum in Yenice Vardar. It w as to
commemorate that renovation that the inscription which stili survives today
was implanted above the entrance doorway [See above: INSCRIPTION
VII].
Conclusion

No better .example of the continuing importance of Hacı Evrenos, the
founding father of the Evrenosoğullan dynasty, may be cited than the existence of this restaration inscription which is stili in situ above the entranceway to his mausoleum in Giannitsa (Yenice Vardar). If, halfa rııillennia after
his death, his descendants were stili maintaining and indeed renovating/restoring his fınal resting place, clearly his importance had not waned in
their eyes.
The signifıcance of their action in this regard becomes even clearer
when we consider that just a year after this fınal restoration/renovation the
family' s centuries long presence in the town would begin to draw to a close.
For, in 1912 (after the Greek army entered the city during the Second Balkan
War), over 135 family members and retainers packed up their movable
goods and set out on the road for Selanik (Thessaloniki). Once there, the
administrator of their forebear's pious foundation purchased a ship and a
large segment of the Yenice Vardar branch of the family (descendants of the
line of İki Yüreklü Ali Beğ) embarked for İstanbul. They left behind numerous architectural monuments, the remains of some fourteen generations of
the Evrenosoğulları, and an indeterminalıle number ofrelatives. The farııily's
remaining members.would stay in the city until 1923-1924, when, under the
terms of the population agreement signed by the Kingdom of Greece and the
151

Photo by: H. Lowıy (2007).
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newly formed Republic of Turkey, they would be summarily shipped off to
Asia Minor. 152 In their place Greek Orthodox refugees from Anatolia (pri.,
marily from the Pontus and Cappadocia), and eastem Thrace (present day
southern Bulgaria) would be resettled in the now wholly Greek town of
Giannitsa. The new arrivals were impoverished and understanda)Jly unhappy
at having been uprooted from their homes and livelihoods. Their only interest was survival and they had no concem for, or interest in, preserving the
heritage of the departed Evrenosoğullan.
The newly restored Mausoleum (together with all the other monuments discussed herein) remained behind, and, in the course of the last century was put to a variety ofusages. By 2003 (when fırst visited by Lowry), it
was being used as a party house by some of the younger Giannitsians, a fact
attested to by the empty bottles which littered its floor, as well as by the graffıti which covered the walls [See: Photo 41 above].
Then in 2006 it was rescued by the archeologists working out of the
Veria Ephorate. It since has undergone a complete restaration (in the course
·of which the actual underground burial site and the remains of Hacı Evrenos
hiınself were discovered), 153 and today the exterior of the mausoleum looks

152

153

)·
1

'

Whether same family members may have stayed in Greece by converting to Orthodoxy
is indeterminable, but may possibly be inferable from the fact that the current Athens
telephone directory contains a number of entries listing families named: Evrenosoğlu.
Lowry, 2008: pp. 58-63. Indeed, the only aspect of the restaration warranting further
comment is the failure of the architects to pay significant attention to the existing early
20th photos of the site. In particular, that labeled herein as the ph oto of ca. 193 5 [See:
Photos 1 & 3], which clearly depicts a dome on the wing of the mausoleum under which
Hacı Evrenos was buried and what appear to be a series of sınaller domes opposite it
(under which other family members were presumably interred). Rather inexplicably, the
architects chose to ignore this essential part of the bı.ıildings design, and in place of the
dome over Evrenos left a circular window [See: Photo 42 above]. Against this relatively
minor point must be weighed the fact that a building which was in total ruin has been
turned into a beautifully restored monument. Only time will teli if the remains it was
built to house will be retumed to the earth they occupied from 1417-2006, i.e., for the
Iast 589 years? If this transpires the restaration will truly be completed.
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much like it must of when the last family members left almost one hundred
years ago.
In the course of recent visits to the city, family meıiıbers (including
Ersİn Evrenos and Özer Gazievrenosoğlu) have been hosted and feted by
city officials, who, in the wake of the recent renovation of the mansoleuro
have begun to take a long overdue interest in Giannitsa's history during the
Tourkokratia. In particular, the Mayor Nikolaos Papanikolaou and the local
histarian Helen Mavrokefalidou, have spearheaded this new found interest,
and the Mayor has even gone so far as to pledge that the municipality will
undertake the restaration of all remaining Ottoman monuments in Giannitsa.
Given that all such monuments are directly traceable to the activities
of Hacı Evrenos and his descendants, this means that the role of this family
in :first creating Yenice Vardar and then embellishing it with a wide variety
of buildings including: Hans (workshops for craftsmen), 154 Kervansarays
(lodging for caravans and merchants), 155 Ciimiis (mosques where Friday
prayers are held), 156 Mescids (small neighborhood mosques), 157 Türbes (mausoleums),158 İmiirets (soup kitchens for the poor), 159 Hammiims (bathhouses),
c::::..;_)

154 Evliya Çelebi, 2003: p.77 states that Yenice Vardar was home to 7 lıans. ·
155 Evliya Çelebi, 2003: p. 77 names one kervansaray, that built by Hacı Evrenos.
156 Ayverdi, 2000: pp. 319-321 (based on existent records of the Pious Foundations
Directorate) nam es 17 mosques known to have been extant in the Iate 19th and early 20th
century, of which at least ı ı were built by Evrenos and his descendants; while Evliya
Çelebi, 2003: p. 77 states that the town had 17 mosques & mescids at the time of his
ı668 visit. Henames 5 mosques, all ofwhich were endowed by members of the Evrenos
family.
157 Evliya Çelebi, 2003: p. 77 names two mescids, both ofwhich were built by descendants
of Hacı Evrenos; while Ayverdi, 2000: pp. 320-32ı names 3 mescids, 2 ofwhich were
built by Evrenosoğulları.
158 Evliya Çelebi, 2003: pp. 77-79 names 3 türbes built by and/or for the Evrenosoğulları.
Ayverdi, 2000: pp. 320 & 322 names 3 türbes built by or for members of the Evrenos
family.
159 Evliya Çelebi, 2003: p. 77 names 3 imiirets in the town, each of which was built by a
member of the family; Ayverdi, 2000: p. 321 names three imare/s built by Hacı Evrenos
& his descendants.
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160 Medreses (theological seminaries)/ 61 Mekteps (primary schools), 162 Çeş
mes (public fountainsY 63 and Sebils (fountains and water dispersal stations),164 a Su Yolu (aqueductY 65 and an imposing Saat Külesi (multi-storied
clock tower), 166 will, at long last, be appropriately acknowledged.

160
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·ı63
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Evliya Çelebi, 2003: p. 77 names 3 lıammiims built by Hacı Evrenos and his deseendants ..
Evliya Çelebi, 2003: p. 77 names 1 medrese in the town, that built by Hacı Evrenos;
Ayverdi, 2000: p. 321 names 3 medreses, all ofwhich were built by Hacı Evrenos and
his descendants.
Evliya Çelebi, 2003: p. 77 names 7 mekteps or which the threehenames were all built by
members of the Evrenos family.
Evliya Çelebi, 2003: p. 77 states that there were 22 çeşmes in the town, although he does
not name any oftheir endowers. He does deseribe one which stood in the marketplaee in
front of the Han, which he deseribes as having four fountain heads and on top ofwhieh a
generous soul had endowed a pavilion, which served as a gathering plaee for visitors to
the town.
Evliya Çelebi, 2003: p. 78 deseribes 41 sebils for the distribution of drinking water.
Evliya Çelebi, 2003: p. 78 deseribes ho w at the time of his 1668 vis it the town suffered
from a shortage of water du e to the fa ct that with the passage of time the aqueduct whieh
brought water from the region of Giizf Yayiası (Warrior's summer pasturage) had fallen
into disrepair; Ayverdi, 2000: p. 322 deseribes the su yolu or sukemerleri (aqueduct)
bui lt by Hacı Evren os and expanded by his grandson Hacı Ahmed Beğ on the basis of its
deseription in the viikfiyye (pious endowment charter document) drawn by Hacı Ahmed
in 1504.
Kiel, 1971: pp. 321-323 published the inseription on the saat kiilesi, built in 1753-1754
by Şerif Ahmed, a deseendant of Hacı Evrenos; See also: Ayverdi, 2000: p. 320.
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APPENDIX 1: Transcription, Translation & Facsimile of Evliya Çelebi's
Seyahatname [Manuscript: Topkapı Saray Bağdat #308]- His account of
a 1668 visit to the city of Yenice Vardar (Giannitsa) 167
The recent appearance of the first critical edition ofEvliya Çelebi's Seyahat-

name (Book of Travels), means that for the first time a useable version of this
important work is available. As earlier work on Yenice Vardar has all been based on
Greek, German or modem Turkish translations of the heavily censored late 19th early
20th century published edition of the work, we have deemed it useful to provide the

complete text of this traveler's account of his 1668 stay in Yenice Vardar. When our
readings vary from those provided in this edition we have inserted them in the
following form: [sic. _ _____,

167

This account is taken from: Evliya Çelebi bin Derviş Mehemmed Zilll: Evliyti Çelebi Seyalıatntimesi. VIII Kitap [Topkapı Sarayı Kütüphanesi Bağdat 308 Nilmaralı Yaznıamn
Transkripsiyonu -Dizini]. Edited by Seyit Ali Kahraman, Yücel Dağlı, Robert Dankoff.
İstanbul (Yapı Kredi Yayınlan), 2003. pp. 76-79. Cited throughout the present study as:
Evliya Çelebi, 2003.
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TRANSÇRIPTION & TRANSLATION
[p. 76 & Folio 230a:] 168 Evsaf-ı Verebiye Ovası, ya'ni kal'a-i
Vardar Yenicesi:
Features of the Plain of Verebiye, that is of the Fortress of Vardar
Yenice:
İki aded kal'adır. Biri Tekılr bmarı kal'asıdır kim şe/ıriıı bir ucu
aııda imiş.

Bir kal'ası lıiilii amiir [sic. 'imar] olaıı şehir olduğu yerdedir kim aııa Verebiye kal'ası derler. Aıımiçiiıı defter-i /ıiikiiııfde
kal'a-ı Vardar Yenicesi salıra-yı Verebiye derler. Biinisi Rılm krallarından yine Feylekos evliidlamıdan iki biiriider iki ka/'a binti ediip
biri Tekrılr kral ve biri Verebiye kral biniisıdır. Niçe miilılkdaıı
miilılka değiip alıır-ı kar sene 764 tariizinde Giizf Hudiivendigiir
iimeriilamıdan Giizf Evre1ıos fet/ı ediip pay-ı taht-ı iimerii etdi. Ve
kal'asm eti-be-ca miinlıedim etdi kim bir dahi kiifflir-ı Rılm tama'
ediip mu/ıiisara etmeye/er.
There are two fortresses. One is the Tekfir Pınar Fortress which stands
at one end of the city. The other is located within the present day city
and they call it Verebiye. It is for this reason that in the Imperial Tax
Registers the fortress ofVardar Yenice in the Plain ofVerebiye. There
were two brothers, who were descendants of King Feylekos, who built
these two fortresses. It is said that they were named King Tekrfir and
King Verebiye. After passing through the hands ofmany rulers it was
conquered by Gazi Evrenos, who was one of Sultan Murad I's
commanders, in the year h. 764 [October 20, 1362- October 9, 1363].
And in order to prevent it ever falling again into the hands of the
unbelievers he tore down some of its forti:fications.

eyaletinde Selanik sancağı Iziikinde iiç yiiz akçe şerif
kaziidır. Ve niilıiyesi (...... ) kuriidır. Ve lıiikılmeti ( •..... ) (...••. ) dir.
Ve kazası cümle iiç yiiz aded lıiine talırir olımup Iziine-i aviirız ordıi
ve niiziiliit teklilifleri verirler. Sipii/ı ket/ıudiiyeri ve yeniçeri serdiirı
ve( .......) ve mulıtesibi ve biicdiirı ve şehir ketimdiisı vardır.

Hala

168
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Rılmeli

Page numbers are those in Evliya Çelebi, 2003 & the Folio nuınbers are those of the
manuscript used by the editors ofEvliya Çelebi, 2003.
·
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Today it is stili a three hundred akçe (small silver coins)
administrative region in the sub-province of Selanik (Thessaloniki) in
the Province of Rumeli. And in its country there are
[left
blank] villages. And its governmental officials include
--:---:--::----[left blank]. And in the sub-province there are three
hundred households and they pay as taxes the avariz (extraordinary
tax) the ordu (military) and the nüzültit. There is a Siptihi Kethudti
(Chief Stewart of the Cavalry), a Yeniçeri Serdar (Janissary
Commander), and a
[left blank], and a Muhtesib (Police
Chief), a BCıcdar (tax collector) and a Şehir Kethudti (Chief Stewart of
the City).

Esktil-i zemfn-i selır-i Yenice: Mezkiir olan iki kal'amn miibeyninde.
bir v/isi' dereli ve depeli ve hayırlı yerde cümle 17 aded malıallat-ı
ma'mılreli şelıirdir. Evvel/i ( •...•.) mahallesi, .............••..• [! empty
line] .................... Meşlıılr malıall/it bunlardır.
lnfrastructural Features of the ci1y of Yenice: Nestled between the
aforementioned two fortresses in a steep watered gulley is the city
comprised of seventeen prosperous residential quarters. First, is the
Quarter of
[left blank]
[one blank
line]. These are the well known quarters.
Ve cümle bin beş yüz aded kiremit örtülü biiğ u bağçe/i ve tahtiinf ve
fevkiini viisi' ve birbİi'lerinden [p.77] [seyrekr 69 viiki' olmuş kargir
binli lıiinediinlardır [lıiinelerdiir] 110 kim /ıer birinde iib-ılıayiit sular
ve biiğçeler mukarrerdir.
And there are a total of one thousand five hundred tile roofed houses,
each with its own garden and orchard, some of one and others of two
stories, large pleasant houses which are separated from one another.
And each of these lath and plaster houses has more than the next a
generous supply of the water oflife and there are gardens.
Ve cümle 17 aded elimi'-i mir-i miran ve gayri kibiir-ı a'yiin ciimi'leridir, amma cümleden mükellef ii mükemmel ve ma'mılr ve
müzeyyen cemii'at-i kesireye malik çarsıl içinde İskender Beğ eli-

169
170

Beşir Ağa.
Beşir Ağa.
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mi'i, kıırşımı k11bbeli ma'bedgalı-ı kadimdir. Kıble kapıısıı iizre talı
rir o/ıman tarflıi bııdıır:
Allllnere'l-İskender min nesli Gazi Evrenos,
Dare lıayn ceddilıi'l-a'la je'amme nef'ıılıa,
Ecrıılıa fi dan'I-lllıra cennetii'l-me'va !ima,
Cae fi tarilıilıa darım kararıın ecrıılıa.
Sene( ...... )
And there are a total of seventeen mosques, each of which is built by
.rulers and nobles and other people. But the most impressive of all,
with its large congregation, is the İskender Beğ Camii which lies
within the market place. It is an ancient sanctuary whose dome is
covered with lead. Over its door which lies across from the direction
ofMecca is the following inscription which gives its date:
İskender, from the line of Gazi Evrenos,

rebuilt a house of charity [sic. imaret = soup kitchen] of his ancestor
and disseminated its advantages.

In return for whi ch may his place in the next world be Paradise.
So the phrase: ddrun kardrun ecruha becomes the date
Year:

Andan Badra/ı cami'i,

miiferrilı

[left blank]

ve mıısanna' ma'bedgalıdır.

Then there is the Badralı [sic. Bedreli
imposing and awe inspiring work of art.

Beğ]

Camii, which

ıs

an

Ve isa Beğ cami'i, lıakka ki bôni-i mi'mar-ı selefiim-i hendese iizre
cami' bina etmiş kim görmler pesend ederler.

malıbiib

And the İsa Beğ Camii, which was built by one of the ancient
architects, whose architectural design is carried out with such
mathematical precision, that it in all sincerity astonishes all who see it.

Ve Receb Çelebi cami'i, bu dalıi kar-ı kadim cami'-i piir-nılrdıır.
And the Receb Çelebi Camii, this also is an ancient and uplifting
mosque.

\
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Ve Şey/ı İlô.lıi türhesinde Alımed Beğ cô.mi'i.
And the Ahmed Beğ Cfu:nii which houses the mausoleum of Şeyh İlahi.

Bu terkim o/ıman beş aded cevô.mi'lerden mô.'adô.sı ciimle 12 aded
malıal/e mesô.cidleridir. Cümleden Evrenos Gô.zf mescidi ve Şey/ı
İlô.lıi mescidi, .................. (1 empty line) .................... [f. 230b]
And in addition to these enumerated five mosques, there are-ıltotal of
twelve neighborhood small prayer houses (mescids), amoı{g
which are
• 1
the Evrenos Gazi Mescid and the Şeyh Ilahi Mescid
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _[one line left blank].

Ve cümle bir aded medrese-i ô./imô.ndır. Ol dalıi Gô.zi Evrenos
Beğ'bı kurşmn örtii/ii kubô.h/ar ile tezyin olmuş bir dô.rıı't-tedris-i
talısil-i ulfmıidir [sic. ulılmudur]
And there is a total of one theological seminary. That too is built by
Gazi Evrenos Beğ and is decorated with lead covered domes. It is a
true house oflearning.

Bir ô.demlıer ne kadar alımak /ıehennak-ı [sic. alımak-ı Hahennak]
sa'/ehi'l-lıımıakô. olsa bu derslıô.ııede bir kerre hismil/ô.lıi dese elbette bir yılda tefsir-i şerif istilırô.c etmeğe liyô.kat lıô.sıl eder, zirô. Şey/ı
İlô.lıi /ıazretleriııiıı nazargô.lııdır. Cemi'i talebe/eri ve ders-i ô.mları
mevcıld olup lıer tô.libô.ııa cô.ııih-i vakıfdan lalımiyye ve şem 'iY.Ye balıô.lan vô.sıldır.

Aman, no matter even ifhe's stupider than Habennak or thinks he is
as smart as a fox, who visits this place of learning and says even a
single Besme/e [at the beginning of his lesson], will ina year be able
to transiate the Quran, for this is the space empowered by the vision of
the Exalted Şeyh İlahi. In this medrese there are teachers and students.
The eating expenses and candie expenses of the students are met by
the pious foundation.

Ve ciimle yedi aded mekteh-i dô.ru'l-ulılm-ı sıbyô.n-ı ebcedlıô.n-ı
Evvelô. Yürekli Ali Beğ mektebi ve Receh Çelebi mektehi
ve isa Beğ mektebi ve ( ...... ) (...... ) (...... ) ( ......) bunlar meşlıılrdur.

piiserô.ııdır.
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And there are a total of seven primary schools for the education of
young boys. First, is that of [İki] Yürekli Ali Beğ School, the School
of Receb Çelebi and the School of İsa Beğ and
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. [names of the remaining fo ur are
left blank]. These are well known.

Ve cümle (.••.•) aded tekye-i salıib-i tarfk-i pfşva-yı dervfşan-ı
abdô.lan lıankalılarıdır. Cümleden Şey/ı İlalıf tekyesi ve( .....) tekyesi
ve( .....)(.....) Jıankalııma'mılrdllr.
And there are a total of[ ..... ] dervish lodges for the religious orders.
Ofthese the Şeyh İlahi Dervish Lodge and that of[ .......] and that of
[ ....... ]are the most flourishing and prosperous.

Ve cümle 3 aded darrı'z-ziyafe-i me'kel-i jakfram vardır. Cümleden
Receb Çelebi imareti ve Şejlı İla/ıf medresesi imareti ve Gazf
Evrenos türbesi imareti. Bımlarm bay [ıı] gedô.ya ve lıass ll amma
ni'metleri da'iliıdir kim şeb [ii] rılz matbalı-ı Keykavlls'ımdan
mllğan ll Clllılidana bile bezl-i ıt'am-ı am olunur.
And there are a total of three imaret facilities (soup kitchens) for the
feeding of the poor and indigent. These are the Receb Çelebi Soup
Kitchen, and Soup Kitchen of the Şeyh İlahi Theological Seminary,
and the Soup Kitchen of Gazi Evrenos' Mausoleum. Their generosity
is open to all, the rich and the poor alilee and the upper class and normal people. These are soup kitchens whose generosity rivals that of
Keykavis, which are open to all, even to fıre-worshippers [nonMuslirns] and Jews, day and night.

Ve cümle yedi yüz kırk aded çarsıl-yı bazar dükkan-ı bezzazistanı
var. Cemf'i zf-kıymet eşyalar bf-mimıet ve bf-kıymet bulunllr. Amma
altı aded kllrşımı örtüiii kllbbe-i piir-cev/ıerli ve dörd aded demir
kapulu kargir bina bir metfn ve kavf bezzazistanı var kim değme şehirde eyle bir karlıane-i zfba yokdllr.
.·
There are in the marketplace and the covered market halis a total of
seven hundred forty shops. In all of them one readily finds valuable
goods and products. There is an extremely well built Market Hall,
topped by s ix lead covered dom es (bezziizistiin) with fo ur metal doors,
a business center which is not found in every city.

NOTES & DOCUMENTS ON HACI EVRENOS

Ve c(imle üç aded lıammlim-ı rfışenliları var. Cümleden Glizf
Evrenos Beğ lıammlimımn lib [u] lıevlisı ve biniisı ve lıiiddlimları ve
hisatları memdıllıdur. Ve çarsıl içinde Alımed Beğ lıammlimı gayet
miiferrilı ve dilkılşii germli-yı.vlisi'dir.
There are three comfortable Bath Houses, of which the Gazi Evrenos
Harnmam, in terms of its water, its air, the facility itself, the service
provided, and its organization, is the most noteworthy. Within the
marketplace itself is the Ahmed Beğ Hammam, which is a large and
pleasant bathhouse.

Ve nazarglilı-ı lıammlim-ı Sev/ı lllilıf: Bir k_iiçiik lıammlimdır, amma
bi-emri Hud/i /zer ne kadar emriiz-ı muhtelifeye miibtelli lidem kırk
giin bu lıammlima girmeğe miidlivemet etse bi-emri Hayy-ı Kadfr şi
fo bulur. Aziz-i merlıılm asrında bu lıammlima girenlerden asla akçe almmazmış ve kiil/ıamnda asla ateş yanmazmış. Yine böyle iken
derıln-ılıammlimm şiddet-i lılirından bir lidem bir sli'at lıammlimda
dunnağa Ilikat getiremezmiş.
The Şeyh İlil.hl Harİımil.m is a small one. But by the will of God,
whoever is ill, with whatever type of illness, if they visit the
bathhouse for forty days they are cured. During the lifetime of the
Saint, all those who entered this bathhouse did so free of charge and
there was never a fıre !it in the stokehole. However, when this was the
case, reportedly one could not stay inside for even an hour due to the
heat.
Ba'delıu mürtir-ı

eyylim ile bu lıammlimı ta'mfr ii termfm iktizli
etdikde miitevellfsi kiillıamn meremmlit ederken dfvlirm bir elinibi
obrulup miinlıedim oldukda görseferkim /ıammlim kazgam altında
yedi aded taşlar durup ol seng-i lılirlardan alev her-alev liteşler
çıkup kazgandaki suyu kaynadır. Ol taşlar kim Kuds-i Şerif
kurbunda Hazret-iMiisli aleylıi's-sellimm türbe-i piir-envlirı etraftarm da olan ot taş larıdır.
Thereafter, with the passage of time, it became necessary to repair the
bathhouse, in the course of which they broke through one wall of the
stokehole. What they discovered was that there were seven stones
lying underneatlı the cauldron, and that these stones were
continuously emitting flames which served to boil the water. Those fı-
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re stones were from the holy tomb of the Exalted Moses (Peace be
upon him) in the holy city of Jerusalem.

Bir köşesinde da/ıi bir demir kandil içinde şir-i revgan memlli olup
bir güne miilebbes ve miilemma' ve mıısamıa' fitil ile bir kandil-i
çerliğlin iken beni lidemlerin nazariarı bu kandildiina ta'alluk edince ylilıtıd ri/ı-ı akim islibet edince kandil söniip ve yedi aded taşların
liteşleri de teskin olup /ıammlim-ı kudret buz/ıline gibi olup illi
yevminli /ılizli liteş-i gemıli-genn ile mes/ııln bir germli-yı
nazarglilıdır. Llikin yine hasta girse bi-emri Hudli şifii bulur. Hattti
bu /ıakirin Klizım nlim bir gullimı gliyet miişevveşii'l-/ılil iken bu
lımnma-i nazargli/ıa giriip tendiiriist oldu.
In one comer stood a lamp filled with olive oil and a wick. Once,
while the lamp was buming, either due to the negligence of the people
looking after it, or due to the effect of the wind, its light was
extinguished and the seven stones simultaneously lost their fire. From
that time forward this thermal spring became like an ice house. Until
the present day it is heated by a built fire. Stili, if those who are ili
enter it, by the Grace of God, they are cured. A slave of mine named
Kazım, who was very ili, entered this bathhouse, was cured, and
emerged in full health.

Ve "Cümle yetmiş aded sariiy /ıammlimlarımız vardır" deyii
kiblir tejii/ıiir kesb ederler.

a'ylin-ı

The leading men of the city proudly state that: "there are a total of '
seventy residential bathhouses [as well]."

Ve cümle 9

aded/ılin-ı sevdligerlinları vardır.

(....) (....) (....) (....) (....) (....) (....).

Cümleden ( ....) (.•..)

And there are a total of nine large commercial buildings (han s) of the
merchants. They include [the names are not given].

Ve ciimle bir aded klirblinsariiy-ı mi/ımlin revlin-ı /ıasbisi var. Ol
dahi Glizi Evrenos Beğ'in /ıayrlitındandır kim şeb [ii] rılz beşer yiiz
altışar yiiz kadar atlılar konup /ıer ocak başına birer bakır sini
ta'lim ve lidem başına birer nlin ve birer Şem'-i revgaiı ile birer
şem 'dlin ve /zer at başına birer tobra alik-ı esblin geliip cemi'i

)

.
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liyende vii revendegiina ta'iim-ı bi-minneti teniiviil edüp def'-i ci'iin
etdikde siilıibü'l-lıayriita /ıer iidem birer Fiitilıa tiliivet edüp rtılı-ı
lıayriitı şiid ederler. Hakk/i ki hayriit-ı azimedir.
And in addition there is one inn whose services are provided without
charge to all who come and go. That too is among the charitable
works endowed by Gazi Evrenos. By day and by night up to five or
six hundred men with their horses come and in front of every chimney
there is provided a copper tray of food, with a loaf of bread, and a
candie and candleholder for every man. For every horse a measure of
grain is provided. All those who come and go and benefit from the
food they are offered with grace and quell their appetites and after
their needs are met they recite the Fatiha [the opening chapter of the
Quran] in memory of its endower. In all truth this is a large act of
philanthropy.

Ve cümle 22 aded iib-ı lıayiit çeşmesiirlan vardır. Cümleden çiirsft
içinde lıiinlar önünde dörd [p. 78] göziii çeşme-i ayn-ı ziiliil-i elinperveri var kim lıer uyılnıı liilelerinden iidem biizılsıı kal~nlığı cereyiin edüp andan taşııp aşağı Tabalıline ibret-nümii çiirsılsıma gider
giiyet leziz ve niifi' ô.b-ı niibdır. Bu çeşmesiir iizre siilıibü'l-lıayriit bir
kasr-ı iili inşii edüp cemi'i elıl-i sefer garfbü'd-diyiir kimesneler anda cem' olup görüşüp bilişirler, bir mecma'u'l-irjiin kasr-ı zibiidır.
Dalıi ciimle çeşmesiirlann iib-ı revlinları ciimle Giizf yaylasmdan
gelir. Liikin bu şelıre göre suyu azdır. Miirftr-ı eyyiim ile yollan
ralmedtir olmuşdur.
There are twenty-two life giving fountains. In the marketplace, in
front of the large commercial buildings of the merchants, there is a life giving fountain with four fountain heads and out of each of which
spouts water in the thickness of a man's arın. The water which
overflows runs down into the tannery market. This is an extremely
beneficial and delicious water. On top of this fountain a generous patron erected a large pavilion, under which all strangers and travelers
come together, meet and engage in conversation. The water in all
these fountains is brought from the Summer Pasturage of the Gazis.
But, for a city of this size the water is insuffıcient. With the passage of
time its aqueducts have fallen into disrepair.
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Ve cümle kırk bir yerde sebfl-i [sic. sebilj atşiin-ı selsebll-i şelıldiin-ı
deşt-i Kerbela rıllıiyçiin meiib-ı kevserlerdir.
In forty-one locations there are thirst quenching free water distribution
centers (sebils)], these paradise-like waters are for the souls of the
Kerbala desert martyrs.

Ve cümle memdıllıiitlarmdan ekseriyyii halkıımı kiir (u] kisbleri
çemşir kökünden ve karaçalı kökünden ve erik ve kızılcık ağaçlan
özlerinden gılııii-gıln musamıa' kaşıklar ve keşkiil ve zerdesteler
yapııp kijiif-ı nefs ederler. Ve viliiyet viliiyet bu şehrin kaşıklanndan
lıediiyii götiiriirler. Ve Bursa'mıı imiim liilesi kadar meşlılir liile-i
dulı/in işlenir.

One of the many things to like about this city is the practice of many
of its inhabitants of earning their livelihoods by carving wooden
spoons out of all kin ds of wood, including from the roots of boxwood
and gorse trees, together with the wood of the plum, dogwood and
other kinds of trees. The spoons from this city are taken as gifts from
one province to another. In addition bowls of tobacco pipes, which are
as famous as the İmam tobacco pipe bowls of Bursa, are made here.

Ve dalıi Yenice'nin [f. 231a] kuzu kulağı gibi dulıiiııı Rılm ve Arab 11
Acem'de meşlıiir olup birer vukıyye mikdiirı iki başı sivri ve ortası
yumru dulı/im bir yere cem' ediip kazıllar ile bağlayup ceml'i viliiyet
a'yiinma lıediiyii götiiriirler: Hakfr ömriimde dulı/in içmedim ammii
bu Yenice dulıiimmnmisk [ii] amber-i lıiim [sic. amber:fiim]riiyilıa
smdan lıazz ederim. Tti bu mertebe misk-b ıl tiitiinii olur.
And also in Yenice is grown a tobacco whose leaves are like the
sheep's-sorrell. This tobacco is famous throughout the lands of the
Ottomans, the Arabs and the Persians. Its leaves which are long and
tapered at the ends and globular in the middle are gathered together in
forty dirhem [one ounce] amounts, bound with a leaf, and taken as
gifts to all the notables and lords of the province. I have never smoked
tobacco in my life. But in truth I take pleasure in the musk and arnher
scent of this Yenice tobacco. If you are going to talk about beautiful
tobacco, it couldn't be any better than this amber-scented tobacco.
Der-vasf-ı

kiilliviit: Evvel/i niçe bin lıiinediiıı
siilıib-i a'yiiıı-ı kibiirı gılııii-gılıı çuka libiislar geyiip ferlıiidlıiiııl ve
lıeziiri ve altunbaş ve lıiiııkiiri ve köse desttir-ı Mulıammedl sar[ar]

•

telimme-i

şe/ırenglz-i
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eşriif-ı

kibiin vardır. Vasatu'l-lı/il olanlar e/ıl-i tiicciir ve e/ıl-i saniiyi'i çuka kontoş ve çııka çakşır ve çuka semmılr ve zerdeva kalpak
ve kopçalı çakşır ve bellerinde teybend kuşaklamıda kortela bıçak ve
varsak taşıyup Rılmeli giizf/eri gibi reftiir eder jetii/an vardır. Ammii
ıstı/ii/ılit-ı listin/an Rılm /e/ıçe/erine yakın, vanmsık, gelmısık ve onlar ile göris11ıısık ve şöyle etmısık ve böyle etmısık, el-lı/isı/ sık lajzmı
sık sık isti'ln/il ederler. Zeniineleri dalıi ciimle çuka jerriiceler geyiip
yassı başlarma bey/iz diilbend ız/ir biiriiniip yüzlerine kıl nikfıb
dutuk ediniip mii'eddebfıne gezerler ................... (2 empty
lines)....................
Other features of the city: The notables and the established figures
from thousands of homes wear broadcloth garments, similar to
Ferhad, gold-headed caps, around which are wrapped Hünkari and
Köse style turbans. People of the rniddle class, merchants, craftsmen
and tradesmen, wear broadcloth Kontuş, broadcloth trousers,
broadcloth cloaks, martin fur caps, all fastened with hooks and eyes.
At their waists in their cummerbunds, they carry knives and axes, and
they stroll around like Rumelian fighters for the faith. In their speech,
these speak with something close to a Rumelian accent. They say:
'varmısık,' 'gelmısık' and we spoke with them ('görismısık'), and we
di d this ('şöyle etmısık '), and w e did like that ('böyle etmısık '), and
they use the ending 'sık' very frequently. Most of the women wear
broadcloth (dustcoats), their heads are covered with white
headscarves, their faces are covered by thin veils and they move about
with modesty.
selzel sakfl olduğımdan alı/ilf-i vi/iiyet miilı-ı Temmılz
eyyiim-ı bfılıılra vannca cümle yayiağa çıkarlar.
Because the weather of the city is sornewhat heavy, the inhabitants
from the month of July until the first week of August go up to the
summer pasturages.

Ammii

lıeviisı

Sit/iviş-i yavlağ-ı kıllı-ı

Yenice-i Vardar: Bu şelırin elinib-i garbfsbı
de {şimiilfsi miibeyninde} nfm riilı kurbuna bir garfb temiişiigiilı
yalakabdır. Yenice alıiilfsinden mii'adii Yenice etriif kur/i· ve
kasabiitlarmm alıiilfleri eyyfım-ı Temmılz'da bu yayZağa cemf'i
deviibbiitlarıyla ımlc ediip beş altı ay kesb-i tariivet ederler. Tti Giizf
Evrenos zamtimndan berii binli olımmuş elimi'leri ve diikkiinları ve
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lılinlan

ve mesiicidleri ve bir aded /ıammiimı olup Iziilli Glizf Evre1ıos
evklifi bir yayiağ-ı azfm olup "Öşr-i aded-i ağnlimı mii'ebbedii'ddevriin" deyii hatt-ı şerifler ile bu yayla Evre1ıos Beğ evklifidır. Cemf'i frlid-ı ma/ıslillitları miitevelffsi tarafindan zabt olımup aşağı şe
lıirdeki imliret, tekye ve /ıammlim ve medreselerinin mürtezika ve
lıiiddlimlarma vazife-i mu 'ayyeneleri verilir.

;

-'

The mountain pasturage of Venice-i Vardar: To the northwest of the
_ city at the distance of half a day's journey is a curious summer
pasturage. The inhabitants of Yeni ce, together with those of the
surrounding towns and villages, move up to this pasturage, together
with their animals, during the month of July. They stay here for
periods ranging from fıve to six months. Dating all the way back to
the time of Gazi Evrenos, it possesses mosques, shops, large
commercial buildings, smail prayer houses and a bathhouse. This
place belongs to the pious foundation of Giizi Evrenos and it
possesses Imperial Decrees relegating the tithe and tax on sheep to its
income. All these sources of revenue are collected by this pious
foundation's administrator. These revenues pr:ovide the incomes for
the employees of the soup kitchen, bathhoiıse, dervish lodge and
theological seminary in the city which lies below.
·
Ab [u] lıevlisı latfj niçe yerde aynü'l-lıaylit misilli kaynak sularmm
niçesilıi künkler ile zfr-i zeminden şehrin imaretlerine götürmüşler.
Çam ve ardıç ve çimşir ve ar'ar ve sanevber misilli lıoş-bii dıralıt-l
gfınli-gfın ile müzeyyen bir yaylakdır.

The water and climate are beautiful, and in many spots there are
natural springs of life giving water. The water from many of these is
transported by underground channels to the buildings of the city. It is
a pasturage embellished with pleasant smelling trees, including pines,
juniper, boxwood, [another type of] juniper and stone pines.
Am dahi yedi günde temaşii edüp andan aşağı yine şehre eniip şe/ır-i
Yenice'nin kıblesi elinibinde ta Karajerye yollarınca 01ı sli'at mesaje-i
ba'fde bir salıra-yı azfmin ta ortasmda,

After spending seven days looking around and visiting this place, we
r·~tı.ırned down to the city. We continued on for ten hours in the

\
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directian of the Kıb le on the road to Karaferya. Then we arrived at the
lake which lies in the middle of the plain.
Der-fetlı-i bulıavre-i

Vardar Yenieesi: Bu /ıalfe-i ibret-nümli şefır-i
Vardar'm kıble ve şimlilfsi tarafina vliki' olup girdii-girdi on bir
mildir. Umku beş altı kulaç olup elinib-i etrafı kamışlık ve sazlıklı
ma 'ımlr köyler vardır. S li 'ir göller gibi ııiçe yiiz gılne balıkları olmaz
ammli kazı ördeği ve sli'ir lıılş [ıı] tuyılr [sic. vulııış] şiklirı çokdıır.

The Lake of V ardar Yenicesi: This gulf is worthy of seeing. It li es to
the south and north of the city of Vardar and it is approximately ten
miles in length. Its depth does not extend beyond ten to twelve double
arın lengths [1.66 meters]. It is surrounded by reeds and rushes and
well developed villages. Unlike most other lakes this one does not
possess a variety of fish, but it is home to ducks, geese, and other
game anirnals.

Lllkin bu bulıayre yigirmi otuz yılda bir kerre suyundan bir katre
kalmayup zirli'at edüp çemenzlirlarmda at bağlarlar imiş, bir gün
yine lıikmet-i Hudli lı er elinibinden taraf taraf lib-ı /ıaylitlar tulıl'
edüp zirli'at olmuş malısılllitlarm gark ediip ol kadar bi-/ıadd [ii] bikıylis semekeleriyle geliip bulıayre içi mlil-li-mlil mlilıi olur, deyü
alıiili-i villiyet nakl etdiler, ammli lıakirin manzılrıt olduğu malıalde
bulıayresi leb-ber-leb idi.
This lake, once every twenty or thirty years, dries up completely, at
which time crops are planted in it and horses graze in it. Then comes a
day, according to what we were told, when by the grace of God, the
water slowly begins to appear again in the areas which previously
wete planted. The water rises and covers the planted areas, to such an
extent that it once again is overfilled with large numbers of fish.
When I saw this lake it was completely filled with water.

Bu gölün dalıi ciimle malısılllitları Glizi Evrenos'ım olup başka iltizlimdır. Ve bu gölün ayağı ne/ır-i Vardar ile ne/ır-i Söğüdlii milbeyninde eereylin ederek Selô.nik'e karfb Akdeniz'e ma/ılılt olur.
All of the ineome produced from this lake belongs to the foundation
of Gazi Evrenos as a separate branch of the public revenue. The
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mouth of this lake lies between the Vardar river and the Söğütlü river
and flows into the Mediterranean [sic. Aegean] Sea near Thessaloniki.
Evsfi(-ı ziyfiretgfilı-ı

Vardar Yenicesi: Yenice lajzmda birkaç şehirler
vardır. Evvel/i Zağra Yenicesi ve Kızılağaç Yenicesi ( .....) ( .....)
Amma bu Vardar Yenicesi elimleden ma'mılr ll mıizeyyen ve ziyfiretgfilı-ı miistecfibii'd-da've nazargfilı-ı kadfmdir. Evvel/i,
Visitation Sites in Vardar Yenice: There are a number of city' s w hi ch.
bear the name Yenice. For example: Zağra Yenicesi and Kızılağaç
Yenicesi [other .spaces are left blank]. But this Vardar Yenicesi out
does themallin terrns ofits embellishment by sites ofvisitation where
prayers are answered.

ve ser-bazan fetii-yı şecf'fin 11
balıadıran ve miicfilıidfin-ı fi-sebllillfilı salıib-i nfimi'is ya 'ni ziyaret-i
Gfizl Evrenos: Bıı şelıir içre bir knı:şnm örtii/ii kfirgfr bir kubbe-i
ra'nfi içinde medjfmdıır. Ammfi bu knbbe-i miişebbekin [?] [sic.
mnsaykalj 171 içi iki kat meşlıed-i gfiziyiindır. Aşağı zir-i zemin yamna iiç ayak taş nerdiibiin [p.79] ile enilir kabr-i şerifin bir tılliinl
1ııermer sandılka içinde Giizl Evrenos me'mls olup yatır bir muzlim
zfr-i zemlndir. Ammfi bn zir-i zemin üstündeki soffada yine ol kubbe
içinde bir menııer sandilka dalıi var. Başı ve ayağı ııcımdaki lıice

Ziyaret-i

ser-çeşme-i

gazıyan

[sic. there is no such word (lıice) in the text. The copier first wrote and
then crossed it out] taşmdaki tari/ı budıır: Netlee tfirflıi [sic. netice-i
tfirilıi], li-sene ışrin [ve] semfin-mi'e talırlr olımmuşdur, amma ken-

di bizzfit na'ş-ı şerifleri aşağı zir-i zemindeki merıııer sandi'ika içinde
medfılndur.
·
At the head of all of these visitation spots is that of Gazi Evrenos, he
of good name, he who led the young men and warriors for the faith on
God's path: He is buried inside this city within a beautiful stone
mausoleum which is covered with a skillfully crafred lead encased
dome. As for the well lit mausoleum it is built of two stories. One
descends from the entry level via three stone steps to the first floor.
There within a long marble sarcophagus Gazi Evrenos is buried. This
171
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is a dark place. However, on the upper level there is a second marble
sarcophagus. The inscriptions at its head and at its foot give the date:
h. 820 [14 17]. Despite this fact, Evrenos Gazi is not buried here but is
in fact buried inside the other marble sarcophagus on the lower level.

Hiçbir viiiiyelde bu tarz iizre mebni bir kabr-i miinevver
manzılrumuz olmamışdır. Ve kubbe-i iili olmaği/e etrafı revzenler ile
miizeyyen olmuş kasr-ı irem-misiil bir kubbe-i piir-mlrdur. Her
seyyiihiin-ı berr [ii] bilıiirm [sic. tiicciirım?] rıly-ı diviirda birer gılne
lıiisn-i hatlar ile asiiriarı vardır. Ra/ımetulliilıi aleylı. Yedi yiiz altmış
[f. 231b] aded şehir kılii' 11 kasabiit/ar fet/ı etmişdir kim Gazi Sultan
(.....) _(.....) Hiin'm iimeriilarmdandır. Dii'imii kariirgiilıı firdevs-i
eve-i ıllıyyfn ola. Andan taşra lıareminde,
I have never seen this style of burial in any other province. Because
the dome is so high it is decorated on all sides with windows. It is a
beautiful dome like that of the gardens of Paradise. Every merchant
traveler has left different kinds of beautiful messages written on its
walls. May Go d' s forgiveness be granted to the deceased Gazi
Evrenos, who conquered seven hundred six.ty cities, fertresses and
towns. He who was among the commanders of the ruler. May his
resting place always be Paradise. In the outer courtyard [of his tomb]
ıs:

Ziviiret-i İki Yürekli Ali Beğ ve buna karfb Gazi isa Beğ: Bu iki
aded gazi iidem ejdelıiilan Gazi Evrenos'ım evliid-ı zevi'lilıtiriimlarmdandır kim Rılmeli diyiirma bunlar dahi kılıç ımıp fet/ı
etmişlerdir. Bu biiriidereyıı-i giiziyeyn pederlerinin taşra cenbiııde
medfılnlardır amma üzerlerinde kubiibları yokdur. Kiremit ile örtüiii
kiilbe-i alıziinlar içinde iisılde-lıiillerdir. Andan şehir içinde bir miirtefi' yerde Alımed Beğ mescidiııde,
The pilgrimage site of İki Yüreklü Ali Beğ and that nearby of Gazi İsa
Beğ: These two Gazis, giants. dressed as men, were the sons of Gazi
Evrenos, who were responsible for the conquest with their swords of
many areas in Rumeli. They are buried outside the tomb of their
father, but there are no domes covering them. Instead, they lie in
peace in separate melancholy huts which are covered by tiles. In
addition, within the city, on a high place, is the smail prayer house of
AhmedBeğ.
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Zivliretglilı-ı

azfm nlitık-ı lıaklivık. n/isı/ı-ı /ıallivık. kıdve-i riclil,
nokta-i kemlil, p[ı]r-i erbab-ı zevk, şeylı-i asiılib-ı sevk. menba'-ı esr/ir, merci'-i ebrlir, müftf-i esr/ir-ı İllilıf. miiclilıid-i envlir-ı nlimütenlilıf. kutbu'l-aktlib Hazret-i es-Sev/ı İlli/ıf kaddesenlilllilıu bisırrılıi'l-azfz: Bu azfz-i merlıılmım maskat-ı re'sleri Anatolu lılik-i
amber-plikinbı Kütlilıiyye kurbunda Simav nlim kasaba-i benlimda
tevelliid ediip Bel/ı u Bulılirli ve Semerkand kümmelfnlerbıden cilı/iz-ı fakrı ( ...•.) kabıli ediip Rılın erenlerinden yine Simav'da seeclide-nişin iken iki kerre yiiz bin müride ıtılilik olup /ıattli
İsi/imbol'da medfıln Emfr Bulı/iri /ıazretleri de bunların fukarliları
zümresinden olup tekmfl-i fünıln edüp Eınfr Bu/ıiirf gibi niçe bin .
/ıalifeye ıniilik olup niçe bin meniikıbları vardır.
The great pilgrimage site of he who was the source oftruth, the model
of dignitaries, the point of perfection, the leader of the men of good
taste, the Sheikh of the companions of ardor, the spring of mystery,
the source of righteousness, the expounder of the mystery of the
divine, the champion of light, the most eminent of the eminent, the
Exalted Şeyh İlahl. May he expound the secrets of God. This Saint
was bom in the town of Simav, near Kütahya, on the clean earth of
Anatolia. He accepted dervishes from Belli, Bukhara and Samarkand,
and while he was stili the leader of those who had arrived at the dl.vine
truth in Anatolia, he had over two hundred thousand disciples, among
whom was the Exalted Emir Buhari who is buried in Istanbul. How
many other thousands of followers like the Emir Buhaii and how
many thousands ofheroic exploits.
Sultan ( ..•..) ( •..••) şeref-i solıbetleriyle ınüşerref olup lilıır-ı klir
bunlara dalıi sene 820 tliri/ıbıde irci'f illi Rabbike 172 emrine fermanher olup bu şelıir içre medrese-i tekye-i dlim'l-lıadfs nazarglilıında
bir klirgfr kubbe kurşmn ile ınestılr bir kubbe-i pür-nılr içinde
medfıln olup ziyiiretglilı-ı lıliss [u] liının-ı erbab-ı dillindır. ( ..•..)
(

.....) (.....) (.....)

••••.......•..•••• (2 empty lines) ................... .

How many times did he enjoy the honor of sirting and listening to the
Sultan [Şeyh Buhari?]. At the end, in the year h. 820 [February 18,
1417- February 8, 1418], in accepting the order of 'return to your
Rab' [he died]. In this city where he established a theological
172
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seminary, a dervish lodge and a school where the traditions of Islam
were, taught, he is buried in a domed mausoleum built of stone and
covered with lead, which is a pilgrimage spot of dervishes.

Ve yanında siilıibii'l-hayr/it Alımed Beğ dahi medfiindur.
And, Ahmed Beğ, ·the endower of go od works, is buried next to him.
Ve dahi Muriid Baba ve dahi eş-Şey/ı Fazlu/lii/ı Efendi ve dahi Kerem İssi [sic, kerem ıssı?] Sultiin ve dahi Yazıcı Çelebi Efendi, ya'ni
Mıılıammediyye kitiibı siihibi Yazıcıziide Melıemmed Efendi ziidesi
Mehemmed Çelebi'dir. Ol dahi bıı iisitiine-i du'ii hareminde
medftlndıır. Ralımetıılliihi aleylıim ecma 'in.
And, in addition, Murad Baba, and also Şeyh Fazlullah Efendi, and
also the passessor of beneficience Sultan, and further Yazıcı Çelebi
Efendi, that is to say, the author of the 'Muhammediyye' Yazıcızade
Mehmmed Efendi' s son, Mehemmed Çelebi. All of these are buried in
the courtyard of this house ofprayer. May God bless their souls ..
Niçe yiiz ziyiiretgiihlar dahi var, amın/i lıakfrin yiiz siirdiiğii
iisit/ineler bunlardır kim lıimtiıetleri lıiizır ll niizır ola. ·
There are hundreds more places of pilgrimage, but these are those
which this poor one saw with his own eyes whose grace niay last
forever.
·
Bıı

şehrin

nısa

tii'ifeleri bıı ınezkılr sııltiin-ı ınerlıılınlann
rılhiiniyyetleri sebebiyle giiyetii'l-gfiye siililıa-i ınestiire Riibi'a-i
Adeviyye gibi ınii'eddebe ve taşra çiirsıl-yı b/iz/ira çıkmaz lıaviitfn-i
lmrmeleri vardır. Ve ceıni'i halkında sıılelıii-yı iimmetden e/ıl-i tan"k
lıalitn ii selim ve halılk iidemleri vardır. Hak cümlesinden riizı ola.
The women of this city, due to the spirit of this deceased saint, are
· chaste and covered. Each ofthem is like Ra.bi'a-i Adeviyye. They do
not enter the marketplace. The inhabitants are all righteous, followers
of the dervish path, with gentle and good characters. May God grant
them all mercy.
]Jıı şehrin alııbbiisıyla vediilaşııp

ertesi giin kalkııp garb tarafina
salır/i/ar geçiip karye-i Eskici ve karye-i Kadı ve karye-l Hisiirbeği
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ve karye-i Yegoniçe ve karye-i Sindeili bu köy Vodina
kindedir.

kasabası

hti-

On the next day after taking leave of our friends we traveled west and
passed through the villages of Eskici, Kadı, Hisiirbeği and Y egoniçe
and the village of Sindeili which is attached to the town ofVodina.-

(.....) lıaşeb cisrden geçiip bu nelırin
menba'ı Oştrova kasabası gölünden ve Vodina dağlanndan cem'
olup ne/ır-i Vardar'a malılılt olup anınla Akdeniz'e mımsab olur.
A11dan ciimle 6 sfı'atde.
Ve bu

malıaile

karib

ne/ır-i

Near this place we passed over t):ıe ....... [name left blank] river on a
wooden bridge. The waters of this river come from the lake at the
town ofOşrova, and gather in the mountains ofVodina before flowing
into the Aegean Sea. We traveled for six hours.
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The author's extend their deepest appreciation to Dr. Yücel Dağlı for providing
these excerpts from the Topkapı Saray manuscript, as well as for his tireless assistance in the design and formarting of this article.
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APPENDIX ll.: Monuments of the Evren os family in Giannitsa
(Yenice Vardar) known only from early 201h century photographs
The aqueduct (su yolu) & water delivery system (su tesisat)
built by Hacı Evrenos

The earliest reference we have to the construction of a water supply
system for Yenice Vardar, is found in the 1498 valifiyye drawn up by Hacı
[Şemseddin] Ahmed Beğ, the grandson of Hacı Evre_nos, which refers to his
having extended the aqueduct (su yolu) and water delivery system (su tesisat) initially endowed and constructed by his ancestor. 174 This document
makes specifıc reference to the fact that Ahmed Beğ is providing funds for
the extension, and maintenance/upkeep of the city's water delivery system.

In the course of same fıve short visits to Gianniisa in the past few
years, Heath Lowry has queried residents about any remains of the aqueduct
which have survived until the preseht time. He based his queri~s upon passages in the work of the 17th century Ottoman traveler Evliya Çelebi, who
notes the fallawing in regard to the city's water supply system:
a) There are twenty-two life giving fountains. In the marketplace, in
front of the large commercial buildings of the merchants, there is a life giving fountain with four fountain heads and out of each of these
flows water· in the thickness of a man's arın. The water which
overflows runs down into the tannery market. This is extremely
bene:ficial and delicious water. On top of this fountain a generous
endower erected a large pavilion, under which all strangers and
travelers come together, ineet and engage in conversation. The water
in all these fountains is brought from the Summer Pasturage of the
Giizis. But, for a city of this size the water is insuf:ficient. With the
passage of time i ts aqueducts have fallen into disrepair [Emphasis is
ours];

174

Ayverdi, 2000: pp. 320 & 322. See also: BaŞbakanlıkArşivi: EV. VKF 19/11 which is the
4.5 meter long scroll containing the 1498 viikjiyye of Ahmed Beğ.
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b) The water and climate are beautiful, and in many sp ots there are
natural springs of life giving water. The water from many of these is
transported by underground channels to the buildings of the city
.[Emphasis is ours}.

The underlined sections in these two passages allow us to infer the following in regard to the water supply system of the city: 1) the water originated some 12-15 kilometers west of the city on the slopes of Mount
Paiko[n], from the area known as the 'Summer Pasturage of the Gazis;' 2) it
was transported via a series of aqueducts and 'underground channels' to the
city; 3) it was distributed freely frorri a series of sebils (water distribution
centers), and from a total of 22 fountains whi ch w ere spaced throughout the
city.
Elderly residents have tentatively identifıed a seetion of an early 20tlı
century photo postcard [dated: 191 8] as showing what therı. remained of the
series of channels which fed water to the city during the Tourkokratia
[Photo: ·60]. When w e enlarge the upper left seetion of the photo they point
to [Photo 61], it may be that we are looking atsome kind of water calleetion
site (taksim), i.e., the point where the channels bringing water from the
mountain to the city terminated?
· Indeed, there appears to be some kind of large pipe emerging from the
long building in the photo, and this is what elderly natives of the city describe as the old water system? Our thanks to Eleni Mavrokefalidou, both for
the photo and for sharing the description provided to her by local residents in
regard to what it depicts.
From the fact that there isa note dated July 18, 1918 on the face of this
postcard, we have a tenninus ad quem for the street scene for the picture it
depicts.
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Photo 60

Photo 61 175

175

Mavrokefalidou (2005).
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The lıan!kervansaray of Hacı Evren os in Giannitsa (Yenice Vardar)

At each of the st~ging points established by Hacı Evrenos as he advanced westward into the Balkans in the years between ca. ı 456 and ı 4 ı 7,
he is known to have endowed and constructed a variety of types of buildings.
Of those whi ch survive, the hanslkervansarays (inns for merchants and travelers) which he constructed are of particnlar interest. Too date, the only
known such which is extant is that in the westem Thracian region of
Traianoupolis Gust fıve miles southeast of the town ofFerecik [Gr. Feres]).
It was thus of particnlar interest when the early photographs published

by Eleni Mavrokefalidou in her work on Giannitsa, included what may be
the only existing picture of what appears to be the Han Evrenos is known to
have built in Yenice Vardar.
We owe our knowledge of this facility primarily to the work of the ı 7th
century traveler Evliya Çelebi who deseribed it in the following passage:
And in addition there is an inn (kiirbfınsaray) with a large courtyard.
That too is among the charitable works endowed by Gazi Evrenos. By
day and by night it feeds, houses and provides rest to between five and
six hundred men and their horses. In front of every chimney there is
provided a copper tray of food, with a loaf of bread, olive oil and a
candie for every man. For every horse a measure of grain is provi~ed.
All those who come and go are provided food, drink and a place to
rest. A:fter their needs are met they recite the opening chapter of the
Quran in memory of its endower. In all truth this is a large act of
philantlıropy.
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Photo 62 176

This kervansaray endowed by the city's 14th century founder may be
the building a portion of whi ch appears on the left of Ph oto 62. While the
d~te of this photograph is unla:iown, from the uniforms of the troops it would
appear to have taken prior to the First World War. This interpretation is
strengthened by our knowledge of the city's history in the opening decades
of the 20th century. It was destroyed twice by fıre, fırst in 1912 during the
Second Balkan War, and again on September 18, 1944, during the Second
World War. The fırst conflagration occurred in the aftermath of the Greek
Army' s entry into the city and resulted primarily in the destruction of Yeni ce
Vardar's Turkish quarters, i.e., the very area of the city depicted in Photo 62.
Given this sequence of eventsit may well be that this photo (which includes
soldiers taking a souvenir snapshot), may well have been taken following the
Greek army's entry in 1912 andjust prior to the fıre?
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Mavrokefalidou (2005).
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Postscript
The authors wish to take this opportunity to thank those members of
the Evrenosoğlu who have so generously shared their knowledge, documents
and family photographs which have made the present study possible. In particular, the many kindnesses of G. Ersİn Evrenos and Özer Gazievrenosoğlu
are an essential underpinning to whatever value the present work possesses.

Photo 63 177
Descendants of Hacı Evrenos' son İkiYöreldü Ali Beğ gathered for the First
Evrenosoğulları Family Dinner on June 22, 2008 in İstanbul, Turkey
[From left to right: G. Ersin Evrenos, Alp Evrenosoğlu,
Özer Gazievrenosoğlu (organizer of the event) & Metin Manis.alıoğlu.

177

Photo: H. Lowry (2008).
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